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KA Semiconductor

Finally, graphics to match
your imagination... now more than ever.
INTRODUCING THE FIRST
EFFECTIVELY PARTITIONED
VLSI ARCHITECTURE FOR
TRULY FLEXIBLE GRAPHICS
SYSTEMS DESIGN
Imagine agraphics architecture so
powerful, you can achieve 16K-by-16K resolution. So effective, you can add virtually
unlimited planes of color without degrading
performance. So flexible, you can integrate
it into an existing design or use it to build an
entire range of new systems.
That's the Advanced Graphics Chip Set
from National Semiconductor.
By using amultiple-chip, modular
approach, the Advanced Graphics Chip Set
avoids the design compromises and limitations of single-chip solutions.
That gives you two unprecedented benefits:performance andfleribil*
Which means you can design exactly
the type of system you need with exactly
the level of performance your application demands.
For example, you can integrate
part of the chip set with an existing
general-purpose microprocessor for
alow-end display.
Or you can utilize the chip set's full capabilities for ahigh-end, high-performance,
high-resolution CAR/CAD workstation
or laser printer —with virtually unlimited
planes of color. Yet with the same highspeed performance as ablack-and-white
application.
In fact, you can design an entire range
of graphics systems without having to
"reinvent the wheel" each time, by using the
same hardware building blocks and the
same central software in each of the systems.

le

1:;) National Semiconductor 1987

THE ADVANCED GRAPHICS CHIP SET
Now expanded for even more design
flexibility and freedom.

including dual-access arbitration logic for multipleCPU applications. AVAILABLE NOW.
Atotal of 11 chips — all introduced in asingle
year between Siggraph 1986 and Sig,graph 1987. An
unmatched commitment to graphics system design.
And soon another family member, now in betasite testing: Raster Graphics Processor (RGP).
Afully programmable, high-performance microprocessor specially tuned for graphics applications.

2BitBlt Processing Units (BPUs). 20-MHz
devices that control data movements within their
own dedicated memory planes or between those
planes and other memory planes in multi-color
systems. AVAHABLE NOW.
4Video Clock Generators (VCGs).Timing and
control generators providing all the synchronization
All devices available in PLCCs.
signals needed by agraphics system. Pin-programmable pixel frequencies for both low-frequency
4
/
1
VCG
(125 MHz) and high-frequency (225 MHz)
COLOR
applications. AVAILABLE NOW.
P
PLANE
2Video Shift Registers (VSRs).
DAC
Parallel-to-serial shift registers
MEMCRT
ORY
capable of serial-output rates up to
ADDRESS RGP
S LOOKPRINTER
PLANE
UP
PLOTTER
225 MHz. Compatible with 10K ECL
TABLE
outputs or with 100K ECL outputs.
u -«-DATA
11›.«CONTROCT
AVAILABLE NOW.
V-RAM
UNLIMITED COLOR
3Video RAM Controllers (VRCs).
MUX'D ADDRESS
PLANES
OR
Memory-array controllers for dualD-RAM
PLANE CONTROL
port video RAMs from 256K to 4Mbits,
CONTROLLER DATA

modular approach, its open architecture,
and its programmability: It gives you
graphics without limits. It Oyes you true
The secret to all this flexibility and
design freedom. It gives you the opportunity,
performance is our unique multiple-chip,
for the first time, to design agraphics sysmodular approach. Rather than trying to
tem "custom fit" to your exact specifications.
squeeze all the important graphics functions
So what are you waiting for? If you're
onto asingle chip —which would require tired of those limited single-chip solutions
some significant design and performance
bogging down your designs, take alook
compromises —we've partitioned approat the Advanced Graphics Chip Set And learn
priate functions onto individual buildinghow you can design agraphics system
block ICs. This allows us to optimize the
to match your needs ... as well as your
design of each chip, and allows you to
imagination.
optimize your own design for your particular
For more information and availapplication.
abilities, just contact your local National
Semiconductor Sales Engineer or write:
GRAPHICS
National Semiconductor
WITHOUT LIMITS
Advanced Graphics, MS 23-200
What matters most about the Advanced PO. Box 58090
Graphics Chip Set, of course, is what it
Santa Clara, CA 95052-8090
does for you And that answer is clear when
you consider its high performance, its
National
THE MULTIPLE-CHIP
SECRET

KA Semiconductor
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Component evaluation convenience.
Designed for your IBM PC, the ISDN Express Card'm enables you to evaluate twelve
different voice and data interface components. Within minutes, you can simulate network
configurations and monitor or control the state of any device on the board. Your designer
kit includes afully featured board, high-level menu-driven software and acomprehensive
users manual. Mitel Semiconductor is the industry leader with the most complete
line of digital communications components. If you want to evaluate the best
components and get your product to market fast, call 1-800-267-6244 now.
United States San Diego CA (619) 276-3421 •San Jose CA (408) 249-2111 •Oakbrook IL (312) 574-3930 •Sanford FL (305) 321-9880
Europe Denmark + 45 1-612566 •West Germany + 49 711-7701522 •United Kingdom South Wales +44 291-430000
Canada 360 Legget Drive Kanata Ontario Carnada K2K 1X5 (613) 592-5630
IBM PC is aregistered trademark of International Business Machines Corporation.
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PUBLISHER'S LETTER
n its 10-year history as
I
the premier factory-

on-system documentation
from paper to an electronautomation show, Autoic data base. And in this
fact has just about underissue, on p. 40, he records
gone acomplete metamorand interprets the reacphosis. "When it first
tions of CAD/CAM softstarted, there was alot of
ware suppliers at the conemphasis on robotics and
ference when they learned
the equipment side of the
from General Motors that
business," says Wes Iverit was qualifying only two
sen, our Chicago bureau
of them as vendors.
manager. "But now it has
That approach to the
a heavy emphasis on
story is a prime example
CAD/CAM."
of how we treat the news
Wes, who earlier this VERSEN: Following the twists at Electronics. "I had
month journeyed to De- and turns at Autofact.
heard early that GM was
troit, where he covered
about to notify vendors
his sixth Autofact—the word is a conabout its decisions, and Iknew that the
traction of "automated factory"—says
competition would also have the story,"
that "robots are almost nonexistent says Wes. "So the key to my coverage
there now; in fact, they have their own
was to go beyond what the others
show." Also, he says, "You used to see
would do, which is merely report that
a lot of vision equipment at Autofact,
something had happened, and add some
but now there isn't much of it extra value to the story."
anymore."
Now, Wes notes, the show has outHe also remembers Autofact fondly
grown its home in Detroit's Cobo Hall:
for the excitement that was caused
"It's been held mostly at Cobo since it
there by MAP (for Manufacturing Auto- started, but it's going to Chicago next
mation Protocol), General Motors Co.'s
year while Cobo Hall is being enlarged.
attempt to create anetworking standard Then, the plans are to return to Detroit
for the automated plant. "Two years
in 1989." Wes points out that the show
ago GM set up asample MAP factory at started with just 16,500 square feet of
the show and there was agreat deal of floor space. This year, the 300 exhibitors
animated comment about the pros and
in Cobo Hall needed more than 10 times
cons of the whole idea. Some people
that much space-185,000 square feet.
thought it was the answer, others had
Whatever it takes, the 40-year-old has
some reservations. Given MAP's slow
the experience and skills to handle such
progress since then, it looks as if the
changes of direction with aplomb. A fornaysayers were more right than wrong.
mer newspaperman, he first came to
Those were exciting days."
Electronics in Dallas in 1978 after a
As a CAD/CAM show, Autofact still
stint as abusiness-news reporter on the
generates a lot of news, Wes finds. In
Dallas Times-Herald. After working for
the Nov. 12 issue, he wrote a preview
us in our Dallas bureau, he went to Chiabout the show's day-long session on
cago as bureau manager for McGrawCALS, Computer-Aided Acquisition and
Hill World News. He switched back to
Logistics Support, the Pentagon's multi- Electronics in 1981 in Chicago with the
billion-dollar effort to convert its weap- same title and has been there since.
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NEWS

INSIDE TECHNOLOGY

Newsletters

COVER: ASIC verification: chasing a moving target, 79

Electronics, 29

•Motorola unveils an ambitious
return to commodity memories
•Allen-Bradley will install the
first MAP 3.0 production network
•VTI makes its Portable Library
more portable

•Now IMS is staying close with its fast ASIC Verifier, 82

Its third-generation verifier can hit 100 MHz and boasts adistributed
architecture that lets it vary the timing or voltage on each pin

International, 61

•What Mentor hopes to get from IMS, 85

•UK plant lets Ls! Logic move
fast into analog ICs and bicmOs
•... And its first products will
mix analog tiles with digital gates
•The European Space Agency
seeks to put an entire telecom
switch into orbit

With its $30 million acquisition, Mentor hopes to solve the systemsverification and prototype-testing bottleneck for its customers

•GE takes the wraps off its interactive video system, 97

Companies, 39

A team at the Sarnoff research center is readying data-compression
techniques and fashioning an application development system

A new SGs-Thomson starts getting
its act together: its worldwide
organization is 90% complete
Software, 40

By pruning vendors, GM could
affect both suppliers and
standards in the CAD/CAM market
Government, 41

Sematech isn't out of the woods
yet: U. S. funding may be only a
quarter of the $100 million sought
Consumer, 41

•Motorola returns to the TV
chip wars with abus concept
•And it "tries harder" in Japan,
predicting it will do much better
Microprocessors, 48

Do the West Germans have the
fastest 32-bit design?
Batteries, 48

Here's abattery that can't leak
because it's paper
Peripherals, 52

Error-detecting chips
aren't dying after all
4

A new generation of verifiers is struggling to keep up with faster and
more complex ASICS. Picosecond resolution and accurate on-chip test
circuits help with the task, and the verifiers are adding speed and flexible
per-pin architectures plus links with the systems that design the chips

It's showdown time in interactive video, 92
GE and Philips/Sony square off in interactive video systems based on

compact-disk technology; both camps plan products by mid-1988

•Lowcost CDROM mastering is here, 101

A microcomputer-based system from Meridian Data Inc. performs the
complex data preparation chores now done by superminicomputers
Selective growth, new DRAM cells share IEDM spotlight, 109

Selective epitaxial growth of silicon to solve submicron-cmos problems
will star at this year's show; so will abatch of different cells used for
building 16-mbit DRAMs and other developments in memory technologies
Technology update, 114

Analogy improves its analog behavioral simulator .... Aptec's I/0
computer is on time and ahead of plan
Military: Mimic's challenge: slashing production costs, 121

Phase 1of the Pentagon program to turn out GaAs analog ICs aims at
bringing down their cost; if it succeeds, the payoff could be an annual
market of almost $2 billion by 1997
•A better way to protect VLSI circuits from radiation, 127
TI methods using oxide as an insulator could replace silicon on sapphire

and dielectric isolation; they work in both CMOs and bipolar processes
•VTC's ICs guard against radiation three ways, 133

Its Megara.d bulk-CMOs process maintains hardness in total- and transientdose environments and can be adapted for single-dose events
•A rad hard array family evolves from VIISIC, 139

Honeywell's 10,000-gate array is the first of ahigh-speed, high-density
family implemented in current-mode logic
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NEW PRODUCTS
Newsletter, 33

•Disk controller from Ciprico
doubles the throughput of Sun
work stations
•Intel's 8-bit microcontroller is
low-cost and an easy upgrade
•Now, ASIC designers can create
their own cell libraries painlessly
•Philips voltage comparator
claims the lead in gain and
power dissipation
Semiconductors, 153
•NCR chip for optical drives leads

the way in detecting read/write
errors under proposed standard
•A cmos analog-to-digital
converter from Precision
Monolithics runs 2.5 times faster
than the competition
•Zilog's new 32-bit microprocessor
costs only $25.95 in 5,000-unit
quantities
Communications, 168

•Wellfleet's servers provide
bridging and routing for varying
combinations of local- and widearea networks
•An internal modem from U. S.
Robotics compresses data for IBM
PS/2 systems
Military/Aerospace
Newsletter, 147
•The DOD moves closer to generic

specs for components...
•... as it tries to cut failure rates
on military chips
•Racal claims first hand-held
frequency-hopping transceiver
•Tight funds will force Navy to
buy generic training systems
•DOD won't reply to charges that
it's mishandling the development
of software
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PAGE 79
DEPARTMENTS
Publisher's Letter, 3

The Autofact show may have
changed emphasis from robotics
to CAD/CAM, but Chicago bureau
manager Wes Iversen finds it still
generates alot of news
FYI, 8

Igot the strong feeling that
Motorola is going all-out to win in
world markets: competing again
in dynamic RAms and television
chips is only the beginning
Letters, 12
People, 16

Ed Botwinick aims to make
Unisys anetwork power
Electronics Week, 176

•The world electronics market
will climb 7% in 1987, says the EIA
•Delco and Motorola are set to
team in power ICs
•Tandy moves assembly of the
Home Color Computer to the U. S.
•TI settles its last DRAM patent
suit against Japanese companies

5

Narrow your horizons.
Put your hard disk
controller on asingle chip.
Twenty chips and aboard
is too much hardware for a
hard disk controller. Any engineer would agree. So we
focused our attention on turning all that into asingle chip:
the Am9590 Hard Disk
Controller.
The Am9590 can control
up to 4drives allowing for any
mix of hard and floppy drives.
It supports FSDI, ST506/412
or standard double density
floppy disk interfaces. Use the
Am9590 with its companion
chip the Am9582 Disk Data
Separator to design your current ST506 system and you've
got an easy upgrade to ESDI
system performance for the
next generation. Or you could
always start that next generation now with the Am9590 as
astand alone.

simple way of organizing sectors means that access time is
bounded by drive capabilities—
not controller limitations. And
it leaves the CPU free to do
the things it does best
On-board EDC.
The Am9590 even has onboard EDC. Select an error
detection code (CRC-CCITT)
or one of two error correction
codes (Single or Double Burst
Reed-Solomon). Or if you
prefer, the Am9590 provides
handshake interface to your
own external ECC circuitry. All
this adds up to maximum data
integrity
And it's easy to use.A comprehensive high level command set (with command
chaining) allows for independent operation without constant CPU intervention.
You can even shorten your
design cycle with an evaluation
ESDI

8/16-Bit
CPU

Hard
Disk
Controller

Disk
Data
Separator

Am9590

Am9582

4-

Floppy

8/16-Bit
Memory
System

srsos

On-chip DMA with
data mapping.
We gave the Am9590 onchip DMA with data mapping
(which will come in handy
when you're working with
UNIX). Then we added dual
on-board sector buffers to allow
for Zero Sector Interleave. This

board, development software
and aBIOS driver.
If all this sounds interesting,
get in touch with us for more
information. Once you've used
the Am9590 Hard Disk Controller, you'll understand why
the narrower view can be very
broadening.

Advanced
Micro Devices

ri

901 Thompson I'lace, P.O. Box 3453, Sunnyvale, CA 94088
Call toll-free (800) 538-8450 ext. 5000; inside California call (408) 749-5000.
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from

4/1,
„itte

dc to 2000 MHz
amplifier series

SPECIFICATIONS
MODEL

FREQ.
MHz

GAIN, dB
•MAX.
100 1000 2000 Min.
PWR.
MHz MHz MHz (note)
dBm

NF
dB

PRICE $
Ea.
Qty.

MAR-1
IOAR-2
MAR-3
MAR-4
MAR-6
MAR-7
MAR-8

DC-1000
DC-2000
DC-2000
DC-1000
DC-2000
DC-2000
DC-1000

18.5
13
13
8.2
20
13.5
33

5.0
6.5
6.0
7.0
2.8
5.0
3.5

0.99
1.50
1.70
1.90
1.29
1.90
2.20

15.5
12.5
12.5
8.0
16
12.5
23

—
11
10.5
—
11
10.5
—

13.0
8.5
8.0
7.0
9
8.5
19

(100)
(25)
(25)
(25)
(25)
(25)
(25)

NOTE: Minimum gain at highest frequency point and over full temperature range.
• 1dB Gain Compression
O +4dBrn 1ti,

designers amplifier kit, DAK-2
5of each model, total 35 amplifiers
only

$59.95

Unbelievable, until now...tiny monolithic wideband amplifiers for as low as 99 cents. These rugged
0.085 in.diam.,plastic-packaged units are 50ohm*
input/output impedance, unconditionally stable
regardless of load*, and easily cascadable. Models
in the MAR-series offer up to 33 dB gain, 0to
+11dBm output, noise figure as low as 2.8dB,
and up to DC-2000MHz bandwidth.
"MAR-8, Input/Output Impedance is not 50ohms, see data sheet.
Stable for source/load impedance VSWR less than 3:1

Also, for your design convenience, Mini-Circuits
offers chip coupling capacitors at 12 cents each.t
Size
(mils)

Tolerance

Temperature
Characteristic

80.50
80 .50
120'r60

5%
10%
10%

NPO
X7R
X7R

Value
10, 22, 47, 68, 100, 470, 680, 100 pf
2200, 4700, 6800, 10,000 pf
022, 047 068, 1,./f

t Minimum Order 50 per Value

finding new ways...
setting higher standards

A Donsoon ot Sclentlftc Components Corporation

P.O. Box 350166. Brooklyn. New York 11235-0003 (718) 934-4500
Fax (718) 332-4661 Domestic and International Telexes: 6852844 or 620156
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MORE
MULTIPROCESSOR
MUSCLE.
MORE RAW
PERFORMANCE.
When you're out in the trenches fighting it out with ordinary
microprocessors, running out of muscle is all too easy. That's why you
should look to the new 1800 Transputer from INMOS.
The1800 is the fastest 32-bit, single chip, floating-point
microprocessor available today. Aquick glance at its statistics will show
why nothing else is in its league...
32-bit enhanced RISC processor...64-bit on-chip IEEE floatingpoint processor...4K Bytes on-chip 5Ons static RAM...Four 20 MBits/sec
interprocessor communication links...Eight independent DMA
engines. All on asingle chip capable of sustained 1.5 MFLOPS...and
4.6M Whetstones!
And, if that's not enough raw power, the T800's links allow
multiprocessor systems to be constructed quickly and easily -giving
you 6MFLOPS with four T800's...30 MFLOPS with 20..150 MFLOPS with
100...In fact, there's no limit to the number of Transputers you can use!
Programming Transputers couldn't be easier, with compilers for
C, Fortran and Pascal, and the world's first concurrent programming
language OCCAM.
Want to turbocharge your current system? No problem. Our
exclusive Link Adaptor IC's allow Transputers to be connected to other
DESCRIPTION

microprocessors or peripherals.
Other team members include the pin compatible T414 Transputer,
offering lower cost, 10 MIP performance and 0.75M Whetstones.
Lined-up to provide all the I/O processing you need, the 1212 16-bit
Transputer is the ideal high performance controller and the M212 Disk
Processor combines disk controller hardware and aTransputer on a
single chip, supporting both Winchester and floppy disks. And the C004
Link Switch makes the design of software reconfigurable multiprocessor
systems as easy as kicking an extra point.
Whatever field you're in -from real-time distributed systems to
high-performance graphics, from fault-tolerant systems to robotics,
Transputer technology can give you scalable performance at acost
you can afford.
Transputers are manufactured using an advanced 1.5 micron
CMOS process which keeps the power consumption under one waft.
So your system stays cool while under fire.
Transputers to MIL-STD 883C will be available in the first half
of 1988.
If this all sounds like your kind of game, put the ball in play by
contacting your local INMOS sales office today. And get ready to score.

PERFORMANCE

AVAILABILITY

PACKAGE

Port No.

Word
Length

Clock
MHz

Integer
Drystones

Floating Point
Whetstones

Commercial

Military

IMS 7800-20
IMS T414-20
IMS 7212-17
IMS T212-20
IMS M212-17

32-Bit
32-Bit
16-Bit
16-Bit
16-Bit

20
20
17
20
17

9500
9500
8000
9500
8000

4.6 Million
0.75 Million
-

Now
Now
Now
Now
Now

0288
Q288
Q2 88
Q2 88
-

NETWORK SUPPORT PRODUCTS
Part No.
IMS C004
IMS C011
IMS C012

AVAILABILITY

84 PGA
84 PGA
68 PGA
68 PGA
68 PGA
PACKAGE

Description

Communication Speed

Commercial

Military

Software configurable
32 way link switch
Link to system bus
Link to system bus

10+ 20 MBits/sec

Now

Q2 88

84 PGA

10 +20 MBits/sec
10 +20 MBits/Sec

Now
Now

Q2 88

24 Pin DIP
24 Pin DIP

THE TRANSPUTER TEAM

HMOS
INMOS, Colorado Springs, Colorado 80935. Tel. (303) 630-4000.
Orange County-714-957-6018
Santa Clara —408-727-7771

Denver —303-252-4100
Minneapolis —612-932-7121

Dol las —214-490-9522
Boston —617-366-4020

Baltimore —301-995-6952
Atlanta —404-242-7444

rE Send me information on the Transputer Team.

ESend me the Transputer White Pages, a listing- 1
of third-party manufacturers' transputer-based products and services.
0Please have aField Applications Engineer call. E Please have asalesman call.
Name

Title

Company

Address

L_
INMOS Transputer

Zip

Tel

e and IMS are trademarks of the INMOS Group of Companies.
Circle 11 on reader service card

Master the Universe
Run it all on almost nothing with
high performance, low-power op amps.
Do you like immense op amp explorations? Galactic data dissection? Cosmic
comparisons between bandwidths, slew
rates, phase margins, etc., ad infinitum?
Us either.
So we're offering you comprehensive
solutions. One, aleading-edge, bipolar
op amp. The other astate-of-the-art JFET
op amp. Both superb combinations of
performance, versatility and low-power
efficiency. With exclusive, all-NPN output stages providing unique advantages.
So you can use them for amyriad of
designs without stepping into ablack
hole of endless device analyses.

more than the LF444's. Combine these
parameters with the MC34181's low,
2mV VIO, very high input impedance
for low input bias and offset currents of
3and 1pA, respectively, and you have
the answer to precise performance in
instrument amplifiers.
Plus, output voltage swing of the
MC34181 is up to 35% better than comparables when operated with low
supply voltages.
Like the MC33171, you can use it to
improve performance in communications networks, audio designs, and
battery-powered applications where
low power and asubstantial boost in
performance payload are design goals.

Single supply MC33171 uses
one-eighth the power.
Operating from asingle, +3 to +44 V
supply, or dual ±1.5 to ±22 V supplies
and with acommon mode input which
includes ground, the MC33171 family
provides superior performance to industry standard bipolar single supply op
amps. While consuming one-third the
drain current of the LM324 and oneseventh the drain current of the MC3403
quad op amps, the MC33174 offers nearly
double the bandwidth and slew rate of
the popular devices.
The MC33171 provides 1.8 MHz bandwidth (nearly twice that of ordinary
JFETs), and a2.1 V/i.is slew rate. This
bipolar family has performance comparable to low-power JFET input op amps
such as the TL061 and LF441 series but it
provides amuch better output voltage
swing: 28.4 V p-p with ±15 V supplies.
What's more, its all-NPN output stage,
characterized by no deadband crossover
distortion and large voltage swing, provides high capacitive drive capability,
excellent phase (60°) and gain (15 dB)
margins, low open-loop high-frequency
output impedance plus symmetrical source/sink AC
frequency response.
MC33171 applications are
unlimited: in battery-powered
automotive, telecom, radio,
industrial instrumentation or

High performance on low supply voltage to,
awide au iety of designs highlights these
new bipolar & WET linear op amp fainilie,,

active filters. In strong RF fields and other
high- noise environments such as remote
sites and robotics. And in lower-current
D/As where the series settles to within
1/2 LSB of 12 bits in 4.8 ps for a10 V step.
Where low-power and versatility are
paramount, the MC33171 bipolar op
amp fits beautifully.

High performance MC34181JFET
sizzles at 4MHz.
That's four times more bandwidth than
the LF444 and TL064.
What's more, this new family provides
extremely fast settling times,1.1 bos to 0.1%
and 1.5 ps to .01%, ideal for AID sampleand-hold circuits.
Its 10 Vie slew rate is three times
greater than the TL061's and ten times

Multiple choice for your
launching pad.
Both families are available in plastic
dual-in-line, SOIC and ceramic dual-inline packaging over all temperature
ranges in single, dual and quad configurations—a total of 24 choices to master
your world of op amp applications.

[-800-521-6274
One-on-one-design-in help.
Anywhere in the U.S. or Canada, call
for an engineer-to-engineer update on
Motorola linear IC technology. Call tollfree weekdays, 8:00
to 4:30 p.m., M.S.T.
Or, we'll have an
applications engineer contact you
to master your
market. Faster.
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Earth photo compliments of NASA.

To: Motorola Semiconductor Products, Inc.
P.O. Box 20912, Phoenix, AZ 85036
Please send me information on the MC33171/MC34181 op amp families.
Name
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If you think
HP board testers aren't
affordable, think again.
If you want
acomplete board
tester that meets
your needs at a
price you'll like,
consider the new
HP 3065ST.
It's surprisingly affordable, with
many standard features not found on
other board testers under $100,000.

•

available with HP's exclusive 99%
Guaranteed Uptime program.*
Call HP today!
Get into affordable board test
now For more information, call
1-800-634-TEST. In Colorado, call
collect: 303-669-9325.

HEWLETT
PACKARD

You get multi-user capability
without the headaches of foreground/background systems.
Automatically generated
6-wire analog measurement. Analog functional
testing. A vector application rate of 2.5 MHz.
A high-speed digital
library with more than
4,500 devices. 81 megabytes of mass storage.
And more. All standard.
There's also complete software and fixture
compatibility across the
HP 3065 family. So you can
start small and easily expand
as you grow
And like all HP board
testers, the HP 3065ST is
Circle 27 on reader service card
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TekCASE: HOW TO
BREAK A PROJECT INTO PIECES.
AND PUT IT TOGETHER AGAIN.
RIGHT

You know how to maintain control and
ensure quality of acomplex systems project: first you divide it into parts and work on
them concurrently, then you put it back
together again. You also know how seldom a
project survives this kind of reassembly intact
—frequently, the final result barely resembles
the original intent. Tektronix, adeveloper of
complex systems for many years, now introduces asolution to the problem. This solution is
TekCASE: acomplete set of software engineering tools and services to guide you through the
specification, design, and documentation of
even the largest and most complex systems
projects. Tektronix supports the entire software
development life cycle.
Finally, aflexible and extensible tool set
that gives you forward and reverse traceability and verification. Thanks to Analyst/RT
and Designer, only TekCASE provides auto-

matic transformation from specification to
design and automatic conversion from code
back to design. With the addition of Auditor,
providing support for software developers complying with DOD-STD 2167, only TekCASE
gives you uninterrupted visibility of your project
from start to finish. And TekCASE runs on any
VAX® configuration.
TekCASE is more than just asoftware tool
set—it's astrategic partnership. From project concept to code and beyond, TekCASE
provides support, service, and frequent product updates. So, whether your project is in
parts, back together, or somewhere in
between, TekCASE is there to help you make
sure the pieces fit. For more information, contact your local Tektronix representative or call
1-800-TEK-WIDE, extension 682. Tektronix, Inc.,
Computer-Aided Software Engineering Division, PO. Box 14752, Portland, Oregon 97214.

Tektronix
- o
COMMITTED TO EXCELLENCE

'"TekCASE is atrademark of Tektronix, Inc.
*VAX is aregistered trademark of Digital Equipment Corp.
Copyright OD 1987 by Tektronix, Inc. All rights reserved. MIA454.
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MOTOROLA UNVEILS AN AMBITIOUS RETURN TO COMMODITY MEMORIES

M commodity memory business, but it's a lot more ambitious than had been

otorola Inc. finally went public on its widely expected re-entry into the

expected. Motorola surprised observers by moving into the static random-access
«
memory business as well as dynamic RAMs. The U. S. chip maker also is aiming
at a big chunk of the world market by 1992: Its plan calls for memory sales of
nearly $1 billion out of a 1992 market of $11.2 billion. It wants 10% of a $5.5
billion dynamic and video RAM market and more than 10% of both the $1 billion
fast SRAM and $1.3 billion slow SRAM business. Motorola will get wafers from
Toshiba, under their five-year technology agreement, until 1988, when it will start
making its own wafers. Final production of all memory parts, including assembly,
burn-in, and test, will take place at Motorola's huge Malaysia plant. A 64-Kbit
and a 256-Kbit SRAM will go into production next year at three Motorola plants,
and a 4-Mbit DRAM and 1-Mbit SRAM will be phased in later. Motorola's
strategy "sounds good, but the proof of success will come only with volume
production of RAMs," cautions market watcher William J. McClean at Integrated
Circuit Engineering Corp. He notes West Germany's Siemens has had a similar
deal with Toshiba for years but still hasn't penetrated the commodity memory
business.
D
ALLEN-BRADLEY WILL INSTALL THE FIRST MAP 3.0 PRODUCTION NETWORK

Edue in final form until next June, Allen-Bradley Co. says it's not waiting.

ven though version 3.0 of the Manufacturing Automation Protocol is not

The company will install what may be the first production network based on a
preliminary version of MAP 3.0 late this month at a General Motors Corp.
plant in Oshawa, Ont. What's more, the network will be one of the first
production MAP nets to rely on an IEEE 802.4H fiber-optic transmission
medium, instead of the broadband cable used in most MAP installations. The
GM net will tie together 150 Allen-Bradley PLC-3 programmable controllers
and implement the full MAP protocol, including MMS (for Manufacturing Message System), a key to MAP 3.0's improved functionality over MAP 2.1. D
VTI MAKES ITS PORTABLE LIBRARY MORE PORTABLE
LSI Technology Inc. is making its Portable Library more portable. The library
Vgets
its name from its ability to translate semicustom-chip designs from gate

array to standard cell technology, but now VTI's doing it one better. The San
Jose, Calif., semicustom chip maker's latest strategy seeks to sell the library
through third-party venders of computer-aided engineering systems, thereby tapping into the installed base of CAE systems and software. First to sign up is
Daisy Systems Corp. of Mountain View, Calif., which will merge VTI's libraries
with its own CAE schematic capture and simulation tools in an agreement to be
announced after Thanksgiving. Until now, Vils gate arrays and CMOS standard
cells have only been available as part of its own set of design-automation tools.D
AT&T FIBER-OPTIC NET TO GROW 4X IN CAPACITY AND 2X IN LENGTH

Awide fiber-optic network to 88,000 miles by 1991 and to quadruple transmisT&T Co. is spending $6 billion over the next two years to double its world-

sion speeds to 1.7 gigabits/s in each pair of optical fibers. The increased
capacity comes from improvements in the repeaters that appear every 46 km
along the long-distance lines. The repeaters use advanced avalanche photodiodes in their receiver elements, instead of the p-i-n photodiodes of old. Fast
gallium arsenide integrated circuits, meanwhile, have replaced silicon ICs as
regenerators. Most important, however, are powerful new 1.3-µ,m lasers that can
switch four times faster than their predecessors.
D
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We helped Sony boost their output.
WE CAN DO THE SAME
FOR YOU

ing prognuns in Indiana. We
helped Digital Audio Disc Corporation train their employees to run
In 1984 the Sony Corporation of ahighly sophisticated, high-tech
Japan began producing 300,000
manufacturing facility.
compact digital audio discs a
Our strong labor Ibrce and inmonth in their new Indiana facil- dustrial training programs are just
ity, the first of its kind in the
two of the reasons Sony chose
United States.
Terre Haute over other cities from
In just two years, the Digital
New Jersey to California. Our cenAudio Disc Corporation, asub- tral location oll'ers easy access to
sidiary of Sony, has more than trimajor markets. And our supporpled its production and its work- tive state government gave them
force.
even more reasons, including tax
That's the kind of productivity
abatement on new equipment and
you can expect from our job traininfrastructure assistance.

fyou're looking for anew business location, call us. Because we
have the resources new industry
needs to get established and get its
products on the market. In record
time,

IN

We'll help you make it

Call 317/232-8888.

Indiana Department (4(70111mi-cc •U. Governor John Mutt.. Director •One North Capitol. Suite 700 •Indianapolis. IN 46204-2288
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CIPRICO'S DISK CONTROLLER DOUBLES THROUGHPUT OF SUN WORK STATIONS

Uspeed up disk-drive read and write throughput by 25% to

sers of Sun Microsystems Inc. series-3 and series-4 work stations can
100%—or
more—with Ciprico Inc.'s Rimfire 3220 SMD-E disk-controller board. The
performance boost over the standard Sun SMD-E drive control comes from a
number of built-in 3220 features, including the use of look-ahead cache
memory, says the Plymouth, Minn., company. Based on an Intel Corp. 80186
microprocessor, the 3220 supports drive data rates up to 24 MHz and can
burst data across the system bus at rates exceeding 30 Mbytes/s, Ciprico
says. The 3220 can control up to four disk drives. It is available in small
quantities now, with production volumes scheduled for delivery starting in
December. Single-unit price is $3,495.
El
INTEL'S 8-BIT MICROCONTROLLER IS LOW-COST AND AN EASY UPGRADE

Aof Intel Corp.'s latest embedded-microcontroller offering: a 16-bit archineasy upgrade path and acost of less than $5 are the main attractions

tecture for the mature 8-bit market. The 48-pin 8098 has the same die design
as the 16-bit, 68-pin 8096 but uses an 8-bit data bus. It offers afull 16-bit
central processing unit, 14-bit analog-to-digital converter, 16-by-16 hardware
multiplier, 32-by-16 divider, three operand instructions, and register-to-register
architecture. Produdt managers at Intel's Embedded Control Operation in
Chandler, Ariz., say they're luring 8-bit system designers with the prospect of
software libraries compatible with the 16-bit chip for future upgrades. Available in December, the 8098 will cost $6 in single units and $4.75 in 100,000unit orders—one-half to two-thirds the cost of a 16-bitter.
0
NOW, ASIC DESIGNERS CAN CREATE THEIR OWN CELL LIBRARIES PAINLESSLY

UKnowledge

sing artificial-intelligence techniques, Trimeter Technologies Corp.'s
Consultant lets designers of application-specific integrated
circuits develop their own cells modified from existing cells either to save
silicon real estate or to achieve higher speeds. Knowledge Consultant makes
creating optimized cells easy by presenting users with a familiar circuitschematic format in graphic form—but unlike most Al applications, users don't
need to know rule-based programming. Once a cell is created, Knowledge
Consultant verifies functionality against the circuit it replaces and calculates
the speed and area requirement of both circuits, telling the user how much
advantage his new cell offers. The new cell goes into the cell library of the
Pittsburgh company's other product—Logic Consultant, which automatically
optimizes ASIC designs. Available now for Mentor Graphics Corp. work stations, Knowledge Consultant costs $49,500 and Logic Consultant costs
$30,000.
D
PHILIPS'S VOLTAGE COMPARATOR CLAIMS LEAD IN GAIN, POWER DISSIPATION

A32-ns propagation delays and 0.04 least-significant-bit accuracy in 10-V
precision voltage comparator from Philips of the Netherlands boasts

systems—that's performance equal to the best on the market. But the 12-bit
NE/SE5105 easily outstrips the competition in other areas including gain,
power dissipation, and offset voltage and current. Targeting the high end in
such applications as analog-to-digital converters and precision signal regenerators, it offers a gain of 20,000 compared with 16,000 for the competition;
power dissipation of 130 mW compared with 155 mW; offset voltage of 250
1.1.V compared with 600 µV; and offset current of 20 nA compared with 80 nA.
Available now in samples, pricing depends on importing country. The U. S.
price is projected at about $2.50 each in lots of 1,000 units.
D
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"Our DraculaTM layout design verification software was developed and
based on Digital systems, and for very good reason," states ECAD President Jim
Hill. "Our customers in Integrated Circuit design regard Digital's VAXTM systems
as the standard. Recognizing that, we've developed aline of software products
that have made us the standard of our industry."
According to Mr. Hill, Digital's unmatched software compatibility offers
real benefits in creating customer acceptance. "We know that whatever Digital
system the customer has purchased, our software will run on it successfully. That
kind of confidence is rare in the IC design industry And Digital's hardware and

"ECAD seized an 80%
world market share -the
key was writing our
design software to the
industry standard /Digital' ,
software consistency helps us deliver abetter product, faster and at alower cost."
"We're aggressively pursuing aworldwide market," Mr. Hill adds. "And
Digital has the worldwide presence to help us sell each market with strong local
support. Our software and Digital's systems sell each other. ECAD and Digital
have evolved astrategic partnership, one that gives us aproven competitive
advantage in the marketplace."
To get your competitive advantage now, write to: Digital Equipment
TM
Corporation, 200 Baker Avenue, West Concord, MA
01742. Or call your local Digital sales office.
A
On
D

d

g

0 Digital Equipment Corporation 1987. The Digital logo and VAX are trademarks of Digital Equipment Corporation. Dracula is atrademark of ECAD, Inc.
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A NEW SGS-THOMSON STARTS
GETTING ITS ACT TOGETHER
THE GIANT CHIP MAKER'S WORLDWIDE ORGANIZATION IS 90% COMPLETE
lands, could wind up either in Paris or
Phoenix and Carrollton. At the outset,
mbitious projects like putting to- the Milan suburb of Agrate, but as yet,
he says, the two operations will be kept
gether a billion-dollar semiconducSGS-Thomson has no legal status in eiseparate while the merging companies
tor company almost always take longer ther France or Italy. Says one official,
go through a review period with the
to pull off than their backers figure
"People are shuttling back and forth evU. S. Justice Department. He expects
they will, and SGS-Thomson Microelecery week and you might pinpoint the
the review to be completed by the end
tronics BV is no exception.
geographical headquarters as a plane
of the year.
Europe's new world-class chip maker flying over the Mont Blanc."
As it stands now, the U. S. arm of
had a baptism of sorts at last week's
In addition to top headquarters execuSGS-Thomson figures to take the lead
biennial Paris Salon des Composants,
tives, other appointments have been
role in application-specific memories,
pitching products for the first time under made. Voichy Somogy, a Hungarian,
some telecom products, and semicustom
the joint banner of the
application-specific infirm forged early this
tegrated circuits like
year by the merger of
the leading-edge chanItaly's
SGS-Microeletnelless gate arrays the
tronica
SpA
and
merged company will
France's Thomson Sesoon offer [Electronmiconducteurs SA, both
ics, Aug. 20, 1987,
of which were governp. 42]. Queyssac says
ment-owned companies.
the SGS-Thomson operBut
as
showgoers
ation in Phoenix will
flocked to the newly
most likely become the
named
company's
pole for sales and marstand, Pasquale Pisketing in the U. S. optorio, who headed SGS
PASQUALE PISTORIO
DANIEL QUEYSSAC
JAMES FIEBIGER
eration. The Carrollton
before the merger and
operation will carry the
now is running the Franco-Italian comwill run the Asia-Pacific region from
load in research and development, manbine, was still piecing together the team
Singapore. And to head the U. S. operaufacturing, product engineering, and
he expects to propel the new company
tion, Pistorio settled on Daniel Queys- have some strategic-marketing and
into the ranks of the top 10 semiconducsac, aU. S. citizen born in Paris.
product-marketing functions. Queyssac
tor makers. At the moment, with estimatQueyssac for the past seven years
insists that no major layoffs are in the
ed 1987 sales of $850 million, SGS-Thomhas headed SGS Semiconductor Corp.,
offing for the companies' U. S. operason ranks No. 12 among world chip makthe Phoenix-based U. S. subsidiary of tions. "In fact," he adds, "we intend to
ers and second in Europe, behind Philips
the Italian parent company. His main
upgrade our facility in Carrollton to 6
of the Netherlands.
competitor for the U. S. job was James
in. [from the 4-in, wafers processed
Pistorio quite likely won't have his five- Fiebiger, who previously headed Thomthere now] and that could actually inyear plan wrapped up until late this year son Components-Mostek Corp. in the
crease employment."
or early next. "The new worldwide orgaDallas suburb of Carrollton.
Queyssac says he is still waiting to
nization is about 90% complete," reports a
Actually, Fiebiger was not simply
use SGS's production facility in Phoenix.
ranking SGS-Thomson executive. The peopassed over. Pistorio offered him a top The wait, he feels, may well continue.
ple are not yet all in place, but the overall
slot in Europe as assistant general man"Every time Ifeel we are almost there,
structure is clear: a matrix linking three
ager of the merged company. "Pasquale
something happens," he says. "Now,
regional organizations—Asia-Pacific, Eu- had atough decision [selecting the head
with the economic situation and the unrope, and America—with a handful of of the U. S. operation]," says Fiebiger.
certainties in the financial marketplace,
product divisions operating worldwide.
"He offered me the best job he felt he we are again being a little cautious in
TWO AIDES. To help him keep the matrix
had and that was to help him run the
committing to major investments."
meshed, Pistorio has named two key
worldwide activity. But Ifelt for personBACK TO DRAMs. One major investment
aides. Maurizi Ghirgha, SGS's controller,
al reasons... Ireally want to stay in
that Queyssac and Pistorio must puzzle
will handle the financial side; Philippe
the U. S. and take on something that
over is areturn to the dynamic randomGeyres, from Thomson's planning
needs to be turned around." After Fie- access memory market. "I'm interested in
group, will serve as strategy manager,
biger turned it down and left the compadynamic RAMs," Queyssac admits, referwith legal, technical, and economics and
ny, the post was excised from the orga- ring to growing pressures from U. S. cusmarketing chiefs reporting to him.
nization chart.
tomers wanting another domestic source.
The headquarters staff of the compaAnd for the next few months, at Texas Instruments Inc. and Micron Techny, which is incorporated in the Netherleast, Queyssac will shuttle between
nology Inc. are the only two right now,
PARIS

A
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but Motorola Inc. plans to start producing
DRAMs in the U. S. designed by Japan's
Toshiba Corp. (see p. 29). "We may be
selectively looking at some DRAM activity, but that does not mean we have
made any decisions to reenter the market.... We have the technology capability with a new 0.8-gm process being finalized. It would fit well for either static

or dynamic RAMs." He quickly adds,
however, that other factors enter into
the decision, such as additional manufacturing capacity.
By and large, semiconductor-industry
analysts rated the merger as a strong
move when the two governments
okayed the deal in late April [Electronics, May 14, 1987, p. 601 Even now that

he is an outsider, Fiebiger is optimistic
about the success of the new SGS-Thomson company. "The outlook is very positive for the combined companies. Ithink
it is great—the portfolios are super and
not much of an overlap," he says. No
one inside SGS-Thomson would quarrel
with that.
-J. Robert Lineback
and Jennifer Schenker

SOFTWARE

HOW GM CHANGED THE CAD-CAM WORLD
DETROIT

Mahe next catchword to be coined in
I the CAD/CAM/CAE software industry may well be "GM compatibility"—
reflecting the Detroit automotive giant's
move to develop internal standards for
transparent data exchange among its
suppliers and customers worldwide.
By pruning its list of preferred CAD/
CAM/CAE software vendors to two,
General Motors Corp. may heavily influence the direction of industry standards
and the relative strength of suppliers.
Cadam Inc. of Burbank, Calif., and the
McDonnell Douglas Manufacturing and
Engineering Systems Co. of St. Louis,
Mo., are the two immediate winners.
The GM session at the Aut,ofact Conference and Exhibition on Nov. 9generated everything from praise to confusion. There was plenty of skepticism
over the automaker's ability to enforce
the vendor selections in-house. GM's
myriad divisions have traditionally exercised considerable autonomy in their
equipment buying decisions, and have
sometimes been at odds with Electronic
Data Systems, GM's system integrator,
which was acquired by the auto maker
in 1984, over an allegedly heavy-handed
approach to internal systems integration.
"There are groups within the traditional GM, not EDS, who would liked to
have seen some other vendors included," notes Laura Conigliaro, an industry
analyst with Prudential-Bache Capital
Funding in New York. "This whole
thing seems reasonably political to me."
Some at the Detroit show suggested
that despite GM's considerable buying
clout, its strategy could be risky in an
industry that's already moving rapidly
toward its own set of de facto and formalized standards. If other suppliers
don't fall in line, the aut,omaker could
eventually find itself paying premium
prices for C3-compliant systems that
could
be
outside
the
industry
mainstream.
But at GM, corporate manufacturing
information manager Frederick R. Caffrey notes that the C3 program push
will emphasize development of emerging
standards that are in the industry main40

stream. No one should doubt that the
aut,omaker is serious. "We've got the
top officers of the corporation behind
it," Caffrey says.
GM's decision, delivered at the show,
sparked much controversy among industry officials, but its effect remains to be
evaluated. Cadam and McDonnell Douglas were selected from a field of five
finalists—the other three were Computervision, IBM, and Intergraph. (Though
Cadam software currently runs almost

By pruning vendors, GM
could affect the industly's
suppliers and standards
exclusively on IBM equipment, the IBM
bid was based on Dassault Systèmes's
Catia software.) The process was administered by EDS.
In the end, GM reached out to companies it already knew well. McDonnell
Douglas teamed with EDS earlier to bid
on a major Navy program and Cadam
already claims the second largest installed CAD/CAM software base within
GM at 28%—behind only GM's own Corporate Graphics System.
GM says the winners will work as
strategic partners with EDS in a fiveyear
software-development
effort
known as the C3 data pipeline (C3 computer-aided design, manufacturing, and
engineering). The project is part of an
overall scheme by GM to develop a set
of internal hardware and software standards. Software developed under the effort will be portable among any of three
engineering work station platforms—
Apollo, Hewlett-Packard, and Sun.
The selection means that Cadam and
McDonnell Douglas will work closely
with EDS in developing GM specifications to be based on emerging industry
standards, says Tony Affuso, division
manager of technology for the EDS
technical systems development group.
The two firms will be the preferred vendors for new GM product programs over
the next three years, Affuso notes. He
adds, however, that "there are no volume [purchase] commitments stated" in

the agreements. Executives at both Cadam and McDonnell Douglas say details
such as the specific tasks and schedules
under the partnership agreements have
yet to be negotiated. "The GM supplier
community has been flooding us with
requests for information, telling us that
all they wanted to know was who the
partners would be so they know who to
buy from to be fully compatible with
GM," says David Owens, Cadam's director of marketing and business planning.
McDonnell Douglas sees similar benefits. "This is definitely going to help us
gain additional market share among GM
suppliers," says acompany source, even
if the agreement doesn't result in more
direct GM business.
EDS plans to periodically update other
vendors on the program's progress, Affuso explains. "After three years, we're
planning to issue to the public our C3
data pipeline requirements. At that
time, any C3 supplier out there who is
able to conform his product to those
standards we will entertain as GM/EDS
suppliers," he says.
When the standards are published,
GM expects that anumber of other vendors will move toward compatibility.
Within five years, GM plans to limit its
purchases almost exclusively to software that complies with the C3 data
pipeline guidelines. "Our strategy is definitely not to go around and unplug everything that is not supplied by one of
the strategic partners," says Affuso.
"And we definitely want to continue to
use those other systems in an ongoing
support and maintenance type of role."
Reaction from Intergraph and Computervision was subdued. Since GM is one
of the world's largest buyers of CAD/
CAM systems, this month's selections
"have got to have along-term impact,"
concedes Robert A. Glasier, executive
director for Intergraph Corp. of Huntsville, Ala.
Thomas A. Charland, aspokesman for
Computervison Corp., Bedford, Mass.,
says "This is obviously news that we
didn't want to hear. But it's not real big
news. It doesn't mean that we won't be
doing business with GM anymore."
-Wesley R. Iversen
Electronics /November 26, 1987

GOVERNMENT

SEMATECH ISN'T OUT
OF THE WOODS YET
WASHINGTON

T

rouble is brewing for Sematech. The
proposed semiconductor research
consortium may get only a quarter of
the $100 million in federal funding that
the industry says is needed to challenge
foreign competition. Another timebomb:
a congressional move to exert tighter
government
control
over
the
consortium.
The strong possibility of Pentagon
budget cuts is responsible for that prognosis from a leading consortium supporter, Sen. Jeff Bingaman (D., N. M.),
chairman of the subcommittee that initially approved Sematech legislation.
Industry experts say that a reduced
figure of $25 million would seriously
hamper the Sematech project, which
U. S. chip makers hope will develop advanced manufacturing technology. "The
$100 million is required to meet Sematech's full task," says Bob Berger, a
vice president at the Semiconductor Research Corp. in Research Triangle Park,
N. C. "Anything less will not solve the
[chip-manufacturing] problem."
The joint Senate-House defense authorization bill had already authorized $100
million for the endeavor [Electronics,
Nov. 12, 1987, p.122], but the consortium still faces another hurdle during
the actual appropriation process.
As if that weren't enough bad news, a
group of House Democrats led by Rep.
Les AuCoin (D., Ore.) is fighting to
change the liaison between Sematech
and the government. Their plan would
shift responsibility from the Department

of Defense to an interagency committee
chaired by the Secretary of Commerce—
asetup that would give the government
considerable power over Sematech. The
Senate backs an alternate plan, which
would establish a steering committee
chaired by the Secretary of Defense.
Opponents of the House plan say it
would create unnecessary barricades in
Sematech's path.
Just what this all means to Sematech's prospects is still unclear. But if
the budget cuts are big enough, Sematech could be ambushed. "If disaster
strikes" and Sematech gets just $25 million, "I think that's killing," says Ed
McGaffigan, Bingaman's staff expert on
the matter.
A Sematech spokesman, however, is
more cautious. "We've been so confident that we would get the funding at
the full level," he says, "that we didn't
give much thought to finding a critical
level" at which the project would not be
viable. Sematech's financial fate hinges
largely on the DOD budget. If Congress squeezes it to the Gramm-Rudman-Hollings level of $283.5 billion,
"Sematech hangs on with its fingers—
probably the $50 million level," McGaffigan says.
At $286 billion—the figure favored by
President Reagan—Sematech would
likely get full funding. The worst-case
scenario would be if the President and
Congress can't work out a package of
tax hikes and spending cuts to eliminate
the $23 billion mandated by GrammRudman-Hollings: then Sematech would
get only $25 million at best.
Under the original Sematech plan,
chip-making companies would collectively kick in about $100 million, contingent
on the government donation. With U. S.
support so iffy, no one is sure about

AuCOIN: Seeking interagency council with
"veto power over Sematech's plans."

the industry contribution. For now, Sematech is operating with a skeleton
staff borrowed from member companies
on a modest budget in "the small millions of dollars."
The new House pressure on the management structure for overseeing Sematech further clouds the picture. Under
the Senate-backed proposal, the Secretary of Defense would chair acommittee
that would have no direct control over
how Sematech spends its money. But
AuCoin is leading acharge for an interagency council with "veto power over Sematech's operating plans," according to
Ron Fitzsimmons, an AuCoin aide.
That's not what the industry wants.
"We like the terms and conditions that
were included in the Senate plan," says a
Sematech spokesman. "We think that the
more complex the oversight requirements
become, the more difficult it becomes for
us te run our program." SRCs Berger
adds, "The DOD is close to the technology_ It seems to be more prepared to deal
with our problems than other government
agencies."
-Tobias Naegele

CONSUMER

MOTOROLA RETURNS TO
THE TV CHIP WARS
PHOENIX

O

BINGAMAN: Sematech may get as little as
$25 million rather than $100 million.
Electronics/November 26, 1987

nee a major supplier of chips for
ticolor television sets, Motorola Inc.'s
Semiconductor Products Sector got
pushed out of the game in the mid-19'70s
by the Japanese. But now it's dealing
itself back in with ahand that it figures
holds an ace which should appeal to
cost-conscious manufacturers: abus architecture in which single-chip digital

parts, working under the direction of a
selected Motorola microcontroller, replace several key analog functions requiring many components.
The move "could be alandmark or a
turning point," observes William I.
Strauss, president of Forward Concepts
Inc., aTempe, Ariz., market and process
consulting firm. It is the first significant
new entry by aU. S. chip producer into
41
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from Texas Instruments
in all sorts of places.
and support. But once you see what the
TMS320 family can do, you'll want the
features TI DSP can give your designs.

"Handling performance is up
there next to speed in Formula 1
racing. TI's TMS320 gives us a
real advantage — enough to win
aGrand Prix." Peter G. Wright,
Technical Director, Lotus Engineering

Lotus designed the active suspension in
their Camel-Lotus-Honda Formula 1
car to approach the theoretical
maximum-control point which gives
the best balance between handling and
performance. At racing speeds, each
wheel is positioned by the TMS320controlled hydraulics. A single
TMS320 chip measures wheel forces
and displacements and reads data from
abody-mounted inertial platform.
Then, in real time, the chip computes
wheel position and controls actuators
that adjust the suspension components
to precise settings.
The TMS320 can also handle
closed-loop engine control and more
responsive braking systems, as well as
many other automotive applications.

"The TMS320 helps us with one
of our toughest tasks — designing toys with exciting features at
prices that will sell." Dave Small,

TI's MegaChip Technologies

Our emphasis on volume manufacturing
of high-density CMOS circuits is the
catalyst for ongoing advances in how we
design, process, and manufacture semiconductors and in how we serve our
customers. These are our MegaChip"
Technologies. They are the means by
which we can help you and your company get to market faster with better,
more competitive products.

Winning designs come from a
family of winners
There are 15 compatible members in
the TMS320 family (see the road map
below), featuring two new DSPs with
on-chip EPROM, the TMS320E15
and the TMS320E17. For applications
requiring off-chip memory, there
is the new CMOS EPROM, the
TMS27C292, with 35-ns speed.
New interface alternatives include
the low-cost CMOS TCM29C18/19
Combo Codecs with AID, D/A, and
filters all on asingle chip.
The high-performance TLC32040
Analog Interface Circuit has 14-bit A/D
and D/A and programmable filters.
For higher performance in digital signal processing, you can use buildingblock products like TI's microcodable
ACT88XX 32-bit processor family.

VP Engineering, Worlds of Wonder, Inc.

These advantages can make adifference in applications as wide ranging as
modems, disk servo controllers, sonabuoys, and voice multiplexers to
spectrum analyzers and graphics
workstations.
Getting started in DSP design is
easier with Texas Instruments training

Worlds of Wonder is apioneer in developing interactive toys and now has
an innovative new doll named JulieTM
Using asingle TMS320 chip, Julie's
designers are able to give her voicerecognition ability, coupled with synthesized speech and coordinated facial
movement.
The TMS320 design expands the
applications for affordable consumer
products like solid-state answering
machines, cellular phones, improved
hearing aids, and animated electronic games.

From $5 to 33 Mflops: With three generations
covering 15 products, the TMS320 family offers
software compatibility to protect your development investment and provide asmooth path to
future applications.
For more information on support
for the TMS320 family, please turn
the page.

From hands-on training to
a"C" compiler, TI has the tools
you need to get your designs
to market
fast.
Whether you're moving into
DSP or moving up in DSP, Texas
Instruments can help you move
your design into production faster.
Hands-on DSP Workshops using
the TMS320 development tools cover
all you need to know from architecture
to software. Courses are scheduled at
TI Regional Technology Centers.
Get Started in DSP with the TMS320
Design Kit, which contains data
sheets, chip samples, and applications
notes to make starting easy.
Count on EPROM DSPs for realtime
code development, form-factor emulation, and early production runs, with
the option for last-minute changes.

IIITYTTTTT111/
V?

Applications Notes and Textbooks
contain literally thousands of pages
that are readily available to give you
assistance in application concepts and
designs.
Optimizing "C" Compiler reduces your
time to market and preserves your software investment.
The Assembler/Linker and Simulator
speed software development for you.
Realtime In-circuit Emulators allow
you to integrate software and hardware
and give you afinal check.
For more information on the Julie doll from Worlds of
Wonder, Inc., call (415) 656-3171.

More than 80 Third-party Hardware
Suppliers and Consultants are featured
in our TMS320 Family Development
Support Reference Guide and in our DSP
newsletter Details on Signal Processing.
TMS320 Bulletin Board is an on-line
service that provides you with the latest
technical and application information.

The TMS320 Technical Hotline is
staffed by applications experts and is
ready to take your call.
How to get afast start
For more information on Ti's TMS320
DSP family, call 1-800-232-3200, ext.
3508. Or use the coupon below.

Texas Instruments Incorporated
SPR173EC700C
P.O. Box 809066
Dallas, Texas 75380-9066
YES, please send me information on the following TI Digital Signal Processing products
and support services:
PRO3: ACT88XX 32-bit Processor
D PR01: TMS320 DSP Products
PRO4: TI Regional Technology Center
D PR02: Analog Interface Devices
Workshops

NAME
TITLE
COMPANY
ADDRESS
STATE

CITY
AREA CODE

TELEPHONE

ZIP

EXT.

'"MegaChip is atrademark of Texas Instruments
Incorporated. Julie is atrademark of Worlds of
Wonder, Inc.

0198711

27-4511
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Experience aremarkable
malt reduction
There's absolutely nothing else like the new
TurboCache - cache buffer system on the
market today!
So, when you TurboCache your multi-user
system, you'll notice the difference immediately. Here's why...
•TurboCache reduces the industry average
data access time of 70 ms to 15 ms.
•Sends data as fast as the host adaptor is
capable of receiving it.
•Completely self-contained — with its own
memory and controller. Uses no main system resources and requires no main system
processing time.
•Requires no software changes to either the
system or user programs.
•The software provided for communication
through the RS-232 is screen-oriented and
menu driven with "help" available for all
options.
•Simple plug-in boards install up to 35 feet
from the host adaptor...AND...up to 35 feet
from the disk controller.
•Stores up to 3,073 disk areas.
•"Transparent" operation.
TurboCache is aunique storage subsystem
that installs quickly and easily between the
host CPU and the SASI/SCS1 controller.
The minimum TurboCache configuration of
2megabyte capacity consists of aCPU board
containing the processor and bus interface
and a2megabyte random access memory
(RAM) board. Capacity is increased simply by
adding memory boards—up to amaximum of
8boards or 16 megabyte capacity.
That's TurboCache. And that's why it'll significantly increase your system's productivity
and cost efficiency.
Now that you have all the facts, don't delay.
Add on TurboCache today —and lose wait fast!/

maxon
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Of Korea

353-B Vintage Park Drive,
Foster City, CA 94404
Phone: 415/377-0269
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Only one
company has
the technology
the resources,
and the vision
to top the
68020

Introducing the 68030.
The next generation.
In 1984, we introduced the 68020. Now, three
years later, it has the largest installed and
broadest application base of any 32-bit MPU
on the market. Having set that standard in
the first place, we feel qualified to raise it.
Which is why the only microprocessor that
really surpasses the 68020 is our
second generation 68030.
Meet the ‘aiefet*:/
The '030 is twice the
microprocessor its predecessor is. It's the first to
sport an instruction cache,
data cache and MMU on-chip.
Combined with aHarvardstyle parallel bus architecture
that allows simultaneous, multiple fetches of instructions and data,
processor throughput is pushed to
unmatched levels.
What can you do with all that performance?
Anything you like—from low-cost personal
workstations to super-computers—and the
68030 will help you to do it less expensively.
With its burst fill mode for the dual caches,
you'll be able to squeeze SRAM performance
from low-cost DRAMs. It gives you graphics
capability without the need for agraphics
co-processor. And there's true objectcode compatibility between the
'030 and the '020. All this adds up r
to economies you can count on.

An architecture you can build on.
And count on.
Application software that runs on any
68000 family MPU runs on the 68030. There's
also afull array of development tools, and a
new 68882 floating point co-processor, with
up to 4x the performance of its predecessor.
All of which gives your product plans an
enormous amount of continuity. And that's
not going to change. Since the 68030 supports
both MS-DOS - and UNIX® V3, you can
have your pick of over $12 billion worth
of applications— and the broadest possible market.
With Motorola, you can see forever.
Our plans for the rest of the 68000 family extend well into the future, offering
continuing compatibility and leadingedge performance. So you can go with
Motorola, not just for what our microprocessors can do now, but what you'll
be able to do with them later on.
For more information about the new
68030, call us toll-free at 800-521-6274 or
write, Motorola Semivvu're
conductor Products, Inc.,
P.O. Box 20912, Phoenix,
desi n-in
AZ 85036.
te m.

eoneur

MOTOROLA
To: Motorola Semiconductor Products, Inc.
PO. Box 20912, Phoenix, AL 85036
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MS-DOS is atrademark of Microsoft Corporation. UNIX is a
registered trademark of AT&T. 1987 Motorola, Inc.
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broader line of rad-hard
products.

RCA Logic
We've long been the leader in High-Rel radhard logic, with the time-tested CD4000 series, with
more than 100 functions, and total dose tolerance
of 106 Rads (Si).
Now we've got anew high-speed rad-hard logic
series that's an outstanding drop-in, low-power
replacement for bipolar LS and ALS circuits. These
circuits are as fast as AIS with only afraction of the
quiescent current
For example, our new HCTS240 octal buffer
has aquiescent current of only 5µA, SEU immunity, latch-up immunity, insensitivity to neutron irradiation, and atransient-upset rate >10 1° Rads/
second. It's available now in volume.
And we'll be introducing many new devices
this year, including a4-bit counter, an octal buffer/
line driver, adual JK flip-flop and ahex inverter.

GE/RCA/Intersil Semiconductors
These three leading brands are now one leading-edge company.
Together, we have the resources—and the commitment—
to help you conquer new worlds.

RCA 16 KRAMs
We're delivering rad-hard 16K static RAMs,
screened to Class S, in high volume.
These 16 384 x1RAMs are latch-up free; have
SEU of 2x10 errors/bit/day; atransient upset rate
>10' 0 Rads/second; and total dose tolerance
>100K Rads (Si).
Add to this access time of 125 ns (80 ns typical)
at 25°C (post-RAD access of 150 ns), and the wide
CMOS operating temperature range of-55°C to
+125°C, and you can see why we're producing
these RAMs as fast as we can.
We also offer 4096x1 and 1024x4 rad-hard SOS
CMOS static RAMs, which are being qualified to
M38510 Class S.
So if you need rad-hard memories, or any
other rad-hard devices, there are only three things
you need to remember. CMOS/SOS; GE Solid
State—the technological leader; and our toll-free
number 800-443-7364, extension 18.

Sit at your workstation. Enter an image.
And exit with color hardcopy. That's all
you have to remember about compatibility
with aSeiko Color Hardcopier
Because it doesn't matter what workstation you work with—Sun, Apollo, H-P,
DEC, IBM, Silicon Graphics or one of 50
others. Our hardcopier works with them
all.Without forcing you to write any software.
Plus, Seiko Color Hardcopiers are
the only ones that let you connect up to
4dissimilar systems to it at the same time.
Making it avery cost-effective shared
resource.

Of course, there's alot more to the
story. Like colors—thousands of them.
And proven installations—thousands of
them, too.
So exit this ad and enter our phone
number. We'll be happy to show you how
to get the industry's best looking color
hardcopy from any workstation you use.
Call Martin Nelson at
(408) 943-9100 today.

SEIKO IO.
Seiko Instruments USA

1987 Seiko Instruments USAVisuals courtesy of Apollo Computer, Inc.; Digital Equipment Corporation; Hewlett-Packard Co.; Sun Microsystems, Inc.
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UK PLANT LETS LSI LOGIC MOVE FAST INTO ANALOG ASICS AND BICMOS...
I ittle notice was taken last year when LSI Logic Corp. bought a wafer-fab
implant from STC plc, a London-based telecommunications company. But
the acquisition is letting LSI Logic move quickly into two hot areas: ASICs that
mix analog and digital functions on a single chip, and biCMOS process
technology. Until the acquisition, the Milpitas, Calif., company had stuck to alldigital gate arrays built with CMOS. Now its UK affiliate, LSI Logic Ltd., based
in Bracknell, is opening up a biCMOS fab line located in Sidcup. The plant will
become LSI Logic's world center for high-performance biCMOS devices, says
Robert Blair, managing director of LSI Logic Ltd. The biCMOS process technology was developed by STL Ltd., STC's research arm in Harlow. STC,
following a change in management thinking and experiencing a cash crisis,
last year offered the plant and biCMOS process to LSI Logic for a relatively
low cash figure and an 18% stake in LSI Logic Ltd.
D
... AND ITS FIRST PRODUCTS WILL MIX ANALOG TILES WITH DIGITAL GATES

Lcuits with a mix

SI Logic Ltd.'s first biCMOS products, application-specific integrated cirof analog and digital functions, are slated to go into
production at the end of the second quarter of 1988. Products in the LAD 310
line will be similar to digital gate arrays but will also carry analog "tiles," as
they are called. Each tile comprises an uncommitted array of nine bipolar
transistors, a programmable resistor, a programmable capacitor, plus one nMOS and three p-MOS transistors. Complexity will range from a low-density
part carrying 1,100 digital gates and 60 analog tiles to arrays of 114,000
gates and 492 tiles. A polysilicon emitter structure is used in the bipolar
transistors, which have a gain bandwidth (fT)of at least 4 GHz.
0
EUROPEANS WOULD LIKE TO PUT AN ENTIRE TELECOM SWITCH INTO ORBIT

Tsending into orbit an entire telecommunications switching system—not just
he Technical Center of the European Space Agency is investigating

a collection of relay transponders. Estec has awarded contracts to three
European companies to develop designs. The aim is to produce a 16,000line fault-tolerant time-division digital switch for telephone, data, and video
transmission. Designs should be ready by September 1988. The agency's
Technical Center, based in Noordwijk, the Netherlands, awarded about
$350,000 in contracts to Advanced Systems Architectures Ltd., Camberly,
England; Telespazio SpA, Rome; and Itelsa SA, Madrid, a subsidiary of
Sweden's LM Ericsson. The British company will manage the project and
design the switch and ground-station equipment. Telespazio will concentrate
on the system's radio-frequency segments. Intelsa will be responsible for the
master control station that handles call routing.
D
IBM JAPAN GEARS UP THIRD-PARTY SOFTWARE PROGRAM
to encourage sales of IBM computer systems in Japan, IBM Japan
Hoping
Ltd., Tokyo, is launching a new operation to sell software developed by

other companies. IBM Japan will select products of software types it does not
offer itself, then sell them in cooperation with the software vendors. The
company says it is now working on five such packages. The first, announced
earlier this month, is a two-year-old suite of tools from Software Assist Inc.,
Tokyo. The package is for developing software for a range of processor
chips, from 4-bit microcontrollers to 32-bit microprocessors. It runs on IBM
370-architecture mainframes and IBM's RT-PC work station. Software Assist
has already sold 450 sets of the cross-development tools, which include
assemblers, compilers, and debuggers.
El
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ABOUT THE SPEED AND RELIABILITY OF TOSHIBA
TO COUPLERS.

Among animal lovers,
white thoroughbred Arabs
are regarded as the finest
example of the Equus genus.
Toshiba opto couplers share
more than just hereditary
reliability and outstanding
speed with these noble
creature -for instance, the
6N series with a switching
speed of up to 10 MB/
sec. They also have the
colour white in common Toshiba's white moulding
ensures a high current
transfer ratio and high isolation voltage.
In other areas, too,
Toshiba
semiconductor
technology is setting standards: from memories via
GTR modules, LED lamps,
CPU's, custom IC's, bipolar
IC's and transistors down to
CMOS logic. Tell us about
your problems and needs.
You won't have to wait long
for an answer.

-..

E Please send me detailed informotion on Toshiba opto couplers

*''t CI and on
I
wish to arrange avisit from one

of your engineers, without any
obligation on my part.

Name:
Corn

fly:

Telepnne•
Industr •
Addres

Toshiba Europa (I.E.) GmbH, Electronic Components Group, Hansaallee 181 — 185, D-4000 Düsseldorf 11, West-Germany, Tel. (0211) 52 96-0, Telefax: (0211) 52 96-404 •Búro Munchen,
ArabellastraBe 33, D-8000 München 81, West-Germany •Stuttgart Office, Eltinger Strafie 61, D-7250 Leonberg, West-Germany •Toshiba U.K. Ltd., Toshiba House, Firmley Road, Frimley, Camberley,
GB-Surrey GU 16 5.1J, England •Toshiba Europa I.E. GmbH, Paris Liaison Office, four de bureaux de Rosny 2, Avenue de Général de Gaulle, F-93118 Rosny Sous Bois, France Toshiba Electronics
Italiano s.r.I., Centro Direzionale Colleoni, Pallazzo Andromeda lngresso 1°,1-20041 Agrate Brianza Milano, Italy •Toshiba Electronics Scandinavia AB, Box 438, S-101 25 Stockholm, Sweden.
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INTERNATIONAL WEEK
ALCATEL TO SUPPLY
FIBER DOWN UNDER
Sulimarcorn, a unit of Alcatel NV, Europe's largest telecommunications concern, bid
100 million Australian dollars
to win a contract for linking
Australia and New Zealand
with optical fiber cable. It is
the initial part of an undertaking to link Down Under
with the U. S. and Southeast
Asia by 1995. The 2,500-km
project will provide 565-Mbit/
s fiber links operating at
1,500-nm wavelengths and
carrying more than 20,000
digital circuits, the company
said. The contract, with the
Overseas
Telecommunications Commission of Australia and the New Zealand
Telecommunications Authority, will be signed Dec. 15.
SONY, PHILIPS TEAM
ON WRITE-ONCE CDs
Sony Corp, Tokyo, and Philips of Eindhoven, The Netherlands, have agreed on basic
specifications to be used for
a compact-disk write-once
system. Based on the CD digital audio system jointly developed by the two companies, the new specifications,
available in January, include
groove and tracking characteristics, a writing speed of
1.2 to 1.4 m/s, a track pitch
of 1.6 pin, a capacity of 600
Mbytes of data—approximately 60 minutes of audio.
The two firms expect the
new system will be used for
data storage, with the ability
to play conventional data
CDs, and for professional audio recording, with the ability
to play current audio CDs.
WRITE-ONCE OPTICAL
DISKS GET FORMATS
The International Standards
Organization has accepted
two tracking methods, sampled servo tracking and continuous groove servo tracking, for 130-mm write-once
optical disks. The two methods were both part of adraft
proposal submitted to last
Electronics/November 26, 1987

month's ISO meeting in
Washington by Japan's Ministry of International Trade
and Industry. The sampled
servo tracking method was
jointly proposed by Sony, Alcatel-Thomson Gigadisc, the
Optical Storage International
Division of Laser Magnetic
Storage International, and
Philips and Dupont Optical
Co.
EPSON ATTACKS
NEC LAPTOP PCs

ware development. The project should be completed by
the end of 1989.
BOSCH AND PHILIPS
SET CELLULAR TEAM
Add another consortium to
the growing list of partners
in communications equipment
determined to cash in on Europe's potentially lucrative
cellular radio market. This
time it's West Germany's
Robert Bosch GmbH and
ANT GmbH as well as Philips
of The Netherlands who are
planning to team up in developing a digital cellular system. At stake is a bordercrossing system operating in
the 900-MHz range that 13
European countries have decided to introduce in 1991,
with bidding to start next
year. The formation of the
Bosch-ANT-Philips
consortium follows the recent
agreement by France's Alcatel and Finland's Nokia
Group to embark on asimilar
venture [Electronics, Nov.
12, 1987, p. 54E].

Seiko Epson Corp., of Suwa,
Japan, hopes to take market
share from NEC Corp, Tokyo, by introducing three laptop personal-computer models that can run more software products developed for
NEC's popular desktop PCs
than can NEC's laptop PC.
The three models—PC-286LSTD-S, STD-N, and H1O-N—
have a 256-Kbyte graphic
memory and acolor cathoderay tube interface, making
them compatible with NEC's
desktop PC-9801UV series,
which use 3.5-in, floppy disk
drives. Seiko Epson will start
marketing the STD-S and
GERMANS, SWISS
STD-N at the end of this
GET VIDEO LINK
month at 318,000 yen and
348,000 yen, respectively.
A 2-Mbit/s video codec from
Philips Kommunikations InBoth have 3.5-in, floppy disk
drives, but the STD-S has a dustrie AG, a Philips subsidiary, links West Germany's
green LCD and the STD-N
140-Mbit/s data network with
has awhite LCD. The H10-N,
Switzerland's 2-Mbit/s lines
which will go on sale for
468,000 yen at the end of De- to provide video conferencing
between the two countries.
cember, will have a 10-Mbyte
hard disk drive and one flop- The PKI video codec compresses the 140-Mbit/s bandpy drive with awhite LCD.
width 70 times to the 2Mbit/s rate to allow video
PHILIPS LANDS BIG
communications with suffiPOST OFFICE ORDER
cient picture quality. West
Germany is one of Europe's
Philips of The Netherlands
few countries working with
has signed an $85 million con140-Mbit/s lines. Most others
tract with the Dutch governhave 2-Mbit/s lines.
ment to automate teller services at the country's post offices. The contract provides
SIEMENS, DEC TEAM
for the Eindhoven-based firm
IN DATA SWITCHES
to supply more than 3,800
teller terminals and 150 ter- West Germany's Siemens
AG, with Digital Equipment
minal computers worth a toGmbH as subcontractor, has
tal of $57 million. Accounting
won an order from the Bunfor the remaining $28 million
despost, the country's comare installation, service in the
munications authority, to incoming years, and joint soft-

stall seven EWSP-V dataswitching systems. These
switches will link text and
data nets with integrated services digital networks and offer users value-added services such as intermediate
storage of calls and messagehandling functions for electronic mail. Siemens will implement the service and network interfaces while DEC
will take care of messagehandling
functions.
The
EWSP-V is based on Siemens's
high-performance
packet-switching
system
EWSP, a system that can
switch up to 40,000 data
packets per second.
INDIA TO PRODUCE
APOLLO COMPUTERS
HCL Ltd., India's largest
computer manufacturer, will
be the first to make work
stations in India. The company has signed an agreement
with Apollo Computer Inc.,
the Chelmsford, Mass., manufacturer of work stations, to
make Apollo's series 3000 in
its facility outside New Delhi.
By January 1988, HCL expects to begin delivering
about 500 work stations a
year to its Indian customers,
and eventually to expand its
production up to some 2, 000
units ayear.
INTEL MAY ADD
PLANT IN ISRAEL
Intel Corp., of Santa Clara,
Calif., is negotiating to build
another large plant in Israel,
government officials say. The
proposed $80 million plant
would make and assemble
semiconductors. To take advantage of Israel's customsfree export agreement with
the European Community,
some assembly work would
be transferred from Intel's
assembly plant in the Philippines. Most of the production
would be exported, as is the
case with Intel's existing wafer fabrication facility in Jerusalem. Intel had no comment about the proposed Israeli plant.
62E

OLIVETTI MINIS DELIVER UP TO 9 MIPS
B

y configuring its new minicomputer
line with standard hardware and operating systems, Ing. C. Olivetti & Co.
is offering cost-conscious buyers a family that offers top-end performance of 9
million instructions/s for $400,000. Systems using proprietary circuitry may offer higher performance, but they cost
much more.
Based on Motorola Inc. 68020 microprocessors, the engines in the Ivrea, Italy, company's LSX 3000 line deliver performance ranging from 1.5 to 9 mips—
and cost from $15,000 to $400,000. Except for the smallest model, which is a
no-frills work station, the models run
operating systems based on Unix Version 5 with some additional features,
like robust C-language server modules
from the Berkeley 4.2 version of Unix.
All but the two largest machines in
the line offer as an option the proprietary Multifunction Operating System,
so that users of existing Olivetti minis
won't lose their software investments.
Olivetti's open-architecture strategy is
designed to boost it from eighth place in

Western Europe's minicomputer market
into the top four over the next five years,
says Giovanni Gurrieri, director for Systems and Networks marketing. Gurrieri
notes that work stations tied into LSX
3000 mini systems will probably have MSDOS operating systems. Although even
the smallest of the minis can support up
to eight work stations, he figures the average system will have four or five work
stations tethered to each minicomputer.
Olivetti will offer networking standards
like StarLAN and Ethernet. Possibilities
for wide-area networks include Open
Standards
Interconnection,
packetswitched public networks, and IBM's Systems Network Architecture.
The bottom-of-the-line LSX 3005 can
handle up to eight work stations. It has
a single processor and a system bus
speed of 10.6 Mbits/s. Internal memory
starts at 2Mbytes and can run up to 14
Mbytes; there is no cache memory. The
possibilities for mass storage range
from 20 to 140 Mbytes. The LSX 3010 is
similar, but handles 16 work stations
and has 220 Mbytes of storage.

DOT-MATRIX DISPLAY
WITHSTANDS 100° C

standard package. The 80386 motherboard includes two serial ports and one
parallel communications port. It can accommodate either an Intel 80287 or
80387 math coprocessor and runs at 16
MHz with zero wait states.
On-board ROM-BIOS is fully compatible with the IBM Personal Computer
AT, and the board also offers two addon slots compatible with 8-bit IBM PC/
XT systems, four 16-bit AT slots, and
two 32-bit add-on slots.
The CEM 386 is available now. Price
including a 44-Mbyte hard disk, CGA
graphics controller, and software is
$3,900. U. S.

The MPD2545/47 matrix displays from
Siemens AG cover a temperature range
from —55°C to +100°C and feature 6.4
mm-high symbols that can be read from
adistance of 4m. Their viewing angle is
±50°.
Designed for aerospace applications,
the hermetically sealed units offer up to
four digits with a5-by-7-dot matrix. The
MPD2545 emits orange light and the
MPD2547, green light. The test program
complies with the MIL-STD-D-87157
standard.
Integrated into the displays are a Cemtech Ltd., 220 Laurier Ave., W., Suite
memory, decoder, multilexer, and driver.
750, Ottawa, Ontario, Canada K1P 5Z9.
The devices are available as samples
Phone (613) 232-2600
[Circle 701]
at $180 apiece for the MPD2545 in 100unit lots and at $190 apiece for the
SHIELDED CONVERTERS
MPD2547, also in 100-unit lots. Prices
MINIMIZE NOISE
are expected to drop sharply next year.
Siemens AG, P.O. Box 103, D-8000 MuMultiple-layer shielding on five sides of
nich 1, West Germany.
the package eliminates electromagneticPhone 49-89-2343613
[Circle 703]
and radio-frequency emissions in the
MMC Series of de-to-de converters from
Volgen Electric Co.
80386-BASED PC
For added versatility and space savRUNS AT 16 MHz
ing on pc boards, the converters also
The CEM 386 personal computer from
offer a low profile and small package
Cemteeh Ltd. integrates a 16-MHz Intel
size. They measure 10 mm high, and
Corp. 80386 microprocessor with high- 36.4 mm on each side.
end operating software that includes
Input voltage is 5V for both units in
multiuser/multitasking Unix System V the family. Output voltage is 12 V ±0.36
Release 3and DOS Merge 386 from MiV for the MMCO3B-DDW and 15 V
croport Systems Inc.
±0.45 V for the MMCO3B-EEW. MaxiSingle-user MS DOS is also part of the
mum power is 3 W and maximum rise
Electronics/ November 26, 1987

Moving up the line, atrio of machines
runs at 16-Mbit/s bus speed and has
cache memory, afloating-point coprocessor, and mass storage from 70 Mbytes
to 1.28 gigabytes. The single-processor
LSX 3020 runs at 2mips and can handle
up to 32 work stations; the LSX 3030
has two processors, supports up to 48
work stations, and runs at 3.5 mips; and
the 5-mips triple-processor LSX 3040 can
handle 64 work stations.
At the top, are two systems with
61.5-Mbit/s system-bus speed and internal memory as large as 3.78 gigabytes.
The single-processor LSX 3070 runs at 5
mips and can handle up to 96 work stations. The twin-processor LSX 3080 runs
at 9mips and can handle up to 192 work
stations. Its maximum memory capacity
is 3.78 gigabytes.
The 3010, 3020, and 3070 models are
available now. The others will be available in the first half of 1988.
—Arthur Erikson
Ing. C. Olivetti & Co., Via Caldera 21,
20153 Milan, Italy.
Phone 39-2-45273-1 .

[Circle 501]

time, 50 ms. Available now, the convert
ers carry a sample price of 2,500 yen.
Volgen Electric Co., 4-12-5 Meguro, Meguro-ku, Tokyo 153, Japan.
Phone 81-3-710-5179

[Circle 702]

BOARD COMPUTER
USES 68030
Tadpole Technology plc's TP3OV singleboard computer for the VMEbus combines the performance of a 16-MHz Motorola Inc. 68030 microprocessor with
proprietary memory-control circuitry
and 8Mbytes of dynamic random-access
memory.
The dual-port memory is parity-protected. The board supports Tadpole's
version of AT&T Co.'s Unix System V
version 3.1, and support for TCP/IP
communications is available as an option.
On-board features include two RS-232C ports, abattery-backed real-time clock
and 2 Kbytes of static random-access
memory. Its VME Subsystems Bus—the
VSBbus—provides fast processor-tomemory communication by offloading
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ALOT OF
PEOPLE
THINK WE
ONLY HANDLE
GIANT PROJECTS.

The entire state ofNew Jersey on achip.

EVEN THOUGH
WE OFFER
100,000 GATES,
YOU DON'T HAVE TO
USE THEM ALL.

It's no wonder people expect big
So whether you need an array or cellhings from LSI Logic.
based product, you're covered.
If you change methodologies, you
We're the largest HCMOS ASIC
:ompany there is.
don't have to re-design or change vendors.
But that doesn't mean you have to be
Or worse, change design tools. Simply,
USABLE GA TES
our design tools suphe largest in your field
20K
50K
10K
100K
port both.
ocome to us.
You just need to be
There's something
LMb6000 Micro bASIC"
1.5-p
ling ASIC. No matter
else you won't get anyfit's afew hundred
where else. Our turnLL7000/LL9000 Arrays
;ates or acomplete sysaround for prototypes.
1.5-p
em on achip. Or even
It's only two to
LMA9000 Micro Array'
t
multi-ASIC system.
three
weeks for arrays
1.5-p
It's plain and
and five to six weeks
LCA10000 Compacted
ample, really: We
for cell-based protoArray 1.5-p
inderstand your ASIC
types. All fully tested
LCAlOOK Compacted
night not need 100,000
and guaranteed to work
Array Plus 1p
;ates today. But it's
to your specifications.
pod to know it's here
LSC15 Cell-Based
If you need your
1.5-p
vhen you need it.
arrays even sooner, we
To simplify your
can deliver fully tested
LSI Logic's family of products covers the entire ASIC spectrum.
1SIC design task,
prototypes in just seven
ve have the largest library available of
days. And when cost is an issue, we
;SI and MSI building blocks. And more
have awhole range of cost-effective soluhan 400 industry-standard LSI and
tions, too.
iLSI building blocks for Channeled
So don't worry about how big or
aid Channel-FreermArrays, and Cellsmall your ASIC need is.We're the right
3ased designs.
size for you.

Saying our new Modular Design
You can also effortlessly convert PALE
Environment (MDE)" is the most adto arrays with our Logic Synthesizer.
Our System Integrator' module
vanced ASIC design software anywhere
isn't small talk.
has mixed-mode behavioral and gate-level
Using MDE, we've already accurately
simulation capabilities. Use it to design
designed and simulated systems with
your entire system, including multiple
more than two million
ASICs and standard
gates of logic. And
components.
that's just for starters.
All with surprising
Our software easily
ease and economy. So
migrates into the latest
you can "electronictechnology So your
ally breadboard" your
design will always have
complete system before
the highest performgoing to prototype.
ance and densities.
And you can
MDE is actually
design your ASICs
comprised of three
on more platforms than
modules.
anywhere else. Like
The Logic Inteall the popular workgratoe is an entrystation and mainframe
level module containing
environments. Or
MDE's interactive graphics deliver fast,
the design and simucommercial
CAE sysflawless design and simulation.
lation tools for building
tems through our CAD
single ASIC chip designs.
Connection Program. Or at one of our
The Silicon Integrator' module
24 Design Resource Centers—the world's
handles the design and simulation of comlargest ASIC support network.
plex ASICs ranging from afew hundred
MDE is also tightly coupled to our
to 100,000 usable gates. Its Silicon
worldwide manufacturing facilities.
Compilers allow you to automatically
Which is why LSI Logic delivers working
develop logic and memory Your compiled
parts 100% of the time. Guaranteed.
designs, of course, all have complete
And why you'll see your future alot
simulation and test vectors.
sooner with us.

With more than 4,000 working
designs under our belt, one clear fact
emerges.
Our system works.
That's true whether your needs call
for an entry-level gate array or cell-based
design. Or for the world's most advanced
ASIC-based system.
Whatever direction your designs take,
you can always use the same proven
software: LSI Logic's MDE.
MDE can be tailored to your specific
situation. Just select the appropriate
design modules.
We have all the performance you'll
need. Such as ECL-like speed in 1or 1.5micron HCMOS technology with gate
delays of 460 picoseconds. And even
more coming soon.

We also have more than 230 package
options with up to 299 pins. Including
afull range of plastic, ceramic pin grid
arrays and chip carriers.
Just as important as our high level
of technology is our high level of service.
Choose as much as you need.You can
design at your own workstation. Or at one
of our Design Resource Centers. Or well
do the entire design for you.
What's most important is that our
relationship with you works as well as
your device.
We see to it that it does. With an
iron-clad guarantee that states that
your device must operate precisely as
simulated.
That's our system.
You can't beat it.

WE HAVE
AS CDOWN
TOA
SYSTEM.
Supercomputer on aboard.

o‘lo

fee

-

CALL US
WITH EVEN
YOUR SMALLEST
PROBLEM.
Sure, we handle the biggest ASIC
projects. But you don't need abig reason
to call LSI Logic.
It can be about designing alow
complexity part or buying asmall quantity of parts.
The important thing is that you call.
We're close by. So nothing ever gets lost in
transit or translation.

LSI Logic Sales Offices and
Design Resource Centers:
Scottsdale, AZ 602-951-4560
Milpitas, CA 408-433-8000
San Jose, CA 408-248-5100
Irvine, CA 714-553-5600
Sherman Oaks, CA 818-906-0333
Denver, CO 303-756-8800
Westport, CT 203-222-9336
Altamonte Springs, FL 305-339-2242
Boca Raton, FL 305-395-6200
Bethesda, MD 301-897-5800
Chicago, IL 312-773-0111
Waltham, MA 617-890-0161
Ann Arbor, MI 313-769-0175
Minneapolis, MN 612-921-8300
Bridgewater, NJ 201-722-7522
Poughkeepsie, NY 914-454-6593

Our unique integrated approach
means we're the only ASIC company you
should ever need. And our worldwide
manufacturing facilities are dedicated to
ASIC. Which means you can quickly turn
your designs into working parts.
Contact your nearest LSI Logic
Design Resource Center or Sales Office.
It's asmall step that will lead to much
bigger things.

Raleigh, NC 919-783-8833
Beaverton, OR 503-644-6697
Trevose, PA 215-638-3010
Austin,TX 512-343-4513
Dallas, TX 214-788-2966
Bellevue,WA 206-822-4384
Calgary, Alta 403-262-9292
Edmonton, Alta 403-424-8845
Burnaby, BC 604-433-5705
Kanata, Ont 613-592-1263
Toronto, Ont 416-622-0403
Pointe Claire, Quebec 514-694-2417
Paris, France 33-1-46-21-25-25
Israel 972-3-403741
Milan, Italy 39-651575
Ibaragi-ken, Japan 81-298-52-8371
Tokyo, Japan 81-3-589-2711
Osaka, Japan 81-6-947-5281
Seoul, Korea 82-2-785-1693

Bracknell, United Kingdom
44-344-426544
Munich,West Germany
49-89-926903-0
Dusseldorf, West Germany
49-211-5961066
Stuttgart, West Germany
49-711-2262151
Distributors:
Hall-Mark
Hamilton/Avnet
Wyle

LS1 LOGIC

THE ASIC SYSTEMS COMPANY

©1987 LSI LOGIC CORPORATION Compacted Array, Channel-Free,Micro Array, Micro bASIC, Compacted Array Plus, Modular Design Environment, MDE, Logic Integrator, Silicon
Integrator and System Integrator are trademarks of LSI Logic Corporation. PAL is aregistered trademark of Monolithic Memories, Inc.
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You're looking into the heart
ofthe bngehtest new idea
in AlGaAs technology

Increase the brightness of the
LED's you design into your equipment
by as much as 300% with HP% new
red AlGaAs products. The price? Only
25% more than our standard highefficiency red devices.
These brighter products are
made possible by Hewlett-Packard's
new opaque substrate, double heterojunction (DH) AlGaAs technology.
This technology enables us to offer you
entirely new families of lamps and
displays that are significantly more
efficient than single heterojunction
(SH) AlGaAs devices.
What does this mean for you? More
ways to meet your price/performance

targets. More ways to beat
the competition. More ways to et the
benefits of HP quality control. When
you need LED brightness levels in the
50 to 1000 millicandela range...when
you have an application that can
benefit from displays that draw only
1mA per segment...or need lamps that
perform well at 1mA, HP has a
solution for you.
Brighten your day with free
samples.
Evaluate this significant
next step in solid state technology
for yourself. To get your free
samples, mall this coupon and your
business card to: Hewlett-Packard,
Components Group, 1820
Embarcadero Road, Palo Alto, CA
94303.
CG08707
11(26/87

To order, contact your nearest HP distributor. In the U.S.: Almac Electronics, Hall-Mark, Hamilton/
Avnet, or Schweber. In Canada: Hamilton/Avnet or Zentronics Ltd.
CG08707
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Which core mat;
keep their cool in

mr-Clad Invar

Hleadless ceramic chip carriers has
igh density surface mounting of

created new thermal and mechanical
problems for those working on high
reliability electronic projects.
More and more companies are
addressing these problems by incorporating metal cores as thermal mounting platforms in their printed circuit
board assemblies. The choice of metal
laminate comes down to two: CopperClad Molybdenum
Leadless ceramici!izrrier
or Copper-Clad
Invar. Both do an
.1(11tusive
equally good job
of solving the
problem of the
Cu
Mo
Cu
coefficient of
thermal expan-

sion (CTE) mismatch between chip
carrier and substrate. But, that's
where the similarity ends.

Dissipating the heat.
Higher packaging densities create
higher watt densities. Dissipating this
heat can be as critical as matching the
CTE of an assembly. The thermal conductivity of Copper-Clad Molybdenum
is comparable to aluminum and much
higher than
Copper-Clad
Multi-layered board
Invar, making it a
superior heat sink.
Compared to Copper-Clad Invar,
Cu
Moul Core Board
Copper-Clad
Molybdenum is

25% more conductive in the xand y
axis, and 900% more conductive in
the zaxis!
Comparison of Thermal Conductivity
(BTU/hr-ft F')
Normal Direction
Lateral Direction
(Z axis)
(X,YAris)

Capper-Moly-Copper
(13% Cu -74% Mo- 13% Cu)*

Copper-Inver-Copper
(20% Cu-60% 'mar -20% Cu)*

Providing
mechanical rigidity.
Solder joint failures also can be
caused by vibration, shock, and flexure. Copper-Clad Molybdenum has a
much higher modulus of elasticity
than Copper-Clad
Comparison of
Invar. Acore of
Modulus of Elasticity
Copper-Clad
Molybdenum provides maximum
rigidity to the chip
carrier assembly.

(x106psi)

Saving weight and space.
Since it is substantially stiffer and a
better thermal conductor than Copper-Clad Invar, aCopper-Clad Molybdenum core can be thinner and lighter.
That makes it possible to reduce the
overall assembly's weight and size.

Lowering
magnetic susceptibility.
For some applications, magnetic susceptibility is adesign consideration.
Molybdenum is only slightly paramagnetic (4 x 1(16emu/g), whereas, Invar is
aferromagnetic material (100+ emu/g).

Copper-Moly-Copper
(13% Cu- 74% Mo- 13% Cu)*
Copper-Invar-Copper
(20% Cu -60% lovar -20% Cur

'
The necessityfor equivalent CTE's
is the criterion for comparison.

Contact us today.

For more information about Copper
Glad Molybdenum, contact AMAX
Specialty Metals Corporation at:
21801 Tungsten Road
Cleveland, Ohio 44117
(216) 692-3990
96, nie de la Victoire
75009 Paris, Prance
33-1-42-81-91-05

Akasaka ltvin Tower
Main Building
17-22 Akasaka, 2-chome
Minato-ku
Tokyo, Japan 107
81-3-582-9311

AMAX SPECIALTY METALS

AMA>

Minerals +Energy
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"CISC VS. RISC"
DEBATE IGNORES KEY
ISSUES OF SYSTEM
SOFTWARE AND ONGOING SUPPORT
COSTS

The continuing debate over whether CISC or RISC technology is the answer to
boosting computer performance levels tends to focus on machine speed, often ignoring an equally important issue: architectural compatibility. Computer manufacturer's
with 68000-based CISC architectures considering amove to RISC technology for
their high-end product offering need to recognize the enormous costs they face.
Current systems software must be adapted and supported on different architectures.
Two different operating systems as well as diagnostics have to be ported and supported. Compilers for high level languages need to be developed. And these are just
afew of the obstacles.
The EDGE 2000 Series VME board set recently introduced by Edge Computer
proves that a68000-compatible CISC system can operate with RISC-like efficiency.
But performance is only one side of the coin. Value and the ability to leverage your
investment in existing 68000-based software are equally important. By driving
costs to approximately $1K per MIPS in OEM quantities, while maintaining 68000compatibility, Edge makes CISC amore attractive option than other implementations
of CISC or RISC. 68000-based manufacturers can stay with CISC and forego asizeable portion of software porting costs, as well as the on-going expense of supporting
and maintaining two different architectures.
In the industry's continuing quest for improved machine performance, Edge has
set the pace by achieving faster clock
speeds and reducing cycles per instruction.
PERFORMANCE AS AFACTOR
At 1.4 cycles per instruction, the EDGE
OF AIT AND CLOCK SPEED
2000's AIT (Average Instruction Time) is
CLOCK SPEED (MHz)
already lower than most products on the
10
15
20
25
30
35
market today.
Nonetheless, the CISC/RISC debate will
continue. But for 68000-based manufacturers faced with the need to expand their
product lines and bring high-performance
5
68000-compatible products to market
economically and on time, the EDGE 2000
is aclear winner.
•
4.10 CIIM

SYMETRIX UNITES
PICK, UNIX V2 OTHER
OPERATING SYSTEMS
TO FOLLOW

Edge Computer now offers SYMETRIX*, aconcurrent operating system environment, on its line of high performance computer systems.
SYMETRIX provides an architecture that allows multiple standard operating
systems to operate at the same time on the same system.
The first implementation of SYMETRIX integrates the solutions and applications
oriented environment of the PICK* Open
Architecture with the programming and
systems environment of UNIX V2 +.
SYMETRIX provides aseamless, menudriven PICK/UNIX interface that allows
transparent access to PICK and UNIX. The
end-user literally never need know which
operating system is being used.
SYMETRIX is undergoing further
enhancements that will allow transparent
interfacing of as many as three, four or more
popular operating systems.

EDGE
COMPUTER

For more information, contact Pamela Mayer, Edge Computer Corporation, 7273 E.
Butherus Drive, Scottsdale, AZ 85260, 602/951-2020. European Operations contact,
Heiner Krapp, 5Avenue des Jordils CH 1000 Lausanne Switzerland, 41-21-275315.

Compatible With Your Future
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TICK is atrademark of PICK Systems +UNIX V.2 is atrademark of AT&T Bell Laboratories. SYMETRIX and
HYPERVISOR are trademarks of Edge Computer Corporation. 68000 is atrademark of Motorola Corporation.
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ASIC VERIFICATION:
CHASING A MOVING TARGET

A

pplication-specific integrated circuits
are troublesome devices. Troublesome A new generation of verifiers is struggling
to verify, that is, because onrushing to keep up with faster and more complex
ASIC technology is pushing the speed
and complexity of the chips to new records. And ASICs; picosecond resolution and accurate
ASIC verifiers are struggling to keep up.
on-chip test circuits help with the task
The core of the problem is the speed of the
newest ASICs: it's fast approaching 100 MHz. Second, the newest chips can contain the equivalent by Jonah McLeod
of aprinted-circuit board full of microprocessors,
peripheral circuits, logic arrays, memory chips,
and probably impossible task of ensuring the
and more. Yet most of the internal nodes of
such an IC are just that—not available for out- proper operation of every node inside the chip
using only the input/output pins to stimulate
side probing.
In addition, ASICs are being implemented with and acquire responses. "The ASIC verifier needs
a way to isolate these large macrocells as it
faster technologies—cmoS, emitter-coupled logic,
stimulates the input lines of the cells and checks
and gallium arsenide—to achieve the demanding
performance of today's applications. These in- responses on its output lines," says Garth
creasingly fast and complex designs are becom- Eimers, vice president of marketing at Cadic
Inc., a Beaverton, Ore., maker of verifiers.
ing nightmares to verify and test.
That's why the struggle to test complex ASICs
Testing here is truly a hardball situation calling for something more from both the chip and begins with the chip designer. Many designers
now think the way to handle testing of the large
its tester. For their part, the new ASICs are comamount of logic in an ASIC is to incorporate test
ing to the test head predisposed to testing; they
meet the verifier halfway by giving up aportion
of their valuable area to built-in self-test circuitry. The tester must go abit further, and so the
makers of ASIC verifiers are introducing a new
generation of machines that go a long way toward solving the verification crisis.
An ASIC verifier not only must be prepared for
various types of built-in test circuits, it must be
fast enough not to shirk at 100-MHz test rates. It
must be flexible, too. It must fool an ASIC into
thinking there is an individual tester at each of
its pins. Its accuracy and resolution must be
nonpareil—measured in picoseconds. On top of
those assets, it is becoming essential for verifiers to link with the CAE systems that designed
the ASICs in the first place.
Just as important, an ASIC verifier must be
affordable. Considering that ASics are characterized by relatively small runs and voluminous
functions, verifiers cannot afford to carry million-dollar price tags. A good example of the new
breed of affordable ASIC verifiers that can handle fast, complex chips is the Logic Master XL
(see p. 82) from Integrated Measurement Sys1. SCAN DESIGN. The Topaz II ASIC verifier from HiLevel Technology can
tems Inc. of Beaverton, Ore.
handle scan circuits that are built into an IC to improve testability.
ASIC verification systems face the unenviable
79
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HOW IMS IS
STAYING CLOSE
WITH ITS FAST
ASIC VERIFIER

he company that pioneered the verification of application-specific integrated circuits is stepping up the pace. Integrated Measurement Systems Inc. of Beaverton, Ore., is introducing a third-generation
ASIC verifier that hits a crackling 100-MHz top
speed so that it can keep pace with fast-changing ASICs.
ims's Logic Master )(1., is designed to meet the
verification problems imposed by ASIC's spiraling
speed and burgeoning complexity. ASIC performance—as measured by clock speed—has risen
beyond 50 MHz, thanks to finer geometry and
faster processes. And the chips are getting more
Its third-generation verifier can hit
complex, too. Besides merely collecting the glue
a crackling 100 MHz and boasts a
logic on a printed-circuit board, an ASIC can encompass on-board microprocessors, programmadistributed architecture that lets it
ble logic arrays, and other complex IC functions.
vary the timing or voltage on each pin
It can mix technologies, too. Some come with ECL
cores and TTL input/output configurations. As if
those assets did not make testing tough enough,
by Jonah McLeod
ASICs can bristle with more than 256 pins.
Enter ims's Logic Master XL, successor to the
Logic Master 2000 [Electronics, June 23, 1986,
p. 39]. To zip through higher speed devices, the
ims system's 100-MHz clock and data rates are
twice that of other verifiers now on the market.
Its frequency can be set, or resolved, to a fine
125 ps. It can place a pulse edge with a hairbreadth accuracy of 100 ps. To effortlessly
wring out a variety of complex ASIC devices,
especially those with embedded microprocessors
or mixed-process technologies, the new ims system sports adistributed architecture that allows
it to vary the timing or voltage on each
pin.
True, much of this firepower is not
new—million-dollar ATE systems have
both blazing speed and per-pin architecture, and some inexpensive verifiers
have similiar architectures. But Logic
Master XL, which will carry aprice tag
of between $250,000 and $425,000 when
it begins shipping in December, will be
the first moderately-priced verifier to
combine 100 MHz speed and adistributed architecture.
The Logic Master XL has already
mightily impressed one CAE house:
Mentor Graphics Corp. is buying ims
lock, stock, and barrel because it sees
the Logic Master technology as the solution to the testing bottleneck (see
p. 85).
The Logic Master XL (see fig. 1) can
1. SUPERFAST VERIFIER. The Logic Master XL wrings out ASICs at 100-MHz clock and
be configured with 16 to 224 bidirectional
data rates and provides 100-ps timing resolution at each pin with ±1-ns skew.
channels or with 32 to 448 separate chan82
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COMPANIES

WHAT MENTOR HOPES TO GET FROM IMS
entor Graphics Corp. wants
M
to sell more
systems. It
can't do that, the Beaverton, Ore.,

they are shoehorned into a test
system. With close coupling, test
vectors developed on the design
system are tailored for the physical criteria of the test system.
ims president Steven R. Palmquist says that the merger
evolved from discussions aimed at
working out a joint marketing
agreement. "It became obvious
that it was in both of our best
interests to merge," he says. The
companies' founders all once

the computer-aided-test area and
plan to get into computer-aided
electronic packaging and software
company believes, until it solves
engineering."
one of the biggest bottlenecks in
Langeler believes the entire
producing ASICs designed with
fabric of the testing industry is
CAE
systems—verification and
changing, and he wants Mentor to
testing of the prototypes. Its solube in on it. "Computer-aided testtion is to acquire Integrated Meaing is as ripe for technological
surement Systems Inc., also of
change as CAD/CAM was in 1980,"
Beaverton, the company that piohe says. "And ims is the catalyst.
neered the concept of ASIC
The kinds of products ims proverification.
duces are precursors of a sweepOn Oct. 22, Mentor did just
ing new generation, test equipthat—for a cool $30 million in
ment that recognizes that both
Mentor stock. "Mentor Graphics is
Asics and CAE systems exist."
buying into the idea of new-generLangeler contends that CAE/
ation computer-aided testing,"
CAD suppliers made a quantum
says Gerald Langeler, Mentor's
jump in the early 1980s. The autopresident and chief operating offimation tools they introduced then
cer. Such tools as imS's Logic
were aradical departure from the
Master XL (see p. 82) are the wave
by-hand process then in practice.
of the future, he believes.
Now, a similar leap is about to
"As CAE and CAD tools become
take place in the ATE business, he
necessities, the bottleneck in the
believes. Companies such as ims
design process has moved to the
are developing a new generation
test function," he says. "Many of
of highly automated, high-perforour customers are coming back
mance, dedicated testing tools
and saying they now have a test
that cost much less than the genproblem, one that cannot be
eral-purpose, million-dollar syssolved
by
stand-alone
ASIC
tems being sold by traditional ATE
verifiers."
manufacturers. For example, the
The bottleneck to which LanLogic Master costs between
geler refers is one of generating
$250,000 and $450,000, but it runs
test programs- for increasingly LANOELER: Buying IMS was integral to the at a breathtaking 100 MHz and
complex ASIC devices. For in- Mentor president's long-term strategy.
boasts a distributed architecture
stance, it is not unusual to find a
that allows it to vary the timing
microprocessor on board a large worked at Tektronix Inc. and say or voltage on each pin.
ASIC, and it can take months to
they share a philosophy and view
Langeler sees a fundamental
develop a test program. Solving of market direction, as well as a change coming in the ATE busithis problem, he thinks, requires a customer base.
ness. He thinks traditional instrumuch closer coupling between the
The merger doesn't mean that ment manufacturers don't recogdesign and test systems.
IMS will become acaptive supplier. nize the business in which they
Closer coupling of the systems "It will in no way affect our abili- are competing. "It is fundamentalis the first goal of a combined ty to support other CAE vendors' ly a software business," he says.
Mentor-IMS operation.
"Mentor equipment," Palmquist says.
"The platforms are vehicles for
Graphics and ims [will] develop
The IMS purchase fits right in the software."
synergy in that the designer will with Mentor's long-range growth
It's software that is the
be able to move his design data plan. "We will continue to extend strength of companies like ims.
base over to his verification test our product line into the newly Langeler says some instrumentasystem much more easily," says emerging areas of computer-aided tion companies have shown skill in
Langeler. Now, coupling between design, test, and manufacturing," the hardware end of ASIC verificadesign and test is rather loose. A Langeler says. "We started that tion and test, but they lack the
designer sends his data base, with progression in 1984 by forming an expertise in software to compete
its test pattern, to the test system automated layout division, then effectively in this new market.
where it is converted to stimulus got into documentation through "None of these guys cut their
patterns. The patterns must be our acquisition of Context Corp. in teeth on software as we did," he
modified and interpreted before 1986. Now we have moved into says.
-Jonah McLeod
CAE
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CCD Processing.
No Waiting.
If you're designing Charge Coupled
Devices (CCD's), for visible imagers or
infrared applications, now's the time to
make Orbit Semiconductor part of the
process. Orbit supports surface- or
buried-channel devices, 2or 3levels of
polysilicon.
Orbit's staff technologists work in
tandem with your design team to develop
custom CMOS processes tailored to the
density and complexity of your device.
The result: high yields on die sizes of
1.5cm x1.5cm achieved through a
process which is as unique as your design.
And, even though the large silicon area
and high density of CCD's require longer
processing, Orbit's manufacturing time
may be as little as 20 working days.
With Orbit Semiconductor, you get
the advantage ofcustom processing. Plus
asemiconductor foundry that operates

strictly as aservice, thereby guaranteeing
its customers of asecond source which is
non-competing. Plus Orbit's guaranteed
on-time delivery.
It all adds up to the best way to save
time and money on CCD manufacturing.
To find out more, contact Technical
Marketing. Orbit Semiconductor. 1230
Bordeaux Drive. Sunnyvale, CA 94089.
TWX 910-339-9307, FAX (408)
747-1263. Or call (800) 331-4617, in
California (800) 647-0222, (408)
744-1800.

SEMICONDUCTOR, INC.
A subsidiary of Orbi Instrument Corporation.

What others promise, we guarantee.

REGIONAL REPRESENAllVES. Last Coast (516)360-09,0, R011335-96110, (301)356-9500, (609)428-6060, (61 ,11314 ,4550 —Midwest (612)854-7550, (303)530-4520 - West Coast
(408)973-1890, (714)253-4626. (619P43-0496, (60:)996 0630, (602)297.1220, (505)888-0800.
INTERNATIONAL REPRESENTATIVES: UK Phone (0172) 376953, Ilm 897628 SO. U'(-G, Fan (0372) 376848 -&tope Phone 36031-61805, Telex 6031 948, FAX 06031-61788
-Scandlnamm Countnes Phone 46-'8I6640, TI, 12483 ACTAB S. Fog 46.8-653190 -Israel Phone 972-52-5q311 TI, 342541 CANER IL. Fax 972.52-543890 -Austral,. Phone
61-8-2235802, Tin AA8914I CNS.A17, I'an 61-8-2240464
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tHYTEK microsystems, we believe that one vendor should
be able to meet all of your custom hybrid circuit needs—
from Computer Aided Design to finished manufacturing in
any volume you need. That's why, over the past 14 years, we've
developed the industry's most complete hybrid manufacturing
capability for our commercial and industrial customers.
Recent MIL-STD-1772 certification of our Carson City, Nevada
Military Products Division emphasizes this capability and extends
it to military contractors requiring products manufactured in a
facility audited and certified by DESC.

FROM START

CAD/CAE DESIGN CENTER
• Fast turn around—circuit schematic to hybrid layout
• Computer generated artwork
COMPLETE SUBSTRATE PREPARATION
• CO, laser scribing and drilling
• Automated print and fire
• Computer controlled laser trimming
AUTOMATED ASSEMBLY
• Computer controlled die attach and wire bond for
repeatability and throughput
• Military products assembled in Class 1000 clean room

TO FINISH

PACKAGING AND TESTING
• Inspected in conformance with MIL-STD-883C
• Wide range of package types
• Environmental and performance testing

FAST RESPONSE

Talk to us today about your hybrid circuit requirements from
design to manufacturing. We serve your needs from START
TO FINISH.

THAT'S THE HYTEK SOLUTION
HYTEK microsystems inc.
980 University Avenue, Los Gatos, CA 95030
TEL (408) 395-2300, FAX (408) 395-9677

gimp-
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NUMBER 138
NEW CCD CAMERA

still playback on VTR. To remedy
this problem, our SP-3A stops the
action electronically at 1/60th to
1/2000th of asecond, offering precise, clear-cut images.
ELECTRONICALLY.
The SP-3A uses 3new CCD chips
that are anti-smear and -blooming—
two for the green channel and one
he trend in color cameras for
nkeeping with the ultimate goal of
for the combined red/blue channel.
broadcast
use
is
irrevocably
aglobal ISDN, telecom authorities
This dual green system provides
"solid-state".
CCD
cameras
are
in Latin America are stepping up
much higher resolution and sensimore compact, dependable and
their digital network programs.
durable than tube types and have no tivity than the conventionallyTelecomunicaçñes Brasileiras S.A.
structured ROB system.
comet tails and burn-in when shootrecently awarded NEC do Brasil SA.
The new CCD camera displays
ing
extremely
bright
objects.
agiant order for state-of-the-art digital
widespread
versatility. Besides
On
top
of
these
inherent
benefits,
equipment. It includes NEAX61 digital
standalone use it forms an efficient
NEC's
new
SP-3A
CCD
Color
Camera
switching systems (360,000 lines), 5GHz
shoot/record system with integral
140M-bit digital microwave communica- has an exclusive feature—the elecBetacam, MII or 8mm-format
tronic shutter for fast action.
tion equipment (1,800 sets), fiber optic
VTRs.
Options are available
As conventional cameras
communication equipment (200 sets)
for multi-core or
capture images at ashutter
and PCM transmission equipment
triax remote control.
speed
equivalent
(1,300 sets). Most of the systems are
Users' acceptto
1/60th
of
to be produced locally with delivery
ance of this versaa
second,
starting this year.
tile new camera
fast-moving
Meanwhile, Empresa Nacional de
has been remarkobjects are
Telecomunicaciones, Argentina has
able.
NBC, amajor U.S.
blurred in
awarded PECOM-NEC S.A. acontract
TV
network,
recently
slow or
for NEAX61 digital switches (300,000
sealed afive-year conlines) and PCM transmission equiptract to purchase the
ment to be installed in the metropoliSP-3A for electronic
tan and northern areas of Argentina.
news gathering.
Local production is scheduled to
APAL version of NEC's CCD color
begin soon. In 1982 NEC constructed
camera offering broadcast quality
a320-km fiber optic digital telephone
will also be released.
system, interconnecting 6tandem
exchanges and 60 telephone offices
in the metropolitan area.
NEC is also contributing to the
5-year telecom digitalization project
NEC's ECL-4 gate arrays are
he performance of high-speed
by Compañía Anónima Nacional
available
in achoice of 72- or132-pin
silicon logic LSIs is rapidly acTeléfonos de Venezuela by supplying
PGA
packages,
and operate in
celerating. NEC's new ECL-4
NEAX61 digital switches to 97 exchangordinary
forced-air-cooling
envigate arrays are the swiftest in the
es in Maracaibo, Puerto La Cruz, and
ronments since sophisticated heat
world
with
a
100ps
basic
gate
delay
other important areas. For interconsinks are standard.
or 220ps fully loaded.
nection of these exchanges NEC will
NEC offers 61 internal macros
Combining
unprecedented
speed
supply a200-km fiber optic communiand 33 I/0 blocks plus complete
and
flexibility,
the
ECL-4
family
incation system.
CAD tools. The ECL-4 family should
As one of the world's leading suppli- cludes the gPB6312 with 1,200 gates
hasten the development of speed(400 Full-adders) and the µPB6303
ers of digital exchanges, microwave
oriented computers, graphic terand fiber optic systems, NEC is helping with 600 gates (200 Full-adders).
minals, LSI testers and telecom
Both
offer
100K
or
10KH
interface
to further the digital revolution throughoptions and ample I/O up to 108 pins. equipment.
out the world.

DIGITALIZATION

EXPANDS

STOPS ACTION

IN LATIN AMERICA.

I

T

WORLD'S FASTEST ECL GATE ARRAYS.

T
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INSIDE TECHNOLOGY

IT'S SHOWDOWN TIME
IN INTERACTIVE VIDEO
two competitors had to offer. Both technologies
bring different characteristics to the marketing
fray, however, and the two camps are publically
claiming that the systems may, in fact, be noncompetitive.
From Philips, the CD-I developer, come words
like these: "General Electric's DVI is meant for
the professional market and CD-I is targeted at
the consumer/institutional sector. So DVI will
by Tom Manuel
have no direct impact on CD-I," says Joop Witvoet, director of communications, New Media
Systems Division in Eindhoven, The Nethernteractive video systems based on lands. "Both systems will coexist with different
compact-disk technology are on market emphasis," adds Witvoet, conceding only
their way: Both General Electric that "in the long run, the different systems may
Co. and the team of Philips/Sony influence each other." The words are the same
Corp. are preparing to launch products for Sony in Japan. Haruo Hiki, general manager
in 1988. The big question now is of CD Systems Division and Super Micro Systems
whether one of the two systems will Group and Susumu Shinbori, CD Systems Divicome to dominate the marketplace.
sion manager, also say different markets are
On the heels of the first live demon- being targeted. "There is interest" about DVI in
stration of the Compact-Disk Interactive system Japan, says Hiki. "However, the one-hour movie
in Amsterdam, Philips is now promising its first capability is probably not sufficient for the conproducts by mid-1988, with full production by sumer market."
year-end. CD-I players and disks are anticipated
From the DVI side, Arthur Kaiman, Sarnoff
as well as authoring tools and related services. Research Center director of digital products reGE's first Digital Interactive Video products (see
search, says GE anticipates that Dvi's compresp. 97) should arrive at approximately the same sion/decompression techniques will not be costtime, say the technology's developers at the Da- competitive for consumer products until the earvid Sarnoff Research Center in Princeton, N. J.
ly 1990s. He concedes as well that not every
Both sides have kept at bay potential applica- application will require full-screen motion video.
tion developers, who are eager to see what the
Despite claims of a non-adversarial relationship, however, the two camps can't
resist taking potshots at each others' systems. CD-I supporters criticize Dvi's video picture quality
while GE's proponents point to CD-I
inability to do full-screen, full-motion video. Even with that shortcoming, CD-I is expected have significant entertainment and training
applications.
The public announcement of CD-I
was made at the first CD-ROM conference in Seattle in March 1986. At
that time the first CD-I prototypes
were projected for mid-1987 and the
backers estimated that the first
products would be on the market
by early 1988. The CD-I proposed
format was circulated in May 1986
1. ACTIVE VIDEO. With the digital video interactive system developed at the David Sarnoff
for comment among Sony and PhilResearch Center, users have full-motion video, graphics, and stereo sound at their command.
ips' world wide licensees of CD tech-

GE and Philips/Sony square off in
interactive video systems based on
compact-disk technology: both camps say
they'll have products no later than mid-1988

I
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nology. The number and nature of comments
and suggestions prompted the CD-I developers to
go back to the drawing boards.
While interactive video per se is not a new
technology, the current excitement is over the
prospect of being able to offer it on low-cost CD
media and drives and thus greatly increase the
size of the market. However, asizable and growing market for interactive video already exists
using 12-in, diameter video disks (see p. 94). U. S.
market projections for these so-called IVD systems, out of SK&A Research Inc., predict that the
number of systems (they range widely in complexity from simple disk players to full personal
computer-based systems) sold in the U.S. will be
75,000 in 1988, climbing to 252,000 in 1992. The
Irvine, Calif. market research company further
estimates that hardware expenditures will grow
to $1.2 billion in 1990 from $700 million in 1988.
Further, the nonhardware expenditures—costs
for video production, system support, software,
and courseware—will grow to $1.25 billion from
$660 million.
"It is not clear whether the new [CD-based] technologies will cut into these [the 12-in, system] sales
or help expand them," says Stewart Kra.sney,
SK&A Research president. He says the arrival of
DVI and CD-I on the scene "adds credibility to the
12-in, market," because they represent new technology for the same kinds of systems. In addition,
Krasney projects that current applications developed for 12-in, analog systems will eventually be
transferable to the CD-based systems.
In asense, both CD-I and DVI will help the credibility of CD-ROM technology because they use it as
the delivery medium. "They will be abig catalyst
for CD-ROMs," says Frederick P. Meyer, president
of Meridian Data Corp. His Capitola, Calif. company is introducing acatalyst of its own into the CDROM marketplace. The microcomputer-based product will also give an economic boost to the new
interactive video technologies by dint of a system
designed to reduce the cost and speed of the disk
mastering process (see p.101).
A recent intriguing element to the interactive
video disk marketing situation was the cancellation
of a major announcement in November by GE. It
had called a press conference the first week of
November, apparently to announce a new joint
business venture with an unidentified partner for
commercializing DVI technology. A few days later,
GE cancelled the conference because negotiations
had reached an impasse, according to an insider.
One report is that GE's intended business partner
for marketing DVI was Lotus Development Corp.
of Cambridge, Mass. An official at Lotus denied
any involvement, however.
The CD-I specification under development by
Sony and Philips creates, in effect, astand-alone
player product. The CD-I standard has designated
a central processing unit, operating system, and
the minimum hardware and functions required
of disk players. Every disk will play on every
Electronics /November 26, 1987

machine. The hardware and functions required in
every CD-I player include a CD drive; Motorola
68000 family microprocessor; a1-mbyte read-only
memory; 8 Kbytes of nonvolatile RAM, CD-RTOS
operating system, a specialized real-time operating system designed to handle the files on aCD-I
disk; normal resolution video images (360 by 240
pixels for NTSC monitors and 384 by 280 for PAL
monitors); a pointing device such as ajoy stick,
mouse, or track ball; and standard character set.

Both GE and Philips/Sony have kept
at bay potential application developers,
who are anxious to see what the two
competitors have to offer for development
players will be able to play CD-ROM and CD
audio disks as well. Basically, CD-I is an extension of the CD and CD-ROM formats to store, deliver and decode types of information in addition
to two-channel audio and data, such as graphics,
still frame video, and limited motion video.
Philips has been busy designing and fabricating a complex video decoding chip and a 68070
microprocessor, a 16/32-bit 68000-compatible device. So far, tests of these chips have been positive and production at Philips is on schedule.
Late this year, the company will announce when
and where these components can be obtained by
potential CD-I product developers and the current
CD-I licensees. Meanwhile, Sony is working on
three CD-I chips: an audio chip, a control chip,
and a CPU interface, which it says are all on
schedule.
Overall, CD-I is said to provide better computer
graphics than its 12-in, analog competitors, but
its natural picture reproduction is less satisfacCD-I

2. ENABLER. Interactive video derived from CD audio will use CD-ROM disks
and drives like these made by Laser Magnetic Storage International.
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GE TAKES THE WRAPS OFF ITS
INTERACTIVE VIDEO SYSTEM

G

eneral Electric Co. surprised everyone
earlier this year when it announced a
new way to mix full-screen full-motion
video, three-dimensional and animated
computer graphics, high-quality multichannel audio, and data on a single all-digital medium.
Since then, researchers at GE's David Sarnoff
Research Center in Princeton, N. J., where the
technology was invented, have improved the
quality of the full-motion video pictures and developed acomprehensive package for third-party
application development.
Now the company is providing the first details
of its DVI (digital video interactive) system, on
the data-compression techniques essential to the
system's operation, and on the applications development package. GE and the Sarnoff research
center hope to move the system to market
through a new company they will launch early
next year.
DVI technology [Electronics, March 19, 1987,
p. 33] combines the interactivity of computer
graphics and text retrieval with the realism of
television video and digital stereo sound. The
DVI development subsystem will include a sixboard set, (see fig. 1), three of which plug into
expansion slots of an IBM PC AT or compatible.
These three consist of a video board, an audio
board, and a utility board for the basic system.
Three optional piggy-back boards—a video digitizer, an audio digitizer and 1-mbyte video random-access-memory board—complete the set. A
software development package, written with aC
programming interface, will use a real-time
multi-tasking executive that runs under PC/MSDOS, an audio video support-system program,

Sam off team readies compression techniques
and an application development system
by Tom Manuel

and a graphics package. Authoring
tools to aid application development
include a microcode assembler and
simulator.
To enhance DVI's chances of succeeding commercially, however, the
new GE venture company also plans to
offer a video compression service,
which will take uncompressed digital
video segments from a product developer, compress it by a factor of 120:1, and deliver the
result back to the customer. The compression
service will employ apowerful parallel computer
built by Meiko Ltd. of Bristol, England. Another
aid to application developers will be a real-time
compression algorithm to be run on the DVI development system, albeit with much lower picture quality. It will provide authoring quality
video for the testing and tuning of applications.
Armed with these development tools, about 10
to 20 beta-site development projects are expected
to begin utilizing DVI technology early in 1988.
Potential applications include educational areas
such as geography, biology, history, archaeology, and astronomy as well as vocational training
in auto or aircraft repair, photography, and
flight simulation. Other possibilities lie in landscape design, interior decoration, home learning
and entertainment, interactive maps for autos
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GE's first DVI system consists of asix -board set— three PC add -in boards and three optional piggy -back boards.
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A

breakthrough in the speed and cost
of producing CD-ROM disks is at hand.
A microcomputer-based system from
Meridian Data Inc. performs the complex data preparation chores that are now done
by superminicomputers at a handful of CD-ROM
mastering facilities.
ridian officials say, and is priced at $89,750 with
The CD Master System is the second produc- 1.2 gigabytes of disk storage, capable of production tool offered by Meridian. The Capitola, ing up to 20 CD-ROMs a day. Custom VAX-based
Calif., company has added a powerful circuit systems costing $250,000 and more can at best
board with about 22 chips to its CD Publisher produce four or five masters aday, according to
system, introduced in 1986. The new board per- Meridian. Meridian systems with disk capacity
forms the error-detection and correction-coding ranging from 300 Mbytes to 2.4 gigabytes are
required of large data volumes prior to pressing also available.
(see fig. 1). Called the Layered ECC Augment,or,
In addition to the existing nine-track tape
or LEA board, it processes data-plus-audio, and drive for input, future models of the CD Master
can potentially handle the emerging mixed-mode system will interface to standard devices of the
formats such as Compact Disk-Interactive and audio and video business such as 0.75-in. Umatic
Digital Video Interactive.
tape cartridge drives. Interfaces for 5.25-in.
In addition to the LEA board, the new system write-once, read-many (WORM) and erasable optiincludes the same IBM PC or compatible or Apple cal drives will also be added, Meridian says. MeMacintosh, disk-drive subsystem, and nine-track ridian engineers are developing software tools
tape-drive hardware as CD Publisher, a system for both the CD Publisher and CD Master sysdesigned to prepare and check CD-ROM data prior tems to allow developers to handle the CD-I and
to delivery to amastering facility. The disk sub- DVI formats. CD-I includes graphics, still video,
system gives the Meridian product high-speed and limited motion video along with audio and
data transfer to complement the LEA board's data; DVI utilizes video compression to add fullprocessing power. Together, they boost the Me- screen motion video (see story on p. 97).
ridian system's mastering capability to four
CD-ROM is the data version of the popular optitimes that of custom mastering systems, compa- cal compact-disk audio product. The 600-Mbyte
ny executives say.
storage capacity of read-only data on one CDTypically, mastering facilities have bought ROM disk has attracted the attention of informaVAX superminicomputers with nine-track tape
tion providers and publishers for the distribution
drives, developed their own CD-ROM premastering of text and graphics information. The CD optical
procedures, and thus created custom systems. disk technology and both the audio and data
"A production tool such as the CD Master Sys- formats were developed and standardized jointly
tem will encourage more mastering facilities to by NV Philips of Eindhoven in the Netherlands
offer CD-ROM and eventually CD-I and DVI produc- and Japan's Sony Corp. in Tokyo. The new
tion services at lower prices," says Frederick P. mixed-mode formats—such as CD-I, under develMeyer, Meridian's president. Companies develop- opment by Philips and Sony, and the DVI system
ing CD-ROM applications will also
benefit by having more choices for
mastering services.
HARD DISK DRIVE
The LEA board has two sections.
The board controller portion consists of an Intel 80188 microprocesNINE TRACK
WRITE-ONCE
1/4 IN
sor, 512 Kbytes of random-access
TAPE
OPTICAL CARTRIDGE
DRIVE
DISK
DRIVE
TAPE
DRIVE
SONY
memory, and 32 Kbits of ROM to
DIGITAL
LAYERED
hold the start-up code. The other
INTERFACE
ERROR-CHECKINGboard section is the ED/EEC generaAND CORRECTION
TO SONY CDX-1
AUGMENTOR
tion engine. This engine is tied toBOARD (LEA)
OR PHILIPS 401
LASER-BEAM
gether and connected to the conRECORDER
troller by acommunication bus and
afour-port 512-Kbyte RAM. A Small
Computer System Interface periphHOST
eral controller is included on the
COMPUTER
board, connecting the CD Master
System to a variety of input
devices.
The CD Master system will be 1. GETTING READY. The LEA board adds the required synchronization, header, error detection
ready to ship in January 1988, Me- and the error-correction bytes to data on its way to aCD-ROM.
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LOW-COST CD-ROM
MASTERING IS HERE
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It could take six
different systems to do
the engineering, layout,

I... Schematic Design with Analog Analysis

2... Schematic Design with Digital Analysis

3... PCB Layout with Manufacturing Interfaces

4... Mechanical Packaging

and manufacturing tasks
that the
Intergraph
PCB
system does ...
And they
771'
wouldn't do it
half as well. Why
settle for aniche
solution?•
Think
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•
•
•
5... Document Design

6... Project Management
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For more information or ademonstration, call 1-800-826-3515 (toll free) or
(205) 772-2700. In Europe, call (31) 2503-66333.
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SELECTIVE GROWTH AND NEW DRAM
CELLS SHARE THE IEDM SPOTLIGHT

F

.or semiconductor technologists, Christmas usually comes three weeks early High-density EPROMs, new flash EEPROMs,
when the International Electron Devices
and megabit static RAMs will also star
Meeting convenes in Washington. Attendees are almost never disappointed, finding
by Bernard C. Cole
novel developments galore in their stockings.
This year's IEDM, set to run Dec. 6to 9, will be
no less of a toy-store delight than past editions. to reduce parasitic capacitance and resistance in
Among this year's highlights will be process logic and memory devices.
Members of the semiconductor-memory comtechnologies, for the selective growth of silicon
to solve some submicron-cmOS problems, from munity generally agree that it will be necessary
Fairchild Semiconductor and Applied Materials to use trench isolation and stacked or buried
and from Fujitsu. This year, memory-chip tech- structures to achieve 16-mbit densities and benology will command alion's share of attention. yond—but there are awide range of other probPapers will describe a clutch of different cells lems that must be overcome as well before the
for building 16-mbit dynamic random-access megadensity levels can be achieved. Two probmemories; these are from NEC, Hitachi, Mitsubi- lems in the spotlight at this year's IEDM are softshi, and Toshiba. Toshiba will tell how it has error immunity and self-alignment.
To address soft-error immunity, NEC Corp. of
built a 4-Mbit erasable programmable read-only
memory; there are two entries from Hitachi and Tokyo has developed anew DRAM cell and fabriToshiba in the field of flash electrically erasable cation technology for 16-mbit parts. In what it
calls aTOLE cell (transistor on lateral epitaxy), a
PROMs; and two efforts aimed at 1-mbit static
transistor is fabricated atop a lateral epitaxialRAMs will be discussed by Philips and Sony. Other IEDM topics range widely, covering bimOs vari- silicon layer which in turn is formed—using an
ations, gallium arsenide technology, power tran- Sol technique—above a capacitor built in a
sistors, detectors and lasers, and vacuum tubes. trench (see fig. 2). The charge-storage electrode
In silicon processing, the biggest story at the is isolated from the bulk-silicon substrate by silicon dioxide and the channel region is left conIEDM will be the emergence of selective epitaxial
growth as a method for building submicron nected to the substrate. In addition to providing
cmoS devices without many of the short-channel high alpha-particle immunity, say the researchand hot-electron effects that plague traditional ers, this structure has a low bit-line capacitance
bulk-CMOs devices. Selective epitaxial growth and stable dynamic transistor action. It also
borrows from silicon-on-insulator technology to selectively grow single-crystal silicon in seed windows
of a silicon dioxide mask.
For example, researchers
from Fairchild Semiconductor Corp. (now a part
of National Semiconductor
Corp.), Palo Alto, Calif.,
and Applied
Materials
Inc., Santa Clara, Calif.,
will describe a submicron
dual-buried-layer twin-well
cmoS process that depends on selective epitaxial growth (see fig. 1). No
less interesting is an offering from Fujitsu Ltd.,
Kawasaki, Japan, which
describes atechnique that
combines growth of poly- 1. SELECTIVELY GROWN. Fairchild and Applied Materials have developed aprocess based on selective
silicon and epitaxial silicon epitaxial growth of silicon. The target is hot-electron and short-channel-effect problems in submicron CMOS.
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cell. In order to scale down the cell, the thickness of the first gate oxide and the interpolysilicon dielectric is reduced to about 20 nm, compared to atypical range of 50 to 200 nm. Downscaling is also performed in the lateral direction.
To prevent generation of cracks due to stress at
the edges of the floating gate, polysilicon thickness is reduced to about 100 nm.
Toshiba is also making abid to push EEPROMs
to the density levels it is achieving in EPROMs.
Hitachi will describe aparallel effort. Both companies have developed flash-EEPROM structures
that combine the hot-electron-write approach of
EPROMs with the cold-electron floating-gate read
structure of an EEPROM.
The Hitachi EEPROM cell consists of a single
floating-gate transistor with a built-in select
transistor created by implanting slightly asymmetric source and drain regions. That contrasts
with the approach used by Seeq Technology Inc.,
San Jose, Calif. [Electronics, Aug. 21, 1986,
p. 53], the only company successfully marketing
aflash EEPROM. Seeq's select transistor is created by slightly offsetting the top layer of the
floating gate in relation to the bottom one. The
Hitachi cell is programmed by hot electrons at
the drain edge and by electrons tunneling from
the floating gate to the source. Using 0.8-µm
rules, the result is a 9.3-µ,m2 cell—only slightly
larger than Toshiba's 9-1.1.m2 4-mbit EPROM cell.
Even more impressive is the EEPROM cell from
Toshiba: the effective size is 6.43 1.,,m2,or about
30% smaller than that of its 4-mbit EPROM. Toshiba
researchers say this density was achieved without
the aggressive scaling necessary for the Hitachi
approach—Toshiba uses 1-1.tm design rules—and
without merging the read/write and select transisBIT LINE
tors. The key is the use of a unique four-NANDgate structure measuring only 8.3 by 3.1 pm versus 11.6 by 3.1 i.tm using conventional techniques.
In the world of SRAMs, the push for higher
WORD LINE
densities is accompanied, as always, with an abiding concern for high speed. Bidding for membership in the high-speed, high-density SRAM club is
Philips of Eindoven, The Netherlands, with a 1mbit SRAM that accesses in 25 ns—speed equivalent to that of today's 256-Kbit SRAMs. The circuit
uses 0.7-µm design rules, a retrograde twin-well
DRAIN AREA
SOURCE AREA
technique with 1-p.m isolation and extremely
small-2.5 µ,m—n- and p-channel spacings, and titanium salicide to lower resistance on the two levSILICON DIOXIDE FILM
els of metal interconnection.
CAPACITOR PLATE
And there may soon be one more player in the
fast megabit SRAM market. Although Sony Corp.
CAPACITOR INSULATOR FILM —
of Kanagawa, Japan, has built only low-density
test devices, it has developed asix-transistor SRAM
CHARGE STORAGE ELECTRODE
cell that measures only 60 1.1.1n2,about the same as
competitive devices using four-transistor structures. Sony researchers use anew Sol fabrication
SILICON SUBSTRATE
technique called position-controlled crystallization,
in which transistors are fabricated on individual
isolated 1-by-1-1.tm islands. This makes it possible
2. ALPHA IMMUNITY. NEC's DRAM cell uses a trench capacitor and a
to place the devices much closer together.
CI
transistor atop an epitaxial silicon layer to reduce the soft-error rate.
eliminates punchthrough current between adjacent cells.
Self-alignment in dense DRAMs is the target of
Hitachi Ltd. of Tokyo. It reports that it has been
able to build a4.2-µ,m 2 16-mbit cell using acombination of four self-alignment techniques: a plated-wiring structure using a buried n+ layer, a
sidewall contact, storage-node isolation, and a
pad for the bit-line contact.
The 16-mbit entry from Mitsubishi Electric
Corp., Tokyo, also uses self-alignment to produce
a very small DRAM cell. Its novel cell structure
combines adouble stacked capacitor with atransistor whose source and drain are formed of selfaligned polysilicon. Two capacitors are stacked in
atrench, and beside each is either a source or a
drain region formed by an impurity diffusion
into the first level of polysilicon. This builds an
access transistor that is inherently self-aligned.
With 0.7-1.tm design rules, this structure results
in a cell size of only 5.95 pare.
A new structure intended to eliminate leakage
currents in buried stacked-capacitor cells is the
subject of a fourth 16-mbit DRAM paper, from
Toshiba Corp. of Kawasaki, Japan. The 6.12-1.un2
cell consists of a stacked capacitor in a trench,
topped by a sidewall diffusion layer from the
first level of polysilicon that halts the junction
leakage current that usually results from sidewall damage during etching.
Super-small memory cells are not just found in
DRAMs. Toshiba also will open eyes at IEDM with
a4-Mbit EPROM sporting acell size that at 9µ,m 2
is only 30% to 50% larger than a 16-mbit DRAM
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We're growingyvith
speed and resolution.
Introducing the best spectral
performance available in 14
and 16-bit sampling ADC '
s.
Step-by-step, Analog Solutions is covering all key
points on the speed/resolution scale.
We already have the largest line of high performance 16-bit ADC's. Now, in response to customer needs,
Analog Solutions is introducing significant new products
in agrowing family of sampling A/D converters.
Leading off is the ZAD2764. This 14-bit sampling
ADC offers abetter combination of speed and resolution
than anything you've seen before. The ZAD2764 features
a500 kHz sampling rate and abuilt-in ultra-linear sample and hold. Spectral performance is fully specified
and guaranteed. Harmonic distortion, intermodulation
distortion, S/N ratio and frequency response are
specified under worst-case
conditions. When you design
the ZAD2764 into your telecommunications, medical
imaging or ATE system,
performance will not be
compromised.
Equally impressive
is the ZAD2846, a300 kHz sampling 16-bit ADC with the best linearity and
lowest noise and harmonic distortion available. With its low drift and
guaranteed specs, the ZAD2846 satisfies the most demanding applications.
The FFT diagram shows the actual performance.
Both new products use the latest technology and Analog Solutions'
proprietary digital correction subranging architecture.
Both are packaged in Analog Solutions' rugged, shielded metal case
with low insertion force sockets and are pin-to-pin compatible with each
other. So you can change system performance by simply swapping modules.
And both are 100% tested and documented to guarantee that published
specifications are met.
If you need the performance that exceeds monolithics, hybrids, or your
own ADC/sample and hold design, give us acall.
Actual spectral
And watch us respond with speed and resolution.
performance of ZAD2846
For more information, please address Analog Solutions, 85 West Tasman
Drive, San Jose, CA 95134. Phone (408) 433-1900. FAX (408) 433-9308.

élàP ANALOG
‘4, SOLUTIONS
Asubsidiary of Silicon General.
Circle 111 on reader service card

Circle 113 on reader service card

1V-E SERIES EXTENDED RANGE - SINGLE OUTPUT
85-265VAC INPUT
MAX CURRENT (AMPS AT)
MODEL

5V

±5%

40°C
2.0
3.0
5.0
10.0

12V

ADJ.

±5%

LVS-42E-12
LVS-43E-12
LVS-44E-12
LVS-45E-12

15V

±5%

LVS-42E-15
LVS-43E-15
LVS-44E-15
LVS-45E-15

24V

±5%

LVS-42E-24
LVS-43E-24
LVS-44E-24
LVS-45E-24

60°C

QTY
1

QTY
100

QTY
250

QTY
1000

2.0
3.0
5.0
10.0

1.50
2.25
3.75
7.50

$43.00
51.00
79.00
106.00

$38.50
46.00
71.00
95.50

$35.00
40.75
63.25
85.00

$34.00
38.50
59.75
80.50

0.9
1.3
2.1
4.2

0.67
0.97
1.57
3.15

43.00
51.00
79.00
106.00

38.50
46.00
71.00
95.50

35.00
40.75
63.25
85.00

34.00
38.50
59.75
80.50

0.7
1.0
1.7
3.4

0.52
0.75
1.27
2.55

43.00
51.00
79.00
106.00

38.50
46.00
71.00
95.50

35.00
40.75
63.25
85.00

34.00
38.50
59.75
80.50

0.5
0.7
1.1
2.1

0.37
0.52
0.83
1.57

43.00
51.00
79.00
106.00

38.50
46.00
71.00
95.50

35.00
40.75
63.25
85.00

34.00
38.50
59.75
80.50

LVS-42E-28
LVS-43E-28
LVS-44E-28
LVS-45E-28

0.4
0.6
0.9
1.8

0.30
0.45
0.67
1.35

43.00
51.00
79.00
106.00

38.50
46.00
71.00
95.50

35.00
40.75
63.25
85.00

34.00
38.50
59.75
80.50

±5%

LVS-42E-48
LVS-43E-48
LVS-44E-48
LVS-45E-48

0.2
0.3
0.5
1.0

0.15
0.22
0.37
0.75

43.00
51.00
79.00
106.00

38.50
46.00
71.00
95.50

35.00
40.75
63.25
85.00

34.00
38.50
59.75
80.50

MODEL

VOLT
V.

5V ± 12% FIXED

0.9
1.3
2.1
4.2

ADJ.
0.7
1.0
1.7
3.4

ADJ.
0.5
0.7
1.1
2.1

28V ±5% ADJ.

48V

PRICE

50°C

ADJ.

LVS-42E-5
LVS-43E-5
LVS-44E-5
LVS-45E-5

1V-E SERIES EXTENDED RANGE - TRIPLE OUTPUT
85-265VAC INPUT

0.4
0.6
0.9
1.8

ADJ.
0.2
0.3
0.5
1.0

MAX CURRENT
(AMPS AT)
50°C
60°C

QTY
1

40°C

PRICE
QTY
QTY
100
250

QTY
1000

LVT-38E-133

+5
+12
-12

1.00
0.10
0.10

1.00
0.10
0.10

0.70
0.07
0.07

$55.00

$49.00

$40-00

LVT-39E-133

5
+12
-12

2.00
0.30
0.20

2.00
0.30
0.20

1.40
0.21
0.14

78.00

62.75

51.75

45.75

LVT-40E-133

+5
4-12
-12

2.00
0.30
0.20

1.80
0.27
0.18

1.20
0.18
0.12

71.00

57.00

52.50

48.25

LVT-41E-133

+5
+12
-12

3.00
1.20
0.30

2.00
0.80
0.20

1.30
0.50
0.13

105.00

84.00

67.75

61.75

LVT-42E-133

+5
+12
-12

3.00
0.40
0.40

3.00
0.40
0.40

2.10
0.28
0.28

116.00

90.00

70.00

61.75

5V ± 15% FIXED

$38 .
50

LVT-38E-144

5
+15
-15

1.00
0.10
0.10

1.00
0.10
0.10

0.70
0.07
0.07

$55.00

$49.00

$40.00

$38.50

LVT-39E-144

+5
+15
-15

2.00
0.30
0.20

2.00
0.30
0.20

1.40
0.21
0.14

78.00

62.75

51.25

45.75

LVT-40E-144

+5
+15
-15

2.00
0.30
0.20

1.80
0.27
0.18

1.20
0.18
0.12

71.00

57.00

52.50

48.25

LVT-41E-144

+5
+15
-15

3.00
1.20
0.30

2.00
0.80
0.20

1.30
0.50
0.13

105.00

84.00

67.75

61.75

LVT-42E-144

+5
4-15
-15

3.00
0.40
0.40

3.00
0.40
0.40

2.10
0.28
0.28

116.00

90.00

70.00

61.75

1V-E SERIES SPECIFICATIONS
DC OUTPUT
Voltage range shown in tables.
REGULATED VOLTAGE
regulation, line
0 4% for input variations from
105-265VAC or 265-105VAC. 1.0% for input
variations from 85-265VAC or 265-85VAC on
LVT-38E, 39E, 42E. (LVS-45E: 0.4% for input
variations from 95-132VAC or 132-95VAC when
wired for 110V operation; 187-265VAC or
265-187VAC when wired for 220V operation.
regulation, load
0 8% for load variations from no load to full load
and full load to no load.
(2% for LVT-38E, 39E, 42E.)
ripple and noise
15mV RMS for all models with either positive or
negative terminal grounded. 150mV pk-pk for 5V
models; 300mV pk-pk for 12V through 48V models
and second and third outputs of LVT-E models.
temp. coeff.
O 02%°C for single output models and 5V output of
LVT-40E, 41E. 0.03%°C for other two outputs and
for main output of LVT-38E, 39E, 42E. 0.05%°C on
other two ouputs of LVT-38E, 39E, 42E.
AC Input

Efficiency
DC Input

105-265VAC, 47-440Hz. The LVS-45E is jumper
selectable for 95-132VAC or 187-265VAC operation
(factory prewired for 220V operation). 85-265VAC,
47-440Hz on LVT-38E, 39E, 42E models.
62% minimum.
64% typical on LVT-38E, 39E, 42E models.
145-370VDC. The LVS-45E allows DC input
(260-370VDC) only, when used for 220VAC
operation.
110-330VDC for LVT-38E, 39E, 42E models.

OVERSHOOT
No overshoot at turn-on, turn-off or power failure.
AMBIENT OPERATING TEMPERATURE
0-60°C with suitable derating above 50°C (see table).
LVT-40E, 41E derate above 40°C.
STORAGE TEMPERATURE
-30°C to +85°C.

TOLL FREE:
IN WESTERN UNITED STATES
1-800-LAMBDA-5

OVERLOAD PROTECTION
Automatic electronic current limiting circuit with automatic recovery, limits
short circuit output current to a safe, preset value, thereby protecting the
load as well as the power supply when direct shorts occur. Sustained short
circuit operation for more than 30 seconds may cause damage to the
power supply.
HOLD UP TIME
Output will remain within regulation limits for 16 msec typical (20 msec
typical at 100VAC for LVT-38E, 39E, 42E) after loss of AC power at full
load with nominal output voltage, and 110VAC input at 60Hz.
On LVS-45E, this is true at 105VRMS when wired for 110V operation or
210VRMS when wired for 220V operation.
OVERVOLTAGE PROTECTION
Standard on LVS-44E, 45E and on main output of LVT-38E, 39E, 42E.
COOUNG
Convection cooled, no fans or blowers needed.
PHYSICAL DATA
Weight
Package
Model

Lbs.
Net

Lbs.
Ship

LVS-42E
LVS-43E
LVS-44E
LVS-45E
LVT-38E
LVT-39E
LVT-40E
LVT-41E
LVT-42E

0.44
0.55
0.70
0.86
0.35
0.44
0.84
1.00
0.66

0.52
0.64
0.82
1.00
0.42
0.52
1.00
1.13
0.75

Size
Inches
1.38
1.38
1.38
1.46
1.38
1.57
1.38
1.46
1.57

x3.82
x3.82
x3.82
x3.82
x 1.97
x2.36
x3.82
x3.82
x2.36

x 3.13
x3.88
x4.59
x6.26
x4.33
x4.33
x4.47
x6.05
x5.91

GUARANTEE
90-day guarantee includes labor as well as parts.
Guarantee applies to operation at full published specifications at end of 90
days.
SUI CSA /VDE
Under evaluation.

Lambda Electronics
Division of Veeco Instruments Inc.
515 Broad Hollow Rd.
Melville, New York 11747
TEL: 516-694-4200 FAX: 516-293-0519
Circle 117 on reader service card

RELIABLE SUPPORT
FOR ISDN
Surviving in the
complex and competitive world of
ISDN will depend
on vital problemsolving capabili- MP1601A 5GHz
Pulse Pattern Generator
ties like quick
response, quick recovery and preventive
checking. This requires comprehensive
monitoring, rigorous testing and exacting
quality control of transmission systems.
Anritsu's accuracy, quality and reliability
are based on decades of experience in
electronics, optical technology and laser
research. Our focus is on the advanced
optical devices and test equipment
necessary for ISDN.
Anritsu excels in optical and digital
communication test systems. We have
shown our commitment to quick response
to practical ISDN applications by introducing high-resolution OTDRs, 5GHz pulse
pattern generators, high-performance
error rate measuring equipment for digital
transmissions, and many more.
Anritsu also designs industrial automation systems, applying lasers in many
new ways. Feedback from every area
enables us to develop ground-breaking
new products.
For any network, one name provides
the reliable support to keep it running smoother...
Anritsu makes you asurvivor.

Anritsu
ANRITSU CORPORATION
10-27, Minamiazabu 5-chome, Minato-ku, Tokyo 106, Japan
Phone: Tokyo 03-446-1111, Telex: 0-242-2353 ANRITU J
Circle 119 on reader service card

MILITARY

MIMIC'S NEXT CHALLENGE:
SLASHING PRODUCTION COSTS

T

he next phase of the Pentagon's ambitious analog integrated circuit program
is about to start. Phase 1of Mimic, the
Microwave/Millimeter-Wave Monolithic
lc program, poses a critical challenge: can these
high-frequency gallium arsenide chips be made
for a reasonable cost? It's also critical for the
more than two dozen companies who this week
are delivering Phase 1proposals to the Department of Defense. The stakes are high, with a
predicted $1.8 billion annual market by 1997.
For the Pentagon, Mimic's payoff
will be the microwave and millimeterwave chips that are considered essential for the coming generation of radar systems, smart munitions, and radio-frequency communications. The
DOD is looking for greater sensitivity,
increased reliability, and improved
functionality over what's possible with
existing technology. "The problem is
bridging the gap between research and development and manufacturing," says E. D. (Sonny)
Maynard, director of computer and electronic
technology at the DOD.
The challenge is not so much in design and
complexity, but rather in learning how to build
the devices at a practical cost, Maynard says.
"The technology has had adifficult time getting
over the threshold to where you could buy devices routinely and put them into systems with
confidence," he adds.
Until now, hybrid technology has been able to
handle microwave frequencies, up to 20 GHz,
says Eliot Cohen, director of the Mimic program.
But making hybrid modules is expensive and
labor-intensive. "Monolithic chips will increase
reliability, push cost down, and drive uniformity
up," he says.
Mimic will have an even greater effect on
higher-frequency devices. "When you go to higher frequencies—millimeter-wave frequencies—
you reach a point where hybrids can't operate
with much success," Cohen says. Mimic's goal is
to replace these hybrids with single-chip solutions that will yield a strong performance edge.
As it stands, manufacturing remains so difficult and costly that most military programs cannot afford to use mivHCs, microwave and millimeter-wave ICS. Maynard says the cost of a single

Phase 1of the Pentagon program to turn out
GaAs arsenide analog ICs aims at bringing
down their cost; if it succeeds, the payoff
will be a$1.8 billion market in 10 years
by Tobias Naegele

mmic can run into several thousands
of dollars. "A fairly complex kind of
IC—like a transceiver module for a
phased-array radar—now costs from
around $3,000 to $10,000" depending
on complexity, Maynard says. He estimates that current MmiC costs are
typically $100 to $250 for a chip, $250
or more for the package, and up to
$2,500 or more for testing. His goal for the program is to drive costs down to about $2.50, $25,
and $250, respectively (see "Quantity makes
Mimic prices important," p. 122).
Most current MMICS are used in hybrids, but
the process involved in building these hybrids is
tedious and expensive, says Barry Dunbridge,

LOUDER. Ti's microwave monolithic amplifier chip operates at
up to 3.5 GHz; Mimic aims to produce chips running at 100 GHz.
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ment contract to specific DOD programs. May- and standard parts. Several companies, including
nard hopes that will accelerate the development Harris Microwave Semiconductor, the Milpitas,
process by avoiding an expensive "insertion Calif., division of Harris Corp.'s Chip Sector, are
phase" of the program.
offering their services as foundries—in addition,
Requiring that development work be directly in many cases, to competing as a partner in a
related to military systems has had another ef- team. For example, Harris is part of a Phase 1
fect: team bidding on agrand scale. Top defense team led by GmHE/Hughes Aerospace Corp.
systems contractors have joined hands with comThat's the kind of cooperation and networking
panies with expertise in semiconductors and the DOD was looking for. Too narrow a field of
computer-aided design, as well as with smaller players could restrict competition and pose a sesystems houses that are aiming to put mmic curity risk by limiting the sources of parts, while
chips into future systems (see table, below). The too broad afield might have diluted the technical
strategy is to give the bid wide application and knowledge base. "There are 25 or 50 companies
appeal, and to design avirtually generic chip set that can do this job in the U. S.," Maynard says.
that can be used in a number of applications.
"What we need is to have afew that can do it in
For example, Raytheon Co. and Texas Instru- an optimal fashion. Our hope and plan is that
ments Inc. brought in Aerojet, General Dynam- those companies that don't get selected here will
ics, Magnavox, and Norden Systems on the sys- find a way to get into the teams that do."
tems contractor side; Compact Software and
Maynard and his DOD colleagues won't know
Consilium for computer-aided-design and -manu- for almost a decade whether Mimic will pay off.
facturing help; and Airtron and Teledyne for It will take that long for the program to run its
guidance on technology. This team, which won a course—and for the systems that draw on the
$1 million contract in Phase 0, may have the technology to be fully tested and fielded. But the
broadest outlook of the Phase 1 competition, signs seem good: Phase 0proved there is aclearsays John Harkins, amarketing manager in TI's ly identified, high-volume military market itching
Defense Systems & Electronics Group in Dallas. to get its hands on Mimic technology. And that,
"The Raytheon-TI joint venture was structured Maynard says, points to amarket that's just waitto address all of the [Mimic] applications," includ- ing to explode.
ing electronic warfare, communications, and smart
weapons, he says. "We took this course with the Additional reporting by Wesley R. Iversen, J.
intent of looking at all of the applications to deter- Robert Lineback, and Larry Waller
mine which chip set would be geMIMIC PRIME CONTRACTORS LINE UP THEIR TEAMS
neric."
And while Maynard admits
Team members
Team members
Prime contractor
Prime contractor
that the dwindling number of
Mimic contracts-16 in the $12.5
Anadigics
Loral
Allied-Bendix
Pacific Monolithics
million study phase, less than
Comsat Laboratories
TriQuint
Dexcel
half as many in Phase 1, and
Ball Aerospace
Cascade
probably only two or three in the
Alpha
Martin-Marietta
M/A-Corn
program's final Phase 2—will efAerojet
Raytheon/
fectively trim the number of
Texas Instruments
Eaton
M IA-Corn
Airtron
players, he insists that it won't
Compact
put the technology solely into
Consilium
E-Systems
Interstate Electronics
General Dynamics
the hands of a select few.
Magnavox
Ford
MIA-Com
To guard against that possibilNorden
Pacific Monolithics
ity, Maynard and Cohen inserted
Teledyne
Singer
a stipulation in the Phase 1 reTriQuint
Adams-Russell
Sanders
quest for proposals which reLockheed
Harris
Cornell University
quires that 30% of the wafers
MIA-Corn
EEsof
and working chips delivered by
Motorola
General Electric
Varian
each team come from a second
TriQu int
source not otherwise connected
General Dynamics
TRW
Hittite
Adams-Russell
to that team. The second sources
Honeywell
Eastman Kodak
will have to get full access to
Harris Microwave
Alpha
Unisys
both the design capability and
MIA-Corn
manufacturing know-how develTriQuint
Hughes
AT&T
Varian
Harris
oped by the prime contractors,
General Electric
Maynard says.
Avantek
Westinghouse
M /A-Com
Giving the second source deCorninco
EEsof
sign capability is anovel idea, he
Pacific Monolithics
ITT
Rockwell
admits, but it should increase the
Watkins-Johnson
TriQuint
number of vendors a system
SOURCE: DEPARTMENT OF DEFENSE
maker can turn to for custom
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Before you explore outer space,
explore our rad-hard 16K RAMs
that survive mega-rad doses!
Meg

rad RAMs with guaranteed survivability!

When you want mega -rad
parts— not mega-promises —
come to Harris, the mega -rad
leader. We'll give you guaranteed
performance:
•Latchup free...achieved using epitaxial starting material.
•SEU immunity option...cross-coupled
resistors in the memory cells prevent soft errors.
•DASH-Q Hi-Rel flow.., for space applicalions; perfect for communication, scientific, and
military satellites.
•6-Transistor memory cell...lowest power
consumption, maximum cell stability, radiationhardened data protection no 4-T design can
match.
•CMOS/T11 compatible...completely static
operation with three-state output and CMOS or
TTL-compatible inputs.

es-4
4
e
csçoe-

•Selection of rad -hard CMOS RAMs:
Organization

Part Number

1K x 1

HS-6508RH

160 ns

256 x4

HS-6551RH

160 ns

4K x 1

HS-6504RH

150 ns

1K x4

1-1S-6514RH

150 ns

64K Module
8K x8
16K x4

HS-6564RH

250 ns

HS-65262RH

100 na

HS-65162RH

100 ns

Asynchronous
16K x 1
2K x8'
'Samples available Quarter 2, 1987

For more information on the HS-65262RH
RAM and the complete Harris rad- hard family
of Memories, MUXes, Op Amps, MPs, Analog
Switches and Gate Arrays call 1-800-4-HARRIS,
Ext. 1900, or (305) 724-7521. In Canada:
1-800-344-2444, Ext 1900.

FOR YOUR INFORMATION,
OUR NAME IS

HARRIS
Harris Semiconductor: Analog -CMOS Digital
Gallium Arsenide -Semicustom -Custom

1986, Harris Corporation
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"Did you request your
1987 Hams Rad-Hard/Hi-Rel
Data Book yet? It's packed
with apound of valuable
product information!"
"Hams always was
aheavyweight in
rod-hard"

MILITARY TECHNOLOGY TO WATCH

A BETTER WAY TO PROTECT
VLSI CIRCUITS FROM RADIATION

N

ew semiconductor fabrication methods
for radiation-hardened integrated-cir- TI's oxide-based processes could replace
cuit applications are coming that promsilicon on sapphire and dielectric isolation
ise to meet the demands of higher-performance devices and greater packing density
by Samuel Weber
spawned by the VLSI era. These methods—based
on using oxide as an insulator—could
two 20-year-old processes that now
replace the old silicon-on-sapphire and
are used in most rad-hard ICs: silicondielectric-isolation processes that have
on-sapphire, or SOI, and dielectric
long dominated rad-hard applications.
At Texas Instruments Inc., designisolation.
Although the oxide-based methods
ers are concentrating on four oxideare in broad terms related to the two
based processes. They are intended
older techniques, the new methods
primarily for cmos applications—
have several advantages over them.
which is rapidly becoming the mainAmong other things, oxide is inexpenstream VLSI technology—but can also
handle bipolar circuits.
sive, particularly compared with sapphire. Also,
Of the four oxide-based methods under investi- its use is well understood, since it is the same
gation at TI, two look to be implemented in the material that now forms parts of ICs.
near future. One is Simox, for separation by
More important, an advanced SOI process is
implanted oxygen. Also known as buried-oxide needed to overcome the old methods' limitations
sol, it offers the best quality single-crystal sili- in VLSI device fabrication. For example, singlecon now available for device fabrication at VLSI poly dielectric-isolation slices have an active dedensities. The second is wafer bonding, aprocess vice-layer-thickness tolerance of ±3 gm, while an
first reported by IBM Corp. in 1982. Until recent- oxide implant-based process can go down to
ly wafer bonding has been hampered by sensitiv- ±0.01 gm. The large thickness variation in sinity to particulate contamination, but it is attrac- gle-poly dielectric isolation limits packing density
tive to designers since it embodies many of the to a tank-to-tank spacing of approximately 23
processing attributes of the present dielectric- gm. With an oxide-isolated process, the spacing
shrinks to 10 gm, but future VLSI requirements
isolation technique.
The two other processes are Fipos, for full will require even tighter spacing, on the order of
isolation by porous oxidized silicon, and ZMR, for 2to 4 gm.
Other drawbacks of the dielectric-isolation prozone melt recrystallization. Prototype devices
have been fabricated on
both Fipos and ZMR matePOLYSILICON
rial, but TI engineers are
SILICON
0+ ION
ALUMINUM
focusing on the first two
techniques because of the
excellent materials they
produce and because of
their commonality with
CONVENTIONAL
ISLAND ETCHING
SILICON EPITAXY
OXYGEN IONSILICON-GATE
IMPLANTATION
current
semiconductor
MOS PROCESS
ANNEALING
processes.
(a)
So far, TI has focused
SILICON SUBSTRATE
on static random-access
SILICON DEVICE
memories as implementations of oxide-based methods, because memory devices are well suited fabrication in silicon-on-insulator technology. All four
PLACE FACE FACE
HIGH TEMPERATURE
THIN AND POLISH
OXIDIZED SLICES
methods are specific imFINAL SOI LAYER
BONO
b)
plementations of a general process called silicon- 1. LEADERS. Ti's leading SOI techniques are Simox (a), which requires adding just two steps to conventional
on-insulator. So are the fabrication, and wafer bonding (b), in which two oxidized wafers are sealed face to face.
Electronics/ November 26, 1987
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The GE Microelectronics Center.
Ready to serve your
VHSIC-compatible needs.

GE is expanding its VHSICcompatible, military ASIC development operation in Research Triangle
Park, North Carolina.
Our goal: to integrate our
capabilities into asystems solution
for you. That means the latest
engineering, wafer processing and
packaging technologies for military
custom and semicustom applications.
It means higher density designs with
improved performance and yield
levels. We'll provide program integration support and management from
initial design and CAD to the delivery
of qualified Class B and Class Sparts.
We can also produce classified parts.
Our growing GE Microelectronics Center in Research Triangle
Park has been awarded separate
MIL-M-38510 certification for
2-micron and 1.25-micron CMOS
bulk processes.
Right now we're producing
1.25-micron CMOS silicon-onsapphire (SOS) for high speed,
radiation tolerant applications. Also,
GE Solid State, based in Somerville,
New Jersey, continues to be aleading
supplier of military semiconductors

including ASICs, rad-hard ICs and
silicon-on-sapphire devices for the
broad-based military market.
Our long-range objectives for
military ASIC and custom ICs are
even more ambitious. We intend to
drive GE's VHSIC-compatible
technologies into the submicron
range to produce ICs with even
higher rad-hard tolerances.
Put our resources to work for
you. Our own GE aerospace and
defense businesses have, and it's
made the difference

1-800-243-7364
In New York State, please call
315-457-9335. Or write the GE
Microelectronics Center, Post Office
Box 13049, Research Triangle Park,
North Carolina 27709. Atm: Program
Development.

GE Microelectronics Center
Circle 131 on reader service card

America,
Harris will meet
your rad-hard
needs in the
future...just
as we have for
20 years past.
"So Harris rad-hard
data book is Class-A.2"

©1987, Harris Corporation

"Yeah, and their rad-hard IC
facilities are MIL-M-38510
Class Scertified"

American ICs for American strength...That's been our
commitment since 1965. And today we're the number-one
supplier of rad -hard ICs for military systems.
Harris ICs perform in the most critical environments. For
SDI and the programs requiring state-of-the-art technology,
we're developing even higher-performance products — in
both silicon and gallium arsenide.
Some IC companies have uncertain futures. We don't. We'll
be here. American-owned and American-run. Providing
products and product accountability throughout the lifetime
of your systems.
We wrote the book on your future needs. It's Harris'
1987 Rad-Hard/Hi-Rel Data Book: hundreds of pages of information on what's here now and what's coming next. Ask
for acopy.
Phone Harris Semiconductor Custom Integrated Circuits
Division. In the U.S.: 1-800-4-HARRIS, Ext. 1911, or
(305) 724-7418. In Canada: 1-800-344-2444, Ext. 1911.
DSP
MM
POLARIS
MM II
POSEIDON
VIN SON
MK 12A
8-18

HARRIS: BUILDING ON
OVER TWO DECADES OF
RAD -HARD MAJOR MILITARY
PROGRAM EXPERIENCE
I
965

1970

I
1975

COPPERHEAD
B-18
TRIDENT
MX (PEACEKEEPER)
HELL FIRE
F-16 BORAM
PLRS /JTIDS
MK 21
VkiSIC
3ICBM
SDI
AMRAAM
MAVERICK
1980

19E16

1990

IN RAD-HARD/HI-REL
THE NAME IS

HARRIS
Harris Semiconductor: Analog -CMOS Digital
Gallium Arsenide -Semicustom -Custom

CD HARRIS
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TECHNOLOGY TO WATCH

1r

he Defense Department is making
heavy demands on semiconductor circuits for the next generation of military
systems, but a family of bipolar gate
arrays from Honeywell Inc. goes a long way
toward giving the Pentagon what it wants.
Aimed at advanced military signal-processing applications, the arrays are the kind of circuits that
will go into radar, sonar, electronic-warfare, and
image-processing systems being developed now
for use in the early 1990s.
The requirements for those circuits is formidable. They have to be blazingly fast and very
dense. They must consume as little power as
possible without sacrificing performance. And
for good measure, they should be as resistant to
radiation as possible.
To meet these goals, engineers at Honeywell's
Solid State Electronics Division in Colorado
Springs, Colo., have developed arrays for military applications that require circuit densities
ranging from 10,000 to 70,000 gates and clock
rates from 50 to 100 MHz. The first array in this
family is the HVM10,000 (see fig. 1), a 10,000gate array developed under the Very High
Speed Integrated Circuits Phase 1Program. It is
implemented using current-mode logic, a lowerpower variant of emitter-coupled logic that permits significantly higher densities than ECL, providing higher system-level performance.
Radiation resistance was added by tinkering
with the company's third-generation VHSIC bipolar technology, VDB-III, with which the array is
fabricated. A 1.25-µ,m process, VDB-III is based on
nonwalled-emitter structures surrounded by a
lightly doped base (see fig. 2). It is also an oxideisolated process, in which achannel stop implant
is used to provide a heavily doped p-region between adjacent devices, says David Still, bipolar
design manager. That prevents leakage from
buried layer to buried layer. Under pre- and
post-radiation conditions, the leakage between
adjacent buried layers is caused by the formation of an n-type channel at the interface of the
channel stop and the oxide, due to positive
charge trapping in the isolation layer.
To make its 0m-based arrays radiation-hardened, the company added two steps to its basic
process. Backside gettering pulls the defects in
the silicon lattice below the active area. It is
followed by aneutron irradiation after metalization. These two steps increase the number of
recombination sites, decreasing the majority carrier lifetimes of electrons in the substrate and
reducing the strength of the buried-layer substrate photocurrents that occur during a radiation burst. As a result, the array meets or exceeds DOD radiation-resistance requirements: to
withstand a total dose of 10 6 rads, a transient
dosage of 106 rads/s for a 20 ns pulse, and a
neutron doseage of 10 16 neturons/cm 2.
Electronics/ November 26, 1987

A RAD-HARD ARRAY FAMILY
EVOLVES FROM VHSIC
The array incorporates three layers
of metal, two for macrocell connections
and one for power busing. It is capable
of handling up to 172 input/output lines
and is programmable over awide range
of performance and power options. Depending on complexity and application,
typical propagation delay and power of
acircuit implemented on the gate array
range from about 1.5 ns and 1.3 mw per function
for a low-drive, low-power application with a fanout of 1and afan-in of 6, to 580 ps at 4mw for a
high-power, high-drive application with a fan-in of
3and afan-out of 16. To expedite circuit design, a
library of performance-programmable optimized
CML is available. These are macrocells that can be
programmed at the cell level by the designer to
operate over a wide range of performance and
power specifications.
The HVM10,000 is aimed at those military and
aerospace applications for which the only alternative to date has been ECL, says David Wick,
bipolar product line manager. Used in the same
architecture, he says, the CML arrays outperform
ECL circuits at the system level. Still says the
CML arrays exhibit from 20% to 30% greater logic densities than equivalent ECL arrays.
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1. DENSE AND SAD-HARD. Honeywell's 10,000-gate current-mode logic array
meets or exceeds the DOD's rad -hard requirements.
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Electronics magazine is pleased to offer its readers adistinguished, elegant Desk Planner and Pocket Diary Set for 1988
that is packed full of useful information and traveling tips, in
addition to providing you with an easy-to-use 1988 planning
format.

AN
EXECUTIVE
PLANNER TO
USE WITH
PRIDE.

A great gift idea.
This beautiful book makes an ideal gift for friends and business
associates. It's agift that people will really appreciate receiving.
Because it's agift from you that they'll use all year long.
Make it personal.
And you can order your name, or the name of anyone you are
giving the book to, embossed in gold on the padded front cover.
Act now and place your order today.
Order your copy today. And copies to give friends and business
associates for the holidays. It's also agreat gift idea for anyone
who travels—or dreams of traveling. Write to us at Electronics
Desk Planner, P.O. Box 5505, Peoria, Illinois 61601.
Or call 1-800-845-3636.

HERE ARE JUST SOME OF THE GREAT FEATURES.
QUALITY WORKMANSHIP
▪ Large 81/
2"x10 1
/
2"page size
um Handsome textured cover with padded
front
• 2silken ribbon markers for easy
reference
• Highest quality paper for smooth
writing capability
• Gilt-edged pages
• Inexpensive personalized embossing
WITH CONVENIENT FEATURES
• Week-at-a-glance appointment guide
with 12-month calendar on each spread
and plenty of room for reminders

rants, banks, credit cards, tipping information, sight-seeing, and much more
• International entry and exit requirements

• Detailed maps of major foreign cities
ORDERING INFORMATION
Prices include cost of surface delivery.
Add local sales tax.
Desk Planner
&Pocket Diary Set

$39.95

Desk Planner only

$31.95

Pocket Diary only

$16.95

Gold Stamping full name
on each item

$ 4.50

Handling/Packing per item

$ 1.50

• Ample room for notes

Gift Box (optional)

$ 1.00

AND HANDY INFORMATION
• Convenient metric conversion table and
weights and measures table for quick
reference

OPTIONAL AIRMAIL SURCHARGES

• Special 4-page 1988 planner and 4page 1989 forward planner for highlighting special events
• Easy-to-read 6-year calendar

• International dialing codes
GREAT FACTS AND TRAVELING TIPS
• 22 beautiful full-color world maps, including time zones, air routes and sea routes
• International airports and distances
from key cities
• Detailed guides for 117 countries and
cities, weather, hotels, selected restau-

Electronics

• Air distances and flying times between
countries

Shipped from
New York to:

Set or
Planner

Canada

$ 5.00

Diary
Only
$ 3.50

Central America

8.50

1.50

South America

14.00

2.00

France, England,
Spain

14.00

3.50

Singapore, Japan,
S. Africa, Australia

19.50

5.00

1988 Planner

DESK PLANNER AND
POCKET DIARY SET
ONLY

$39.95

All major credit cards are accepted.
To order send check or money order to
Electronics Desk Planner, P.O. Box 5505,
Peoria, Illinois 61601. Or call toll-free

1-800-845-3636
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If you're talking top-quality, easy-access speech reproduction,
remember that the most sound solutions start at OKI.
of synthesizers and converters. And
now, the first all-in-one ADPCM speech
processor, the OKI 6258, which integrates your critical functions on a
single VLSI chip.

Talk it over with your project team.
When you agree your system needs
both higher quality sound and simpler application, start talking to OKI.
World leader in speech technology and solutions, OKI supports
your project with the most sound
experience today. Over 1000 designs
in the past two years alone. Satisfying widely diversified applications
with unique options drawn from a
still-expanding product line: afamily

New
Single Chip
Solution:

To demonstrate its superb ADPCM
sound quality and ease-of-use, OKI
now offers you the 6258 DEMO KIT.
It's ready-to-go and specially priced
now. For arealtime OKI ADPCM
speech demonstration, call:
800-336-8304 outside California;
800-521-4887 in California

SPEECH FUNCTIONS

OKI's VLSI ADPCM
Speech Processor 6258.
Highly integrated ADPCM chip, adaptable for
two memory-storage options: either SRAM for
battery power, or DRAM for extended speech
time— up to 16 minutes using OKI's highdensity SIMM modules.

‘-farium

SYNTHESIS

+31-›

OPTIONAL
SOLUTIONS
FROM OKI:

5204
ADPCM
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)Please send
OKI 6258 Speech Processor Demo
Kit(s), complete with 6258 Demo Board (SRAM version),
Microphone and 3" Speaker. Price per Kit is $285.00,
plus $5.00 for shipping/handling: $290.00 Kit/total,
sales tax included. Offer limited to 3Kits per customer.

)Send technical data on OKI Speech Product Line.
Name/Title
Company
Address
City

State

Zip

Tel: (

SEMICONDUCTOR
Circle 145 on reader service card

la

SPECIAL OFFER: Send for OKI's 6258 Demo Kit.

Check or money order for $
enclosed.
(Sorry, no company purchase orders please)

ADPCM
SYNTHESIS

5248
6296
6243
6212

OUTPUT

Whether you opt for the
do-everything ADPCM 6258
processor, or select other solutions from
our versatile speech product line, 0111 has all
the technical assistance and development tools
you'll need in place. 'lb simplify and support
your implementation, we can provide acomplete
prototyping system for editing, SAS-1 Memory
Processor. And for playback demonstrations,
the SAS-2 with built-in amplifier allows audio
review of your programming.

r

5218

ADPCM
development
tools too!

Return to: Customer Service, OKI Semiconductor
650 N. Mary Avenue, Sunnyvale, CA 94086. (408) 720-1900.
Offer limited to 3 Kits per customer and expires November 30, 1987 Available only
for U.S.A. and Canada shipment. Please allow 4-6 weeks for shipment.

WORLD'S LARGEST
CMOS. TOSHIBA.
But if you don't have our CMOS LOGIC data
book, how could you know we're that strong?
Toshiba is acmos logic pioneer,
and in the 16 years since we first
developed our cmos logic line,
we've become the world's largest
supplier.
Toshiba offers the most comprehensive cmos logic line available.
From the standard 4000/4500 series
up to our new highest speed TC74AC
series -tomorrow's standard logic
family.
With its high noise margin, high
speed and low power consumption,
the TC74HC series creates efficient
device opportunities for designers
of high speed portable instruments,
telecommunications equipment, or
any digital system.

higher volumes of cmos logic than
anyone else. And ship it on time at
competitive prices. Confidence, too,
that Toshiba ships only quality
assured products.
So when you select logic, talk
to the people with the power.
Talk with Toshiba.
Characteristics/
Logic Families

New
HS-C 2MOS
(74AC Series)

HS-C 2MOS
(74/IC Series)

LSTTL

•Std. C2MOS
(4000/4500
Series)

Prop. Delay Time
(typ) GATE (CL=
15pF)

3.5ns

8ns

9ns

125ns

Max. Clock Freq.
Itypi.1/K F•F (CL =
15pF)

150MHz

60MHz

45MHz

2MHz

Quiescent Power
Dias. (tYP) (GATE)

0.019W

0.01sW

8mW

0.01sW

Noise Margin
VlitliminifV1L(max)

3.5V/1.5V

3.5V/1.5V

2.0V/0.8V

3.5V/15V

Output Current
11011 1(min)IIOL
(mm)

24mA/24mA

4mA/41nA

0.4mA/4mA

0.12mA/
0.36mA

2-6V

4.75-5.25V

Op. Volt. Range
Op. lkmp. Range

2-6V
-40-85°C

-40-85°C

0-70°C

3-18V
-40-85°C

•Data believed to be accurate and representative of each logic family.

WE WROTE THE BOOK
It's all in our Book. Detailed
specifications on our complete line.
Our Book is the definitive source
for the newest and best in cmos
logic. If you don't have acurrent
copy, get one today.
And remember, you can order
Toshiba logic with confidence.
Confidence that Toshiba can ship

TOSHIBA. THE POWER IN LOGIC.
I
- TOSHIBA

AMERICA, INC.

-

I

Logic Marketing Manager
2692 Dow Avenue
Tustin CA 92680

Send me your data book detailing the newest and best in CMOS Logic.
Name
Title
Company
Address

L

. City

State

Zip

MEARAIRA, 84158311 Electron. Group. 0131 e9e 3121 Marslea4 S lemon (314) 291.8554. Plegrey Elemrenes. In< 1913) 236.8800 Stereer Mectones-Kansas, 0131 236.5589. NEHRU Marshal( E(ectrodes Group 1916) 63«9700 Western MemPecnnomery. (408) 725-1660. MEW HAMPSHIRE, Croon Eiectrones. Inc .
017)449-5000 Menem Enctrones Group 1617)658-0810 Sterfing EiectronrceRostoo 16171938.6200. Westem Merotecnooegy (617)273.2800 MEW JERSEY. Genera, Components. Inc .16091761.6767 Hershel ElecOones Group 1201082-0320 (6091234-9100 Mdmoy Elect/ones Inc .(5161420-98De16091983.5010
(8001257-780e 000)257.7111. Sal. Inc 1516)293.2710 Slenno Electromcseo %Meld 12011 769-7000 NEW MEXICO. maremo Electromcs Group 002) 4%.0290. Sterme Memeeneseatemuerpue.15051884.1900. NEW YORK. 11mM/el Electrones Gram. (516)273-2424. (807) 798.1611.1716) 235-7620. Mere, (Rennes
Pm .1516 420-980«17161235.0830. Rome Electrodes 1315)337-540e See/moments Ameree.15161293.2710. NORTH/00TM CAROLINA. Marshall Electron. Group. 19191878.9882.1Almay Electrones. Inc I
40e I
393-9666.8d. Raterle.170a) 588.153e 19191 no .51 oo NORT11 ,80imi DAKOTA, Mambo Elecireecs
Grope 16121 559-2211, Reptron Electrones .16121 938.0000. 0/110. Men90 E1ectrones Group 15131 898.4480 1216) 248.1788, 16141 891.7580, Hooray Cleveland. Inc .1216) 447-1520.1800) 321.0006 Reptron eectromcs. (61a1 06.6675. (216) 349-1415. ORLON& Mumma Noon. G(00.1214)233.5200. Meprey
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(6171449.5000. Marshall Electrodes Group.1617) 658.0810. Sterling Electroneeleoslon. (617) 938.6200 Western Herotechnology.1617) 273.2800, TENNESSEE, Marshal,
Simeon« Group (2051881.923« leeway Electromcs.Inc 14041393.9666, Run Remedy (9191781.570« MAE. Marsha Ued ,on ,cs Groo.1214) 233-5200. (915) 593-0706. (713) 895-9200.15121 837.1991. »prey Electrones. Inc (214) 248-1603. Sterhno Enclrones.1713)623.660«15121836.1341.(2141243.1600. UTAH
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le 'grey. Wealwelon. Ire .13011621.8169. (800)638-6656. Remo Releen.1919) 781.5700. Steep Electron.. 1703) e50.2373.18041226.219e WPAHINGTOW Marshall EectromcsGroup.120617.7.9100 Western Merolechnoemy. (2061881.6737. wiSCOISIN. Get Goold Electromcs.1312) 593.3220 Weill («Pones GMO
(en) 797-8400. (612) 559-2211. 849149, C106490.
.
13121 350-0490. Neon Eketromes. 1612) 938-0000 CANADA, Canton Election...Ltd .16 ,31 726-9250. 1a16/ 49« 999e 1416) 495.7705 151e) 334.8323 Space Electron). Sees Corp (514) 697.8676.1416) 63e-8814. (6131 596-5340 160.1 294.1166
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THIS CHIP IS FIRST TO DETECT
ERRORS IN OPTICAL-DISK DATA
NCR'S 85C20 IS ALSO FIRST TO IMPLEMENT ANSI STANDARD

D

esigners of controllers for
Technology plans to develop
51
/-in, write-once, continu4
codes for other processors if
ous-servo optical-disk drives now
demand warrants.
have an easy way to handle erDATA
The NCR chip targets only
BUFFER
ror detection and correction ac51
4 -in, continuous-servo drives,
/
cording to the proposed guideand is not suitable for samlines from the American Nationpled-servo drives, an alternaal Standards Institute. They can
tive tracking method supportBUFFER
harness asingle chip from NCR
SEQUENCER
ed by the standards. But NCR
CONTROLLER
Corp.'s Microelectronics Division
says the chip can be used with
with readily available error-cor31
2 -in. WORM drives and eras/
recting software.
able optical drives. Its 24Fabricated in NCR's 2-1.1,m,
Mbit/s data rate also makes it
standard-cell CMOS technolsuitable for magnetic-diskogy, the 85C20 monitors data
drive applications.
NCR
streams up to 24 Mbits/s and
CPU
NCR won't be alone in the
85C20
detects errors in up to 80 ranmarket for long. Western Digidom bytes per 1,024-byte sectal Corp., Irvine, Calif., plans
-- LISTEN MODE
tor of optical-disk data without
to field samples of a similar
-- TRANSPARENT
significant delay, says the ColMODE
chip in January. Like the
orado Springs, Colo., division
0 RECT85C20,
Western
Digital's
RAM
MEMOR
Y
of the Dayton, Ohio, company.
WD60080 will use Reed-SoloACCESS
Available in sample quantimon algorithms supplied by
ties next month, the chip is an
Data Systems Technology,
early entry in the race to field
says Kenneth J. Hallam, Westa solution compliant with rec- TWO MODES. In listen mode, the chip monitors the sequencer-buffe ern Digital director of planommendations from ANSI's controller data path; in transparent mode, data flows directly through. ning. Pricing on the WD60080
X3B11 committee on 51
/-in.
4
has not yet been set, but will
WORM (for write-once, read-many-times)
enough for real-time optical-disk applica- be "under $20" in 1,000-unit quantities,
drives.
tions, says Neal Glover, Data Systems Hallam says.
ECONOMICAL The 85C20 uses aversion
Technology president.
NCR's 85C20 will cost $23.10 in 1,000of the X3B11-recommended Reed-SoloThe 85C20 can be used in either of unit quantities when it becomes available
mon Long Distance Code. NCR licenses two modes. In listen mode, the CMOS in volume in March. Since it is a stanthe code from Data Systems Technology part monitors the byte-wide data path dard-cell device, says Mason, it will adapt
Corp., Broomfield, Colo. Although it per- between the system sequencer and buff- more readily to market conditions than
forms only error detection—leaving cor- er controller to generate redundancy the full-custom Western Digital part.
rection to software—this solution will and syndrome bytes. In the transparent
The NCR 85C20 works by using a
continue to be more cost-effective than mode, the bus data flows directly
Long-Distance-Code implemented in
an all-hardware approach until optical- through the 85C20. Once the syndrome shift registers and on-chip linear feeddrive data rates go well beyond their bytes are generated—and an error de- back networks. These generate reduncurrent levels of about 5to 10 Mbits/s, tected—the system microprocessor uses dancy "check-bit" bytes during data
says Harold E. Mason, NCR 85C20 pro- algorithms stored in read-only memory writes and generate syndrome bytes—
ject leader. This won't occur until 1990 to make corrections. The 85C20 comes in patterns of check-bit mismatches—when
or later, he says.
both a standard 44-pin plastic leaded the data is read off the disk.
The hardware/software scheme's dis- chip carrier and in a28-pin PLCC.
The redundancy bytes are written
advantage in speed compared with an
Users can develop their own firmware onto the disk in interleaved fashion folall-hardware implementation can be
based on publicly available Reed-Sola lowing the data field. They form a
overcome with data buffers that have mon algorithms, NCR says, or they may unique code for the data being protectinsignificant impact on overall system use optimized codes developed by Data ed. When the data is read back, the syncost. "It's very easy to get the software Systems Technology. Software for Intel drome bytes (equal in number to the
to perform the corrections and still keep Corp.'s 8088, Motorola Inc.'s 68HC11 redundancy bytes) are used to produce
the data flowing," Mason says. Using a and 68000 processors, and Zilog Corp.'s two status bytes and pointer fields that
20-Kbyte buffer memory for speed
Z80 is available from Data Systems tell the system microprocessor whether
matching and error-correction delay
Technology for a one-time $20,000 li- errors are present, and also indicate
smoothing, the 85C20 will be fast
censing fee, says Glover. Data Systems which interleaves contain the errors.
«I*
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SPECIAL SERVICES

Overseas — 75 Countries — Interviewing
now. All Fields — for Conn. interview. Send
resume: Global Services, (0) Clinton, CT
06413. Transportation not paid to Connecticut.

COMPUTER

MARKET

SPICE

PLACE

up your PC

6745 Lindley Ave., Reseda, CA 91335
(818)609-8948

Micro-Math 'Software

$149

Arithmetic, transcendental, data conversion,
and data manipulation routines in source code
for 6809 and 8085 processors. Programs fully
described. Brochures available.
F.N. Vitatlic Co., 514 -13th st.
Bellingham, WA 98225 — (206) 733-3896

TO ANSWER BOX NUMBER
ADS: Address separate envelopes (smaller than 11" x
for each reply to:

Box Number (As indicated)
Classified Advertising Department
Electronics
Post Office Box 900, NY 10108
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syndrome bytes, status bytes, and pointer fields following a read. They can be
stored in the system data buffer or—
using adirect memory-access channel—
in the central processor memory, where
the CPU has easier access to them.
-Wesley R. Iversen
NCR Microelectronics Div., 1635 Aeroplaza
Dr., Colorado Springs, Colo. 80916.
Phone 1-800-354-5454
[Circle 360]

CMOS A-to-D CONVERTER
RUNS TWICE AS FAST

Z/SPICE professional circuit simulation
Full version $300
Student version 579

ZTEC

The 85C20 is programmable for two
to 16 redundancy bytes per interleave,
in increments of two. When all 16 redundancy bytes are used, errors can be detected in up to eight random bytes per
interleave. The number of interleaves
per 512-byte or 1,024-byte sector is programmable between three and 10.
Other 85C20 programmability features include the user's option to store

Dilli
A fast, flexible interface to micro- ficiation of one-half least significant bit
processors, plus atransistor switch- and three-fourths LSB differential nonlinclamp device that speeds the discharge earity. But the conversion time of the
of nodal capacitance, together add up to Precision Monolithics converter can be as
2V2 times faster conversions than other low as 6la maximum compared with 15
CMOS parts for Precision Monolithics 1.1.s for the 7574. Power dissipation of the
Inc.'s 8-bit CMOS analog-to-digital con- ADC-908 is 15-mW maximum standby
verter. Boasting conversion times as low running with a +5-V power supply. (The
as 61.ts, the ADC-908 also dissipates just part, like the equivalent Analog Devices
half the power of equivalent bipolar converter, requires a -10-V reference
successive-approximation converters.
voltage.)
Precision Monolithics' part will be
The ADC-908 will generate internal
functionally compatible with the market clock signals with a connected external
leader, the AD7574 from Analog De- resistor and capacitor. To run at the
vices Inc. and is the Santa Clara, Calif., maximum 6-µ,s conversion times, the
company's first proprietary CMOS ADC part needs an external 1.35 MHz clock.
chip. Its power savings and speed are The ADC-908, which has guaranteed
due to asilicon-gate technology using a monotonicity, offers data access times of
thin-film to create highly accurate resis- 120-ns and has adata hold time of 20 ns.
tors compared with more commonly
The analog input resistance of the
used diffusion processes, says Walter part is 10,000 a minimum. The convertHeinzer, marketing manager of new er, like the older 7574 part, will have an
data-conversion products. The process untrimmed gain error of ±4.5 LSB and
gives afaster interface of the converter an untrimmed offset error of ±50 mV.
to host processors, says Heinzer.
The 8-bit ADC is available in commerAUTOMATIC START. The interface design
cial, industrial, and military temperature
itself targets ease of use and is imple- ranges. It is also being housed in 300mented with static random-access mem- mil-wide 18-pin dual in-line packages and
ories and read-only memories. Data con- surface-mountable small-outline packversion is automatically started at the ages. In 100-piece quantities, the comprevious cycle's conclusion. A busy sig- mercial parts cost $7.50 each.
nal to the microprocessor can enable the
-J. Robert Lineback
host to generate wait states in low-cost Precision Monolithics Inc., 1500 Space Dr.,
systems.
P.O. Box 58020, Santa Clara, Calif. 95052.
In the heart of the converter, the de- Phone (408) 562-7456
[Circle 361]
signers have added a transistor switch-clamp device to the
summing node to help discharge capacitance and speed
up the analog-to-digital work.
The quick discharge of nodal
capacitance enables the part to
make faster decisions on the
digital output values, says
Heinzer. The converter's summing junction has low-noise
margins for clean, quick processing of analog outputs into
ADC output codes without hysteresis or oscillation.
The 18-pin ADC-908, like Analog Devices' 7574, has a maxi- LOW POWER. Thin-film silicon-gate technology boosts
mum integral nonlinearity speci- the ADC-908's speed and reduces power consumption.
Electronics! November 26, 1987

WHAT IS MILITARIZED,
RELIABLE, OFF-THE-SHELF...?

SECS 80/MCS

SECS 80/RM19

SECS 80 FULL & /2 ATA

SECS 80 COMPUTER SYSTEMS
THAT'S WHAT!
THE NDI ADVANTAGE

AND NOW...COMPLETE SYSTEMS

The NEW TITAN/SESCO now delivers complete systems, not
just black boxes. We are major participants in such programs
as FOG-M, North Warning, Dead-Eye and MARC to name a
few. Our turn-key systems come with a range of .ntegrated
software starting from built-in-test (BIT) test firmware to complete applications software developed and validated by
TITAN/SESCO
The NEW TITAN/SESCC also offers standard turn-key SECS
80 based compJters directed at stand-alone general purpose
computing, X.25 communications, X.25 to 1553 gateway networking, and LAN applications.

MILITARY ENVIRONMENTS
Tough — All TITAN/SESCO products are designed and
tested to meet MIL-E-16400, MIL-E-5400, and MIL-E-4158—
and Radiation Hardened too!
Reliable — TITAN/SESCO's products stay in the field. We
enjoy a return rate of less than 10/c and we back all SECS 80
products with a one year warranty.
AO».
Mà

111Ille

4

-120151

MN
111»
MI
IM

MI
Mil
Um
UM
MI

Building systems based on Non-Development Item (NDI)
products means fast deliveries at very low development cost.
TITAN/SESCO's SECS 8C Product Line is the most comprehensive line of NDI Multibus computer products in the world
and is available now! Match cost to performance with SECS
80 computers ranging from 8080A based 8-bit computers to
the 80286 16-bit computer and all those in between. Complete the system with the wide range of serial, parallel and
analog I/O, MIL-STD-1553 and peripheral interfaces
available.

CUSTOM DESIGN CENTER
TITAN/SESCO has developed a custom design center
proficient in systems engineering, software engineering,
electronics design, power supply design and EMI control.
THE NEW TITAN/SESCO Has It All . NDI products on-theshelf, custom hardware and software design center and high
capacity MIL-Q-9858A manufacturing facilities ..all ready
to deliver system solutions to your door!
IMM
MIM
11ffl
IMI

IIIIMIM
IMMI

BIM
ii

MIMI

111
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SEVERE ENVIRONMENT SYSTEMS
A Subsidiary of The Titan Corporation

Nordhoff St., P.O. Box 2668 •Chatsworth, CA •91313-2668 •In CA (818) 709-7100/Telex 69-1404

800-423-5527
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New
SuperProject Expert
Everyone says it's
the best project management
software ever.
I'd better find out about it!
E Please send me free information.
Please send me ademo diskette for $25 (refundable with purchase). Send acheck. VISA or
MasterCard number to:
Computer Associates
2195 Fortune Dr., San Jose, CA 95131.
Check one E SuperProject Expert El SuperProject Plus
Title
Name
Company
Address
City
State
Zip
Telephone (
)
D Check D VISA
Exp.
D MasterCard
Exp.
Signature
C 1987 Computer Associates International, Inc.
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Announcing SuperProject Expert.
The Most Advanced
Project Management Software Ever.
Leading project managers from key industries have this
to say about SuperProject',Expert:
Aerospace: "SuperProject is the best ...
outstanding
features like Earned Value Reporting and Work Breakdown Summarization give me complete control over
my projects. Expert's graphics make impressive
presentations." Barry Feeley Technical Manager,
Ford Aerospace.

Construction: "Its familiar SuperCalc® and 1-2-3 menu
system makes it really easy to learn and use ...
the way
it handles multiple projects, networking and flexible
report writing have opened my eyes. The muniple
resource calendars and histograms manage
resources very efficiently" Ted Ritter, CEO,O'Connor
Construction Co.
Data Processing: "The Outliner allows me to quickly
sketch critical installation schedules. Ican add as much
detail as necessary for each task. SuperProject Expert is
way ahead of the pack" D.W. Ne,sper, Regional
Consulting Manager, Wang Labs.
SuperProject Expert for presentation graphics and detailed control over multiple projects, large or small.
There's nothing like it at any price. Utilizing Gantt,
PERT, or CF'M charts plus powerful new tools—the
most advanced even Only Computer Associates
gives you PC-to-mainframe connectivity.
You can upload via CA-PLANLINKS - and
consolicate your projects within
CA-TELLAPLAN .
If basic project management is all you
need, then SUPERPROJECT PLUS will make
It easy for you. It contains essential task
and resource management features
and is fully compatible with Expert.
Which way should you advance?
Simply call one number:
800-533-2070 and ask for
Terry Smith. Or simply send
in the coupon below.

Attn: Terry Smith, Computer Associates, Inc.
2195 Fortune Drive, Son Jose, CA 95131
f] Please send me free Information on SuperProject
Expert and SuperProject Plus,
El Please send me a demo diskette.
E-11-87
Enclosed Is $25 (refundable with purchase).
Check one: E] SuperProject Expert Li SuperProject Plus,

Simtriket

El VISA

U] MasterCard

Exp.

Name .

e+

Title .
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Company'
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State .

Zip .
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Software superior by design.

'eke

Computer Associates Internattonal,

•World's leading independent software company.
•Broad range of integrated business and data processing
software for mainframe, mia-range and micro computers
•Worldwide service and support network of more than 70 offices.

Accounting •Spreadsheets •RDBMS •Graphics •Project Management •Resource &Operations Management
•
I
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CAN YOUR
THEORIES
SOLVE THE
UNSOLVABLE?

Driving\
signal '

Undersea
Combat
Systems
Detection
and
Communication

Transmitting
array

Scatterers
Target

Domain of
scatterers ,

Threshhold
Target and
scattered
returns

Engineers and scientists at the Naval
Underwater Systems Center are the foremost
experts in underwater technologies. Their
exploitation of the underwater environment as a
transmission medium is amajor factor in the
U.S. Navy's technological superiority. But critical
problems still are unsolved. In acoustic arrays.
In signal processing. In underwater communications and decision-making systems. In
hydrodynamics. Finding solutions is critical to
national security. To world peace.
We're looking for Ph.D.s with the potential
to solve these problems... with the potential to
become world-class scientists. If you are one of
the few, you'll find everything you need at the
Naval Underwater Systems Center. Your theories
will be translated quickly into models. You'll
supervise their tests in laboratories and at sea.
Your rewards will exceed even the great
personal satisfaction
RE
CCMen
of solving the unsolvable. Intelligence and initiative
are recognized
quickly at the Center.
You'll become one of
(5the acknowledged
experts in one or
-more fields of interFL
national importance.
&dui
p
You'll work with
other world-class
scientists ... in the U.S. and overseas. You'll
interact at the highest levels of our government.
To apply orfor more information, write to:
Naval Underwater
Systems Center,
Code 083 E
Newport, Rhode Island
02841-5047
Or call 401-M1-3585
,

Space-time
processor

Receiving
array

Ambient
noise

U.S. Citizenship Required

Equal Opportunity Employer

Gould cell compilers give
you something rarely found
with complex ASICs.

Enough time.
Time to squeeze more functions
onto the die, to create new cells, to tweak
old cells for more performance.Time to avoid
the compromises deadlines can cause. All it takes
is Gould's EXPERT ASIC'cell compilers and
services.
No compromises. No limits.
Done in no time.
EXPERT ASIC tools create cells in one-tenth the
time. Generate PLAs. Create ROMs and RAMs
with custom word-size configurations.There's
even anew datapath compiler for DSPs coming
soon. And they'll all work with over 200 existing
digital cells and megacells, including bit-slice µPs.

Even analog functions are easier. Custom filters
can be generated in hours. Op amps, too. It's
like having an unlimited library at your disposal.
And mixed-mode designs have never been
quicker.
For details on EXPERT ASIC tools, call
1-800-GOULD-10. Or write: ASIC Marketing,
Gould Semiconductors, 3800 Homestead Road,
Santa Clara, CA 95051.
Manufacturer of Gould AMI Semiconductors.

m> GOULD
Electronics
Circle 169 on reader service card

New and Current
Products Presented
by the Manufacturer

Product Showcase
To advertise call Evelyn Schmidt, Advertising Manager (212) 512-6606

FREE—Coaxial and Waveguide
Measurement Accessories Catalog

SINGLE CARD DATA ACQUISITION

Free 130-page catalog from largest supplier of
"off-the-shelf" optics. Product descriptions,
photos, data, graphs, ordering information for
lenses, prisms, optical flats, reticles, mirrors,
etc. Rolyn Optics, 706 Arrow Grand Circle,
Covina, CA. 91722-2199 (818) 915-5707

Over 400 RF and microwave measurement
accessories are specified for frequency coverage from dc to 110 GHz. 114 pages includes
18 product categories such as Attenuators,
Detectors, Couplers, Power Sensors, Terminations, Cables, etc; a 20-page measurements
section, 14 equipment comparison tables.
Write Inquiries Mgr. Hewlett-Packard Co.,
1820 Embarcadero Rd., Palo Alto, CA 94303
(Ad #0415797)

DSP-16 is asingle card for the IBM PC or compatibles. Real-time 16 bit data acquisition on 2
input and output channels at up to 50 kHz
simultaneously. User programmable TMS32020
or TMS320C25. 512K or 2 Meg buffer. Concurrent sampling and anti-alias filters. Complete
with software for applications and program
development, common language interfaces.
Ariel, 110 Greene St., NY, NY 10012.
Call (212) 925-4155

ROLYN OPTICS

HEWLETT-PACKARD CO.

ARIEL CORP.

OPTICS CATALOG

CIRCLE 200

NEW STATIONARY INPUT —
MOUSE-TRAK

CIRCLE 259

MULTI-FINGER RECEPTACLES

CIRCLE 255

PGA & LCC PROTOTYPE TEST
ADAPTORS — VLSI

•The space saving input device that emulates
both Microsoft and Mouse Systems RS-232
mice • With a single connection to your
computer, no power supply is needed. •
MOUSE-TRAKs ergonomic design puts complete control of cursor and input at your
fingertips. • Speed control allows the user to
toggle the resolution with a 4:1 ratio. • User
defineable keys adds versatility and comfort.
For Further Information Contact: 1303 Columbia, Suite 217, Richardson, Texas 75081
(214) 234-5366

Mill-Max receptacles have a funnel-shaped
"multi-finger" inner contact that provides a
reliable and compliant connection. They can
accept pins and component leads Of all shapes
and sizes. To assure quality at competitive
prices, these "multi-finger" receptacles can
be tin or gold "sonic" plated. They're ideal for
use in a wide variety of printed circuit and
interconnect applications. For a free catalog
and design guide, write Mill-Max, 190 Pine
Hollow Road, Oyster Bay, New York 11771
(516) 922-6000.

Ironwood's line of VLSI prototype adaptors
allow prototypeing of devices from 24 pin
(video RAM ZIP) Shrink DIP, to 240 pin PGA.
MP families 80X86 and 680X0 along with many
other patterns. Annotated test adaptors for
68010, 68020, 80186, 80386. Gold Machined
pins/most wirewrap panel patterns. Customs
— quick turnaround. Burn in sockets. IRONWOOD ELECTRONICS, INC P.O. BOX 21-151
ST. PAUL, MN 55121 (612) 431-7025

ITAC SYSTEMS, INC.

MILL-MAX

VLSI ADAPTORS
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BRIDGE RECTIFIERS AND
HV DIODES AND ASSEMBLIES
Thousands of stock items are shown in the
mini-catalog. HV diodes, silicon bridges packs,
assemblies, cartridges, solid-state rectifier
tubes are illustrated. They feature power to
100 amps, all voltages, with standard fast and
superfast recoveries (to 50 NS). Many case
styles, terminations, and custom designs
available. Electronic Devices, Inc., 21 Gray
Oaks Ave., Yonkers, NY 10710. (914) 965-4400.
ELECTRONIC DEVICES

FREE COPY
CIRCLE 203

DESKTOP IC CELL DESIGN
WHY NOT OFFLOAD IC CELL DESIGN
FROM YOUR EXPENSIVE CAD SYSTEM
TO A PERSONAL COMPUTER?
JUST $4,995 CAN GET YOU STARTED USING
DESKTOP CELL PRO WITH NO SPECIAL
HARDWARE REQUIREMENTS. BRING CELLS
IN FROM YOUR LARGE SYSTEM; SEND BACK
VIA GDS-II STREAM
FREE DEMO DISK CALL (408) 438-2199
APTOS SYSTEMS CORPORATION
10 VICTOR SO, SCOTTS VALLEY, CA 95066
APTOS SYSTEMS

Lindgren's new "W" series 48" wide panels
combine a reduction in cost with ease of
assembly. The superior performance of (DEI).
DOUBLE ELECTRICALLY ISOLATED
SHIELDING
Call 312-628-9100
Lindgren RF Enclosures, 1228 Capitol Dr.
Addison, IL 60101
LINDGREN RF
ENCLOSURES

Analog Circuit Simulation
A full featured SPICE based simulator runs on
the IBM PC with interactive Input and Output
These wave-

show an
IS SPICE
analysis of a
power supply
snubber.
Intu_Scope was
used for display
and computation
of power and
energy. The
output shown
used an
Intu_Scope
plotter utility
forms

PRE SPICE, $200.00: Interactive control, Monte Carlo
Analysis, Optimization, libraries and parameter evaluation.
IS_SPICE, $95.00: Performs AC, DC and Transient analysis_
Into Scope, $250.00: Displays, manipu Lates and plots data.
Programs are not copy protected, come with a30 day money
back guarantee and require PC with 640K RAM, fixed disk,
coprocessor and CGA or EGA or Hercules graphics.
P.O. BOX 6607
San Pedro, CA 90730-6607

intusolt

Designs quickly come to life with Tango-Schematic's easyto-use drawing editor and extensive component libraries.
Features four line types, four text sizes, repeat and block
functions, unique built-in word processor. Includes DRC,
BOM, Wire List, Net List outputs and crisp plots, prints, or
laserprints. The perfect front end to our popular
Tango-PCB and Tango-Route board design systems.
For IBM PC/XT'AT/PS2. Just 8495. Full-function Demo
Package: $10. Order toll-free 800 433-7801. VISA/MC.
Thirty-day money back guarantee.
ACCEL Technologies, 7358 Trade St., San Diego, CA 92121
Outside N., S. America contact FIST Technology (Australia)
Phone: 61 -02/34.84r19 FAX 61-02-23-8771

CIRCLE 204

Tele: (213)833-0710

INTUSOFT
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Technology that hits the
•

CIRCLE 254

Glide Through PCB Design.
TangoPCB

.
Create the toughest hoard designs
with powerful layout software that's asnap to use.
Function-rich Tango-PCB supports eight layers, 1mil
grid, OrCAD - or Schema - netlist input, print/plot/
photoplot output, and more.

TangoRoute

Get impressive completion rates
and remarkable speed with Tango-Route, afour layer,
eleven pass autorouter.
Just $495 each.

For IBM PC/XT/AT/PS2. Compare features and you'll buy
Tango. Or try full-function Demo Package, just $10.
Order toll-free: 800 433-7801. VISA/MC. Thirty-day
money back guarantee.
CIRCLE 243
ACCEL Technologies, 7358 Trade St., San Diego, CA 92121

NEW
IMPROVED

DEALER + OEM WELCOME
.
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CIRCLE 235
Ines GmbH
Neuenboter Knee 45
5000 Kolb 41

.

EPROM PROGRAMMER

For IBM-PC/XT,ATIC/RT6150
other compatible co

For commands
PHILIPS PC :Y
HP
i
implemented
SRG/ASYST compatible
64 kByte memory capacity
DMA arid INTERRUPT can be a
by simple commands
• HELP functions, SYNTAX monito
clear text
• BASIC. BASIC(compiled), TURBO
(TURBO-) PASCAL, MODULA- 2,
FORTRAN. C, ASSEMBLER
.

Now you can convert RGB computer signals
into NTSC color composite video with the
ENC Series of RGB Encoders. Three different
models for Analog RGB, Sync-on-Green RGB
and TTL RGBI. Compatibility with most computers and graphics boards havin9 15 kHz
scan rates. Output of ENCs can drive VCRs,
projection TVs, and monitors. Interface cables
and application assistance available. ENC
encoders are only $395.00 each.
Communications Specialties, Inc.,
6090 Jericho Tpk., Commack, NY 11725.
(516) 499-0907.

CIRCLE 257

Great Designs Start With
Tango-SchemutieJust $495.
LINDGREN'S COST EFFECTIVE
SHIELDING SOLUTION

CONVERT RGB INTO COLOR
COMPOSITE VIDEO

e:= 1

ï

BP..k.7..M.4

It

STILL JUST

$349

• Now supports over 250 specific EPROM's and
EEPROM's from AMO, Intel. SEE0, Ti, Fujitsu,
Hitachi. Toshiba. and 21 others
• Programs 87C51. 8749. 8741A. 8742 and other
rnicrocontrollers with optional heads
•
•
•
•
•

Spills 16- and 32-bit files
30 day money back guarantee
Free PCDOS software runs up to 38,400 baud
Gold Textool ZIF socket
Same day shtpment
CALL TODAY FOR MORE INFORMATION

Bp ,--u--Lsm,

,,,ROSYSTE

MS

10681 Hadcfington, 4190 /Houston, TX 77043
(7131 461-9430

(800) 225-2102

Telex. 1561477

CIRCLE 227
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MIMIC
MIMIC
MIMIC
MIMIC
We're building
America's newest
line of defense
An automated production line for making microwave
and millimeter wave monolithic integrated circuits
(MIMIC).
It's more than just agoal for the TRW/Honeywell/Hittite/
General Dynamics MIMIC team: it's acommitment.
Acommitment not only to produce, but also to insert
low-cost, high-performance RF subsystems into
advanced Department of Defense weapons platforms.
Collectively, we've invested more than adecade and
$100 million in developing MIMIC design, fabrication,
and testing techniques required for affordable mass
production.
Our MIMIC production line will guarantee reliable,
highly reproducible subsystems for applications such
as MLRS/TGW (Multiple Launch Rocket System/
Terminally Guided Warhead), SADARM (Sense and
Destroy Armor) munition; MOFA (Multiple-Option Fuzed
Armament); AAAM (Advanced Air-to-Air Missile);
INEWS (Integrated Electronic Warfare System); and
satellite communications.
If you'd like to know more about our commitment to
being first in line for MIMIC, call us.
Dr. Timothy T. Fong
MIMIC Program Manager
213.536.1491

lun

Honeywell
HITTITE

Classified Advertising
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She world's smallest
surface mount mixers
Tight packing density, lowered assembly costs, and improved
reliability make surface-mount technology (SMT) highly attractive to
systems and product manufacturers. If your design is ready for SMT,
specify Mini Circuits' new RMS series, the world's smallest (0.25 by
0.30 by 0.2 in.) double-balanced SMT mixers, spanning 0.5 to
1000MHz, from only $6.95 (10-49 qty).
The tiny, non-hermetic package houses RF transformers, aceramicalumina substrate, and afour-diode assembly. Aunique edge-plated
design eases the job of making reliable solder connections to a
printed-circuit board. A protective-barrier layer on top of the package's
conductive layer retards the harmful effect of electromigration which
may occur during soldering. The RMS can be attached to apc-board
by conventional manual soldering or with automatic equipment;
mixers can be supplied in atape-and-reel format for automated
pick-and-place machines.
When you think SMT, think small, low-cost...
think Mini-Circuits RMS series.

SPECIFICATIONS

$0 05
RMS -2

RMS-1

FREQUENCY RANGE, MHz
LO, RF

0 5— 500

IF

DC — 500

DC —

5— 1000

5.5

6.5

500

CONVERSION LOSS, dB, Typ.
Mid-band
Total range

(10f, —
(f, — f
u)

6.2

70

ISOLATION, dB, Typ.

L-R

L-I

L-R

Low-band

(f, — 10f, )

55

50

55

50

(10f, — f
u/2 )

33

30

35

30

27

24

25

20

Mid-band

Upper-band (f
0/2 — f
u)
PRICE (10-49)

$6.95

L-I

$7.95

f
1=lowest frequency in range
f
o =highest frequency in range

finding new ways...
setting higher standards

=Mini-Circuits

A DIvIsIon of Sclentlfic Cornponents Corporation

PO. Box 350166, Brooklyn, New York 11235-0003 (718)934-4500
Domestic and International Telexes: 6852844 or 620156
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Fast.
Faster.
st.
PG-1281 virtually redefines "high performance".
With this new Matrox color display processor
at the heart of an IBM PC AT, 386 PC, or compatible, atrue professional workstation is born.
Enhanced by four custom gate arrays, the
PG-1281 is the fastest TMS34010-based
board in the world today... and you have all the
power of high-priced workstations at afraction
of the price!

•1280 x 1024 resolution •Full 64-bit bandwidth •65,000 vectors/second •100 million
bits/second BITBLT •Up to 1.5Mb on-board
RAM •Downloadable user code for easy application development •Optimized drivers for
major CAD packages •Compatibility with all
current graphics standards: Windows, XWindows,
CGA, VDI, PGA, and more... •Optional highspeed 3D coprocessor and EGA/VGA add-on
modules.
If you need the best graphics performance
available today, you need the PG-1281.
For more details call us — fast!

(avz> 1-800-361-4903

A LEADER IN VIDEO NICROTECIIIVOIOCY

1110 1011
In Canada, call (514) 685-2630. IBM and IBM AT are registered trademarks of International Business Machines Corporation.
Windows is atrademark of Microsoft Corporation
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